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SCI rescue based on wrong info 
wards the sale. 
But key components of the deal 
must be hammered out by Dec. 14 or 
else the extension may be overturned, 
triggering bankruptcy. 
Rival bidder NWBC Pulp and Tim- 
ber Co. Ltd., organized by a former 
Repap executive, said last week its 
offer never depended on communities 
putting up money. 
Nor does any mention of the idea 
appear in NWBC's Oct. 22 formal 
offer to buy SCI, obtained by the Stan- 
dard.: 
But Thorpe told City of Terrace 
reps in a conference call that com- 
munity buy-in was needed by both bid- 
ders, said Terrace Economic Develop- 
ment Authority executive director Ken 
. .  • '  . . 
By JEFF NAGEL 
NORTHWEST towns say they were 
led by the government tobelieve - in- 
correctly - that  Skeena Cellulose 
could only be sold and kept out of 
bankruptcy if communities raise $20 
million to become joint owners. 
This raises the possibility towns in 
the region might not have pledged to 
raise money and conduct referendums 
if they'd been given different informa- 
tion. 
The community buy-in plan is a 
condition of the offer for SCI by Swiss- 
based Mercer International, which 
Victoria picked as its chosen buyer. 
A 90-day extension of bankruptcy 
protection granted last Thursday gives 
more time for all parties to work to- 
B Just imagine 
GRADE 2 student Selena Kunar peeks through a window in a 
mock space station assembled in E.T. Kenney's gymnasium 
last week. She was one of about 40 kids in the school's sci- 
ence club who helped work on the project. Parents and stu- 
Veldman. 
"The minister told us both of these 
bids depend on this $20 million to 
make them viable," Veldman said. 
"He said here's your choices - ei- 
More inside 
[] Sale may hinge on many 
conditions, A2 
[] Rival bidder calls Mercer 
offer inferior, A16 
ther you're in on this concept or it's 
not going to get an extension and hit 
bankruptcy. It seemed like a fairly 
easy decision." 
That's backed up by a press release 
of the North West Community Invest- 
ment Limited Partnership, the group 
communities have formed to raise 
money. 
"The B.C. government indicated to 
the communities that a $15-211 million 
stake was required to complete two 
potential purchasers' offers," it says. 
.Terrace mayor Jack Talstra also 
says he acted on that understanding 
when he told Thorpe he was neutral on 
the bidders and advised Thorpe to 
choose the best offer. • 
"Minister Thorpe asked me if I had 
a preference," he said. "1 said no, go 
with whichever is the better deal." 
Talstra would not speculate on 
whether different information might 
have affected the decision to raise 
money to buy in. 
But Veldman admitted some dis- 
comfort about what towns were told. 
"We've got some concerns about 
that," he said. "If one group is coming 
forward and saying we've got a viable 
business plan and it doesn't depend on 
the communities, then why the hell 
would we be involved in this?" 
Asked if he told northwest reps both 
bidders needed community money, 
Thorpe said: "To my knowledge 1did 
not make that statement. If someone 
misunderstood that comment, so be 
it." 
"The province of British Columbia 
in no way ever suggested to one 
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dents got to see the completed station Nov. 7, when the 
school wrapped up its bi-annual home reading program with a 
read-in. Parents and their children read together in the gym for 
about 20 minutes and snacked on dehydrated space food. 
Teachers take 
limited action 
By JENNIFER LANG 
DISTRICT superintendent Randy Smallbrugge patrolled 
the playground the morning of Nov. 9 as students headed 
into Cassie Hall Elementary School. 
The school district's non-union administrative staff 
!la,¥e~been assigned to specific schools, where they're 
hdlping principals supervise students before class and 
during recess. 
"It definitely is a disruption to our normal working 
day," Smallbrugge said as students ettled into class. 
On Nov. 8, B.C. Teachers' Federation members across 
the province launched phase one of a limited job action 
designed to put on pressure at the bargaining table in its 
attempt o gain salary increases of 34 per cent over 
threee years. 
Although essential services legislation means tea- 
chers aren't allowed to walk picket lines, the Labour 
Relations Board has ruled teachers don't have partici- 
pate in a range of non teaching duties. 
That means classes are continuing as normal, but 
school principals and other administrators will have to 
find ways to supervise children, even if it means making 
parts of the playground or school off-limits - or even 
staggering recess times. 
The Terrace and District Teachers' Union, which re- 
presents about 240 local teachers, is holding firm on that 
point. 
"We are on strike," TDTU president Frank Rowe said. 
"They need to understand that." 
Teachers will only supervise students if every alterna- 
tive has been sought, or to protect students' health or 
safety. 
"If there's an emergency, we'll respond immediate- 
ly," Rowe said. 
Teachers also won't be participating in school fun- 
dralsing activities. 
Day one of the job action saw the postponement of
this Saturday night's music concert by Thornhill Junior 
band students at the R.E.M. Lee. 
The concert is the band's main fundraiser for a plan- 
ned trip to a national music festival and competition i  
Calgary in May. 
The band needs to raise $35,000 in the next six 
months to help cover travel expenses. 
The BCTF ruled band teacher Michael Wen, who is 
also the conductor, would be in contravention f the job 
Cont'd Page A2 
jail for logging CMTs 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A TERRACE LOGGER won't 
go to jail in the first-ever convic- 
tion for illegally logging trees 
once used by aboriginal people. 
George Halpert was sentenced 
Nov. 8 to six months on proba- 
tion and was ordered to write a 
letter of apology to the Kitsum.. 
kalum band council. 
He had been convicted earlier 
on charges under the Heritage 
Conservation Act of cutting down 
seven culturally modified trees 
(CMTs) on Kitsumkalum Moun- 
tain in 1999. He was also convic- 
ted under the Forest Practices 
Code of taking live trees rather 
than salvaging dead ones. 
A culturally modified tree is 
one altered by native people 
through traditional use. Alterations 
include test holes, peeled bark, 
partially chopped trees or stumps 
and trees delimbed for wood. 
Some of the ones logged by 
Halpert dated back to the 1600s, 
court was told. 
At trial, defence lawyer David 
Mardiros argued Halpert didn't in- 
tend to illegally take the trees and 
that identification of CMTs can 
he so difficult as to confound ex- 
perts, let alone loggers. 
Defence portrayed Halpert as a 
victim of a changing regulations 
and government officials who did 
not adequately warn loggers about 
avoiding CMTs. 
In passing sentence, Judge Ed 
de Walle said Halpert is guilty of 
at least negligence in determining 
which trees to take. 
But he said there's no evidence 
the logger set out to steal timber 
or hide Iris act ions, 
The judge noted Halpert en- 
tered into licences, paid fees and 
obtained proper documents to sal- 
rage timber in the area. 
Halpert's logging was also 
overseen by forests ministry offi- 
cials, who visited the site a num- 
ber of times. 
"This is not a case where we 
have an individual sneaking 
around the bush with a chainsaw 
trying to remove trees surrepti- 
tiously without anyone's 
Marked by history 
[] A close look at cultur- 
ally modified trees, A5 
knowledge," de Walle said. 
He  agreed identifying CMTs is 
"Very difficult." 
And he also noted there was 
snow coating many of the trees, 
making identification of CMTs 
even more difficult, 
De Walle ruled a jall sentence 
was not warranted, noting Halpert 
had no prior record of criminal or 
forestry offences. 
He also decided not to levy a 
fine, adding Halpert had already 
been required to pay a $4,000 
penalty levied by the forests mini- 
stry. 
He has also suffered financially 
and lost his cedar shake mill, de 
Walle added. 
Halpert could have faced a fine 
of up to $1 million and jail time 
of up to three years for the Forest 
Practices Code violation, and 
fines of up to $2,000 and prison of 
up to six months for taking the 
CMTs. 
Crown prosecutor Christine 
Birnie had called for a jail sen- 
tence of up to six months to serve 
as a deterrent against similar acts 
The case is the first conviction 
under the relatively new Heritage 
Conservation Act. 
No change 
in reading skills 
By JENNIFER LANG 
FOR THE second year in a row, a provincial test 
has found 30 per cent of students in the Coast 
Mountains School District are not reading to their 
grade level. 
That figure is on par with the district's results 
from last year's Foundation Skills Assessment, an 
annual snapshot that looks at reading, writing and 
numeracy skills in Grades 4, 7, and 10. 
Last year's reading scores prompted the school 
board to champion literacy as the district's num- 
ber-one priority. 
The 2001 Foundation Skills Assessment results 
show 30 per cent of Coast Mountain's Grade 4 stu- 
dents tested aren't meeting reading expectations. 
That's the same percentage aslast year, and it's 
eight points behind the provincial average of 22 
per cent not meeting reading expectations. 
Grade 7s showed a slight improvement in read- 
ing this time out, with 32 per cent of those tested 
not meeting expectations (the provincial average 
is 24 per cent). 
Grade 10 students here slipped seven percent- 
age points over last year year, with 34 per cent of 
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Teachers take limited action 
action plan if the concert went ahead. 
Meanwhile, Caledonia Senior Secondary's upcoming 
musical production, Crazy For You, "will go ahead as 
planned on Dec. 7 and 8. 
The BCTF told the TDTU Thursday Caledonia's fine 
arls teachers can participate in "cost recovery" activi- 
ties during phase one of the job action. 
It costs thousands of dollars to purchase lhe rights lO 
perform most Broadway musicals, money that's re- 
couped through ticket sales. 
"We had a question on that, but fundraising is being 
handled by parents and students," Rowe said. "'h can go 
ahead." 
"I needed to fight for that," he said. 
Debra Thame, a teacher at Clarence Michiel Elemen- 
tar),, said if the district can use its own discretion when 
assigning special needs children to classes, teachers 
won't be able to meet the needs of all their students. 
"'It's going to be a huge and dramatic difference in the 
quality of education for children, ''•Thame said. 
Veralvnn Munsen of E.'r. Kenney Primary said tea- 
chers already have a tough time getting an hour or two 
per week of learning assislance for Special needs stu- 
dents; 
"This little bit of support children are getting will dis- 
appear," She warned. 
As well, teachers won't be producing report cards Teachers ay the)' need to makemoremoney to help 
until a settlemen I is reached. : . . . . .  recruit graduates to a profession that sees 40 per cent of 
Most prima O and elementar,¢ teachers in Terrace new•teachers qu!t in the the frst five years. 
were supposed to submit first term report cards xesterday The), know it s ahard sell, 
so the), could be sent home to parents Nov. 19. " AI Lehmann said teachers undergo a lengthy apprenti. 
"Parents are used to receiving feedback lathe form of 
a report card," Smallbrugge said. "The absence of that is 
going to raise some• concern." 
Teachers will continue to meet with parents during 
school hours - as long as the principal can cover the 
cl assroom. 
At a press conference last week, teachers representing 
Terrace's public schools confirmed they're willing to 
fight for a settlement that maintains class];size limits and 
ceship, takine six )'ears of  p0st-secondary education be- 
fore they tan'start a job where it takes another I1 years 
to reach the to level on the salary grid. 
Lehmann said teachers are just as important o the 
local economy as Skeena Cellulose. 
"'School District 82 is the largest employer in this 
community," Lehmann said. "It doesn't hurt to have the 
provincial government whack us a raise." 
The average teacher in the district now earns about 
pr. eats the mamstreammg of specml needs students. S55,000 a ),ear. 
The teachers ay the last Contract offer would strip Skeena Junior instructor Greer Kaiser said she works 
away both of those hard-won rights. "We're not about to 60~hour ))'eeks and is on the verge of burnout. 
go back and turn the classroom back into 40 crawling I don t know how much longer I can do this," Kaiser 
students," said Caledonia Senior Secondary teacher AI said, adding potential job applicants are reluctant to 
Lehmann. "It's not going to happen." come to Terrace because it's considered remote. 
Copper Mountain Elementary teacher Richard Eckert "I 'm worried about the north," Kaiser said. "If we 
said he had seven special needs students in his class last have a mass exodus from our school district, gone are 
year. He filed two grievances to get extra support, the days of an influx of teachers from Nova Scotia." 
Gov't will get less than nothing for SOl 
THE GOVERNMENT has 
in essence agreed to pay 
Mercer International 
money to take over Skee- 
na Cellulose as well as to 
forgive all debt and make 
those terms. But the), are Another NWBC re- 
likely to be similar to the quirement is the province 
conditions demanded by promise to repeal legisla- 
rival bidder /'4WBC Tim- tion that would force pulp 
ber and Pulp Co. Ltd mills to embark on major 
One of those terms is spending to eliminate by 
a number of regulatory that the province accept the endof  ')009 a type of 
concessions, court docu- - - 
ment show. liability for any environ- effluent called halogena- 
mental costs discovered in ted organic compounds. 
The offerlabledin court the future but linked to Another condition re- 
says Mercer will pay the ast S~l - p L operalons quired B;C. allow the breakup value of SCI s That ra ' s -  " ' to 
. . . . . . . .  i.es toe potential pulp mill to exceed normal 
working capital on tea. ~z of b i  cos . . . .  "- a i r  emissions limits so it when the deal closes, g ts Ior v~ctoria it, 
. . for  example soils Under can burn more hog fuel The working capi ta l -  <~, , . 
~Keena s mills are one day during a major work at the 
SCI's cash, pulp, lumber, found to be contaminated. S mill in 2003-04; 
chips logs and supplies - . 
is now worth around $19 " • " "' " 
million, according to the : " " .; 
court monitor, but declines 
by about $1 million per i~ 
Ai '  that"raie', "ihe:'fi'h'al ' : '  
purchase piice to the-pr0- : ; 
vince could end up as low 
as $5 million, some of that 
going to the TD bank. 
The province would :! 
also pay SCI compensa- 
tion of $15 to $20 million 
for timber it lost due to the i 
the Nisga'a treaty. 
That compensation cost 
- which would have disap- 
peared had SC1 gone 
bankrupt - means the pro- 
vince will effectively end .<. 
up paying at least $10 mil- 
lion to get out of Skeeru. 
That's on top of the 
more than $400 million in 
debt the provincial govern- 
ment has already conce- 
ded it will have to absorb 
no molter what happens. 
And future Skeena costs 
could come back to haunt 
the government years from 
now depending on the con- 
ditions it accepts. 
The monitor's report in- 
dicates the government 
has signed Meteor's term 
sheet "indicating it con- 
siders that it can satisfac- 
torily meet the terms in- 
volving its cooperation." 
The report doesn't name 
Another requires the 
province to pick up sever- 
ance costs for an estima- 
ted 314 employees NWBC 
says would be terminated. 
NWBC also wanted to 
take SCI over debt free - 
no amounts owing to any 
creditors - and a 50 per 
cent reduction in property 
taxes by the City of Prince 
Rupert for five years. 
NWBC president Da- 
niel Veniez said those 
terms had all been agreed 
to by the province. 
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Willpower. 
On sale right now at Weight Watchers. 
Funny thing about willpower: you have a 
lot more of  it on a full stomach than an 
empty one. That's why Winning Points is 
so effective: you get to eat the foods you 
like, so you stay satisfied, stay with the 
program, and lose. It's that 
simple. This special offer 
' won't last, so join now! 
Sarah, Duchess ol'York 
Join now for Y2 price and save $22. 
Call 1 -800-682-8011 for more information. 
Specialist 
recruited 
A SEARCH that lasted 
more than a year and a 
half by the Terrace and 
Area Health Council has 
ended with the recruitment 
of an obstetrician-gyneco- 
logist. 
Dr. Johan Adam Van 
Heerden Kruger, a South 
African, is expected here 
within four to six months, 
says health council chief 
executive officer Dieter 
Kuntz. 
"He comes with good 
training and experience," 
said Kuntz of the special- 
ist. 
Van Heerden Kruger vi- 
sited Terrace the first part 
of October, a trip paid for 
by the health council, so 
he could tour facilities and 
meet other physicians. 
The four to six month 
time frame is in order to 
clear all necessary immi- 
gration paperwork, sa id:  
Kunlz. 
Knox  Un i ted  Church (Terrace)  4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pm 
www.weightwatchers.com 
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ICBC rate 
depends  
on var ious 
factors 
HOW MUCH you'll pay 
for ICBC coverage de- 
pends upon where you live 
as well as on the type of 
vehicle you drive and your 
record, says an ICBC offi- 
cial. 
In general, the rates for 
Terrace and area drivers 
will go down for the por- 
tion of their insurance 
based on where a person 
lives, says Hal Wake. 
"The largest decreases 
based on territory are for 
those who live on the 
northern coast, all of Van- 
couver Island and on the 
Sunshine Coast," he said. 
"The largest increases 
are in the Fraser Valley, 
Maple Ridge/Pitt Mea- 
dows and the Cariboo," 
Wake added. 
But drivers here may 
experience an overall in- 
crease because of the cost 
of the portion of their in- 
surance tied to the vehicle 
they drive, he said. 
"Because of six years 
of a freeze, we were un- 
able to adjust rates based 
on vehicle rate class ac-. 
cording to loss exper-' 
ience," Wake said, 
"We're now able to re- 
balance any inequities." 
According to ICBC, a 
person with a clean record 
of 17 years driving a 1996 
Plymouth Grand Voyager 
with a fairly standard in- 
surance paid $934 this 
year. That rises to $991 
next year. 
A similar dr.iver with a 
similar insurance package 
driving a 1990 Toyota Cor- 
olla two-wheel drive sta- 
tion wagon paid $897 this 
year and will pay $796 
next year. 
And the same kind of 
driver with the same kind 
of insurance driving a 1998 
Dodge Durango paid 
$1,195 this year but will 
pay substantially more - 
$1,341 - in 2002: 
"Of course your record 
is also a factor," said" 
Wake of any final cost. 
., Bui ld ing damaged 
CHARRED COUCH is one of the signs of fire 
damage at the old CN bunkhouse beside the CN 
rail tracks and behind Close-Up Business Ser- 
vices. Two people inside the building were sleep- 
ing at the time but escaped without injuries when 
the fire broke out at approximately 11:30 p.m. 
Nov. 8. The fire department and the RCMP are 
continuing their investigation. 
ICBC cost rises for some 
SOME LOCAL drivers will pay more and others less as 
ICBC prepares to boost its general insurance rates for 
the first time in six years. Generally speaking, basic 
rates are going up by 6.6 per cent and optional premiums 
by 8.7 per cent across the province. 
But some drivers, depending upon their vehicle and 
record, will pay less to address what ICBC calls rate in- 
equities based on geography which built up since premi- 
ums were frozen. 
The corporation estimates that 75 per cent of all poli- 
cyholders, or approximately 2 million people, will see 
either an decrease or an increase to a maximum $100. 
That maximum $100 increase about matches the rebates 
mailed out by ICBC this spring when the NDP was in 
power. Approximately 50 per cent of policyholders will 
see a maximum $35 increase or a decrease and 500,000 
policyholders will experience a decrease. 
On average, those driving older vehicles won't pay as 
much as those driving newer ones. Those to pay the most 
drive luxury automobiles. 
But all drivers who file claims will actually see an 
increase in what they pay overall because ICBCis rais- 
ing the deductible amount for collision, windshields and 
specified perils. 
The current deductible for collision is rising from 
$200 to $300, for windshields from $100 to $200 and for 
specified perils from $100 to $300. ICBC acknowledged, 
in a submission on rate increases to the provincial cabi- 
net last week, that the windshield deductible increase 
will hurt rural and northern drivers the most. 
It also acknowledged that auto glass shops and auto 
body shops will feel the impact of drivers holding off on 
repairs because of the increased eductible limits. 
ICBC is also putting an end to its waiving of wind- 
shield deductibles if the glass can be repaired instead of 
being replaced. 
Snowmobile owners will be stung significantly with 
the current $100 deductible for comprehensive and $200 
for collision zooming to $1,000 for both. 
That's on top of a doubling in snowmobile premium 
costs. ICBC said it was paying out $1.50 in snowmobile 
claim costs for every $1 it collected in premiums. 
Hard hit by increases will be commercial transport 
companies, including taxis. 
The new rate structure takes effect immediately for 
first-time policy purchasers and on Jan. 1, 2002 for those 
with existing policies. 
Rising costs and reducecl revenue from stocks and 
other investments would have placed ICBC in a deficit 
without rate increases, cro;,vncorporation Chair Nicholas 
Geer told the provincial cabinet last week, 
He also cited the$100 rebates paid out in the spring 
as a reason ICBC would run into the red without rate in- 
creases. 
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N ews In Brief 
Education hearings 
A PANEL of MLAs travels the province this month 
to hear from students, teachers, parents and busi- 
nesses on how to improve B.C.'s education system. 
The select standing committee on education has 
been asked to make recommendations on improv- 
ing access, choice, flexibility and quality in the 
Kindergarten to Grade 12 public education system, 
and will also review post secondary education. 
The committee will visit 10 communities, kip- 
ping larger northwestern centres such as Prince 
Rupert and Terrace, but including Queen Charlotte 
City and Houston. 
Those wishing to schedule a presentation i per- 
son or via teleconference an contact committee 
clerk Anne Stokes toll free at 1-877-428-8337 or by 
email at ClerkComm@leg.bclca The committee 
will take written submissions until Jan. 4, 2002. 
Golf clubs stolen 
THIEVES BROKE into the Skeena Valley Golf 
Course clubhouse and stole an estimated $3,100 
worth of golf clubs. 
RCMP said the clubs, which belong to course 
members, were taken overnight on Nov. 2. 
Snowmobile taken 
POLICE ARE looking for a trailer with a 1999 Arc- 
tic Cat "Powder Special", green and white in 
colour, and a green snowblower with a 8HP engine 
stolen at approximately 4:40 p.m. Nov. 7 from a re- 
sidence in the 4500 block of Graham. 
Two men in a 1991-95 Ford pick up extended 
cab, black or dark blue in colour with a grey stripe 
down the side are wahted in connection with the 
incident. 
The driver is a Caucasian male, approximately 
35 years of age with a dark beard and five feet, 
eight inches in height. He was wearing a baseball 
cap and tan coloured 'outback' style jacket that 
came to the waist. The passenger is described as a 
tall, Caucasian male wearing a dark coloured 
jacket and dark hair. 
Those with information are asked to call the Ter- 
race RCMP at 638-7400 and refer to file number 
2001-10522. Or call Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
Airplanes vandalized 
TWO AIRPLANES were vandalized to the point 
their engines would have ceased while in flight, 
report RCMP. The damage, estimated at $100,000, 
was done by pouring sand into the engine oil of 
each aircraft. 
Both aircraft, a 1977 Seneca Piper and a Cessna 
170B, are owned by Wayne Webber and the dam- 
iage was done on Nov. 5 and 6, report RCMP. 
The Piper was parked at the TK Aviation hangar 
at the airport and the Cessna was parked at Web- 
ber's residence. 
Police last week were in the early stages of an 
. ,  investigation and said it is unknown yet if the two 
incidents are connected. Those with information 
can call the detachment a 638-7400, ext. 7405. 
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I | ! ! : ' ~ , :  • Dickens Collectable Pieces [~  
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II I Single Ticket $20 • Family (4 tickets) $60* 
I |  I Redeem this coupon to SAVE $5 OFF 
II ' o, single pr;ce general admission ticket at; 
II : Sights & Sounds (Terrrace) 
IIZ II t ~0t valid with any other offer. No cash value 
I I  I Service charge may apply 
II = Sublecl to available seating • No phone orders II L . . . . .  ,,,, All ,a ~e ~n=u d~e d,,, . . . . .  j 
ockey.eem for more info 
TAMITIK ARENA 
Friday, Nov. 23) 2001, 7~00 pm 
Single Ticket $20~, Family Pack of 4 Tickets $60 
(All Taxes Included • Service Charge May Apply) 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT= 
Sights & Sounds (Terrrace) 
Action Sports & Cycle (Klllmot) 
SPONSORED BY: 
STANDARD 
i+:: " "  " > .i. 
e~m~m~m ~m e~m 
~(~ ~]~f f r ]  Drop off your entry at 
Canada Safeway, 
4655 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
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Craw Date: Thursday, Nov, 22, 2001. 
Winners will be notified. 
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Peace Mind 
Hand-picked First Choice Vacation Club cruises leave nothing to chance, 
Over 1000 worry-free vacations to choose from. 
Enjoy your vacation/ 
7 Day Southern Caribbean 7 Day Western/Eastern Caribbean 7 Day Western Caribbean 
January 13, 2002 January 12 or 19, 2002 December 9, 2001 
s360.,,, '435,,.,, 
7 Day Eastern Caribbean 7 Day Mexican Riviera 7 Day Western Caribbean 
January 13, 2002 January 6, 13 or 27, 2002 January 13 or 27, 2002 
*360,,, '340,,,, 
)1 Carnival .  
All F~afe~l ~ ,~,, Per P~, .me,based°n ,1~°, ,PeC'L°rs. ~at',=ng.anirslde)~ at~ 4~ ~ ~I~Tax~ ~ f~re~l~l  PrKt~afebvenIO~/con~olled.r~ie(t Ioava~at~rilyall~e imeoflxx~klg "Avalbl~lo Gokll~nlsrardhoU, 
Call today for details: 
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Got it right 
TERRACE CITY council really had no choice 
but to sound the retreat from its plan to cut the 
Kermode Friendship Centre's property tax ex- 
emption by 50 per cent. 
Sure, the move would have raised $3,000 but it 
would have come at a huge expense, namely ex- 
posing the city to charges that it discriminates on 
the basis of race. 
The proposal to cut the centre's tax exemption 
stemmed from the belief it offered only programs 
to native people and that membership s open to 
only native people. That conflicted with council's 
policy that property tax exemptions should only 
be considered for those organizations which don't 
restrict as to membership and activities. 
There's nothing wrong with having a policy on 
tax exemptions. For one, it does away with coun- 
cil members having to decide who gets an ex- 
emption and for what amount and who doesn't 
each year. Secondly, it establishes a solid element 
of fairness. 
The policy was used correctly, for instance, 
when it eliminated the exemption given in the last 
tax year to the Masons. Its membership s restric- 
ted. 
But to have a policy which results in an exemp- 
tion decision based on race would not only be 
wrong, it would run the risk of ruining the good 
work this council has done in establishing solid 
relations with aboriginal communities. The city 
would look awfully stupid out there in the big i 
world. 
Council is now considering changing its policy 
to reduce tax exemptions for groups which re- 
ceive the fast majority of their.money from var- 
ious: governments. They don't want:city tax d01- 
lars - inthe form of an exemption '~.~ used:*to 
shore up shortfalls from other governments. 
If the friendship centre did fall under this po- 
licy, along with other groups, reducing the tax ex- 
emption would then be fair. That's not to say it 
would be easily accepted, but at least it would be 
applied equally. 
Our history 
SENDING SIX Canadian aval vessels to help 
combat errorism is not a new thing for this coun- 
try. When the Second World War ended, Canada 
had one of the largest navies in the world and was 
responsible for keeping open the vital North At- 
lantic sea lanes connecting North America with 
Europe. 
That kind of contribution is not well known no- 
wadays. This is unfortunate and shameful. Learn- 
ing more about our military history is important 
if we are to understand and appreciate why we 
paused on November 11. 
War is an ugly affair. But it has defined what 
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roots . . . .  should go  back to its 
in top form, just like at a rally 
I covered a few years before in 
Winnipeg. You wanted to vote 
for the guy because he soun- 
ded genuine. And he was. 
is now. In the modern world 
the NDP is about as relevant 
as the Flat Earth Society. 
VICTORIA - Some 20 years 
ago, a reader wrote a letter to 
my friend and colleague Jim 
HumP, saying, in so many 
words, that the New Demo- 
cratic Party should, by law, 
not be allowed to form govern- 
ment. 
The NDP, the reader rea- 
soned, was at its best in oppo- 
sition and not qualified, under 
any circumstances, to govern. 
There ought to be a law, he 
argued, to prevent he NDP 
from winning an election. 
The reader had part of it 
right, although is understand- 
ing of parliamentary demo- 
cracy was a bit wobbly. There 
has not been, in the past half 
century, a better opposition in 
British Columbia than the 
NDP or the CCF, as it was 
called then. 
The CCF was born of the 
plight of Canadian farmers 
during the Great Depression. The NDP finds itself in a 
ii i:It~ ~6o~',r~tiga,.bci!' with Ca,, quaiid~r~i, if Where. ',)~li0dld a 
nadians Who sougb, t to  make ~mdderate socialist party post- 
sense of the prairie diist storms ': t/on itself? 
and poverty that followed it. 
The CCF movement pro- the British Labour Party or the 
duced people like J. S Woods- German SPD. But that would 
worth, labour leader, clergy, mean abandoning all the prin- 
man and politician, It also c/pies the NDP was:founded 
brought us people like Tommy 
Douglas, whose curriculum 
vitae was similar to that of 
Woodsworth. 
I remember Tommy Dou. 
glas well. The last time met 
him was at a political rally in 
Victoria in the 1980s. He was 
On. 
been to stand up for the under- 
dog, the dispossessed, the un- 
derprivileged, 
man. The problem is that the 
underdog, the dispossessed, 
the underprivileged, the work- 
ing man all voted Liberal in Canadian and, closer to home, 
the last election. And there British Columbia politics, is to 
was a good reason, go back to its roots. The party 
The NDP had abandoned its must remember whence it 
principles long ago, and not came. 
just to cling to power. The Even if it means never to 
principles went on the auction achieve power again, the NDP 
block in a reckless and desper- must return to its fundamental 
ate attempt to achieve power, values. It must stand up for the 
The day the NDP gained inalienable rights and the dign- 
power back in 1991, the prin- ity of the individual. It must be 
c/pies went on sale, one by the champion for the underdog, 
one. it must be in the trenches of 
Over the years the party fighting for what's right, not for 
Ill:t[ollV~l l l l i l : l l l ] L ,  I l i l l l L , | l  was in power, teachers were what's convenient. 
HUBERT BEYER legislated back to work. Bud- What's more, .the NDP has 
gets were fudged. Cronies were an obligation to spread its mes- 
h/red. The meagre incomes of sage of freedorn, liberty and 
social assistance recipients equality to the farthest corners 
were savaged, of the world. 
The NDP had turned into a Rather than imitating right- 
right-wing party, just to cling wing parties in the hope of 
But that was then and this to power. The party's very soul achieving power, the NDP 
was choked to death, should concentrate on standing 
Despite the up-beat mood up for the proverbial "Little 
and the whistling-in-the-dark Guy." 
atmosphere at the NDP con- And I don't mean just the 
~ention last weekend, I see no •little,guy in Our backyard 
meaningful room for the NDP At a time when Gordon 
in 21st century politics, not as Campbell's government sav- 
The NDP can go the way of long as its aims are to get ages our way of life, it is im- 
backinto power, portant to remember that we 
Britain's Tony Blair cut ties still enjoy one of the highest 
with the unions. Germany's standards oflivinganywhere on
Gerhard Schroeder's SPD, the earth, and that we have a re- 
alleged equivalent of our NDP, sponsibility to share our wealth 
The NDP's raison d'etre has is virtually indistinguishable with the less fortunate, whet- 
from the Christian Democratic ever they may live. 
Union, the right-wing party. All Beyer can be reached at: 
the working in the name of achieving E-math hubert@coolcom.com; 
power. 
Tile only hope of the NDP Tel (250) 38I .6900; Web 
to play a meaningful role in http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
q Counter Attack must be saved 
AFTER SAVING countless 
lives over the past 20 years, 
this Christmas may see Coun- 
terattack's last road blocks. 
Even though Counterattack 
saves us $3 for every $1 we 
spend on thinning the ranks of 
drunken drivers, according to 
Vancouver's top cop in charge 
of highway safety, the program 
is at risk. 
Annually 70 people are 
murdered in British Columbia. 
Yet each year an average of 
200 are killed on our highways 
and 6000 more are injured. 
So why isn't the Liberal 
government fighting to keep 
Counterattack? 
Does the opposition-less 
government deem it okay for 
more innocent people to be 
II 
I I I I t l l l l I t l  I [ ]  : !  I l l l l t l l _ , l  I . .1  
CLAUDETI"E SANDECKI 
Nothing surprises me any- 
more about the Liberals. Po- 
lice swore photo radar cut 
speeding and made our high- 
become financially self-suffi- 
cient. But we all know at the 
sight of a police car or a uni- 
formed cop we instantly brake 
down to the speed limit. That 
reduces deaths. 
Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving (MADD) is especially 
disheartened by the Liberal 
shortsightedness. 
MADD has worked hard for 
years, spurred by burying many 
a mangled family member, in 
their struggle to educate dri- 
vers to be more responsible 
people. 
MADD supporters have 
worn ribbons, tied ribbons to 
car aerials to remind drunks to 
take a taxi, to limit their 
drinking, to  sleep off their 
hangover before getting behind 
killed by irresponsible drunks? ways safer. The Liberal gov- the wheel. 
Is the government looking ernment's response? They eli- Pubs have responded by 
to overwhelm our overcrowded minated photo radar the in- 
hospitals with more maimed stant they were sworn into of ,  
and mangled patients, many of rice. 
them innocents too young to  Granted, photo radar never 
drive? ~ achieved efficiency nor did it 
cutting off drinks to patrons 
obviously near their legal limit 
and by offering free rides 
home. 
Gordon Campbell, though, 
chooses to loosen the reins. Let 
drunken drivers weave along 
our streets and highways at any 
speed they choose, so long as 
he can save money on police 
overtime. 
Anything he saves on police 
overtime will be spent several 
times over in ambulance and 
hospital costs, forensic invest- 
igations, lengthy court cases 
with hours of overtime for cops 
waiting to testify, and welfare 
paid to families left without a 
breadwinner. 
It's incomprehensible how 
politicians can ignore solid 
evidence provided by on-duty 
cops when it impedes their 
plans to do things their way, no 
matter how foolhardy their way 
may be. 
With only two dissenting 
voices in the legislature, may 
opposition to killing Counterat- 
tack will have to come from 
MADD and the rest of us ordi- 
nary sober citizens of B.C. 
frt . . . .  "V 
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ALLAN BOLTON the Kitsumkalum band's resource coordinator, shows off a perfect example of a bark stripping, which makes this 
giant cedar a culturally modified tree. The tree, along with 36 others, fell down during the Deep Creek windstorm blowdown of 1999 
and was recently transported onto band reserve land. CRAIG BATTLE PHOTO 
T 
HE VALLEY  is 
dancing. 
The Tsimshian Na- 
tion is raising a 
totem pole m one of 
its seven villages, Hartley 
Bay, and the earth is alive. 
The pole is covered with the 
nat ion's  crests - eagles, 
wolves, ravens and kil ler 
whales. 
The tribes' people, dressed 
in button blankets adorned 
with seashells and deer hooves, 
dance around the pole to the 
pounding of cedar planks and 
the crackling of  a bonfire. 
They sing prayers to Nox 
Nox, the Great Spirit. 
But look past the feast and 
festivities and into the back- 
ground - the  forest - the 
source of the celebration. 
The woods provide for every- 
thing from" the" cedai"'16~f6l ~'the 
to'¢emrp01e~t6 tile bark for the bas- 
kets used to present and carry the 
food. 
Some of the standing hemlocks 
and cedars, a chosen few, show 
scars from plank removal, bark 
stripping or soundness testing. 
The marks give away what the 
• trees gave up and garner respect 
from the chiefs of the tribes rais- 
ing the toten~ pole. 
Back at the ceremony, a here- 
ditary chief speaks another prayer 
to Nox Nox. 
"Oh Great Spirit. Oh Great 
Spirit. Thank you for what you've 
given to us this day from this tree. 
Thank you." 
But that was 300 years ago. 
Those days are long gone. 
Oral history keeps the tradi- 
tions alive but only the land and 
the scarred trees stand witness to 
the events -  even the area's origi- 
nal totem poles have since be- 
come extinct, 
The trees, scars and all, have 
become living works of art to the 
Tsimshian and continue to grow 
around their alterations. 
Today they're referred to as 
culturally modified trees, or 
CMTs. 
The Ministry of Forests defines 
a CMT as "a tree that has been 
modified by native people as part 
Marked 
I !  
by 
Culturally Modified Trees - what they are and why 
they're important to foresters and aboriginal people. 
A special report by Craig Battle 
branch, they would have to be cut 
and moved," Bolton said. 
of their traditional use of the 
'f '  t . . . . . . . . .  o est. ~ . . . .  
. ut 'A21lati Bolton of the Ktt- 
• sumkiiium' band, al~o Tsimshian, 
would not choose'the same words. 
"It is not just a tree, or just 
money," Bolton said. "It is our 
culture, heritage, evidence and 
education." 
"It is our way of life." 
As resource coordinator for Kit- 
sumkalum, Bolton attempts to 
preserve the band's cultural inter- 
ests and artifacts. 
"My job consists mainly of 
protection," he said. 
He, along with representatives 
from several other first nations, 
"We Said that the band would 
like them taken to the reserve, so 
we could use them as education 
or use them for crafts." 
To identify the trees as cultur- 
ally modified, Bolton accompa- 
nied an expert into the watershed 
area. 
This is much the same way the 
ministry developed its base of 
knowledge on CMTs in the area. 
It originally took specific ar- 
chaeological studies to determine 
the locations of modified trees in 
the northwest. 
In 1995, study teams first per- 
"It is not just a tree, or just money. It is our 
culture, heritage, evidence and education." 
works largely with the ministry to 
preserve the trees. 
The provincial Heritage Con- 
servation Act and the ministry's 
Forest Practices Code provide 
legal protection for CMTs used 
before 1846. 
Bolton also works to acquire 
and record already fallen CMTs, 
such as 37 logs obtained from the 
Deep Creek watershed where a 
section of forest was blown down 
two years ago. 
"For the trees to be dated and 
recorded in the archaeology 
formed a blanket archaeological 
overview assessment of the region 
to estimate the likelihood of find- 
ing CMTs at any one point in the 
area. 
The teams drew maps rating 
pockets of land as either high, 
moderate or undetermined - de- 
pending on the projected volume 
of modified trees. 
Now, before any high potential 
area is logged, a thorough ar- 
chaeological impact assessment 
must be performed to ensure that 
no CMTs will go unnoticed. 
The highest potential areas, 
said ministry operations manager 
Rod Meredith, are often associa- 
ted with Water wa),s-  such as the 
banks of the Skeena river. 
This observation largely coin- 
cides with the ministry traditional 
use study, which estimates ar- 
chaeological potential through 
first nations oral history. 
Mapping criteria here is based 
on conversation with elders, and 
findings place several traditional 
use sites - including habitat and 
gathering sites - near water ways. 
"It would be safe to say that if 
you have a lot of traditional use in 
the area, you'll come across some 
CMTs," Meredith said. 
He added that traditional use 
maps aid in verifying land claims, 
as they provide a concrete medi- 
um for oral accounts. 
Through the conjunction of 
both maps, aboriginal peoples can 
prove what lands their ancestors 
occupied. 
" I t ' s  validating the oral 
history," he said. "It gives them a 
tool to speak with us when con- 
sulting with them." 
And, by comparing the place- 
ment of a given tree's scars within 
its total rings, archaeologists can 
also tell how long ago it was 
modified. 
Some trees uncovered on Kit- 
sumkalum Mountain in 1999 were 
altered by natives there in 163 I. 
OPERATIONS MANAGER Rod Meredith looks over 
an archaeological overview assessment map, which 
helps pinpoint the locations of culturally modified 
trees in the region. CRAIG BAFFLE PHOTO 
Some CMTs obvious, 
others tough to spot 
OKAY, how do you know 
a culturally modified tree 
when you see it? 
This is an increasingly 
popular question in today's 
forest industry. 
It's so common in fact 
that the Ministry of Forests 
has printed Culturally 
Modified Trees of British 
Columbia, a detailed 
handbook for the trees' 
identification. 
Becoming adept at 
identifying CMTs requires 
both research and field 
experience, said Ministry 
of Forests operations man- 
ager Rod Meredith. 
" I t  takes  some 
training," he said. 
This bark was used to 
make several things, such 
as baskets and light rope, 
and was stripped from the 
ground up. 
The modification is ob- 
vious years later as growth 
ceases where bark was 
stripped, and the rest of 
the tree closes around the 
bare area. 
But, while a stripping 
is relatively easy to see, 
other types of modifica- 
tions are not, 
Some scars, like those 
from soundness testing, are 
as simple and elusive as a 
single chop from an axe. 
This could easily be 
missed by untrained eyes, 
Different classifications Other  types include 
of CMTs include trees trees delimbed for wood or 
with planks removed or chopped for pitch, as well 
bark stripped from one or as some stumps and felled 
more sides, logs. 
Meredith said that those 
looking for information on 
CMTs need look no farther 
than local forests. 
He said that there is a 
specifically high concenc- 
tration of modified trees at 
Furlong Bay campsite. 
There's also one at the 
George Little Falls rest 
stop, between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert on Hwy 16 
west. 
"The information is out 
there," he said, "They're 
all around us." 
Meredith added that it 
shouldn't be the loggers' 
job to identify CMTs - 
that is, as long as loggers 
stay within their allocated 
pocket of land. 
"It's unfair to expect a 
logger to identify a CMT," 
said Meredith, ,'That's the 
forester's job," 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Won't be stopped 
Dear Sir: 
Here's a note to the person who warned me on 
Nov. 1 to stop writing letters in the newspaper and 
ended the call with the threat, "Your days arc over, 
Buddy". This information has been turned over to 
another person just in case this is more than an idle 
threat. 
I know who you are but in order to save both 
family names from embarrassment I won't mention 
your name but the initials are K.C, I am the 
spokesman for the B.C. Citizens First society, an 
organization duly constituted under the laws of British 
Columbia for the purpose of promoting fairness and 
equality among all races including aboriginal people. 
All of my comments are not necessarily my own. I 
have the legal authority to reflect the opinions of 
others. I disagree with certain sections of the Nisga'a 
treaty and the passing of time has nol changed that. 
I 'm sure I 've explained those enough times that I 
don't have to repeat it. 
As far as Nisga'a negotiations go - they have been 
over and done with for years. I have not had one 
single complaint from the Tsimshian land claim area 
but have had several from others. 
By your threatening me to stop writing letters in 
this paper you are not only challenging the laws of 
British Columbia but you are in direct violation of the 
Constitution of Canada. 
I don't believe you are really aware of the overall 
picture. When Canadian citizens get to the point that 
they are afraid to speak their minds (and many are 
already) for fear of reprisals then we have lost 
democracy. 
This is the very reason our troops are fighting in 
Afghanistan today, for freedom of speech and all the 
other benefits our Constitution holds for us. 
Just because we're fighting the Talihan doesn't 
mean we've won the war or will win it. A few bombs 
of the right design can change the picture within a 
few seconds. 
If you don't want to live in a country where you 
can be shot for exposing your face or attending the 
wrong church then you'd better put some effort into 
protecting our freedom and way of life. 
I don't do debates or phone conversations but if 
you think you have a valid complaint you can direct 
it by mail to me at P.O. Box 71, Nass Camp and I'11' 
answer any sensible letters. 
Lloyd Brinson, Nass Camp, B.C. 
You want cuts? 
Dear Sir: 
I get thoroughly outraged every time I hear one of 
the Liberals or the spokesperson for the Canadian 
Taxpayers Federation (read Canadian Corporate 
Taxpayer) justify the need for cuts in provincial 
services by citing the province's finances. 
Well, folks, those financial constraints were 
created by :the Liberals.in; (fteir itasttmlniJmtd~t,;~hey 
were ,obsessed with giving tax,cuts and so :they gtwe 
up a billion and a half dollars in revenue and they are 
ideologically obsessed with giving up more to 
business next year. 
Fair enough! But they have no right to claim that 
the financial constraints were created by anyone other 
than themselves. They created a financial crisis and 
then they cut services to people and justify such 
brutality by invoking the need to address the crisis. 
They even travel the province seeking approval for 
their actions after the 
fact. I f  you find this a bit 
bizarre, you are not 
alone. They must think 
that we are all pretty  
stupid or that we are so 
distracted by terrorists 
that we won't  see 
through this bit of Catch 
22. 
The Canadian Taxpayers 
Federation claims that 
B.C. avoided doing what 
every other province did 
in the 90s - cut 
spending. They arc 
wrong, as usual. Why is 
it that last year Alberta 
Helmut Giesbrecht spent about $8,330 for 
every man, woman and 
child and B.C. spent 
about $5,950. That is less for BC now if you add to 
the difference any cut is spending being advocated by 
the Liberals today following their last mini-budget, 
Unless you believe that conservative Ralph Klein 
willingly blows the extra money just because he has 
oil revenue or that Campbell is so much smarter than 
Klein, it's fair to assume that the $2,380 plus of more 
spending per person also provides more services for 
Albertans. But in B,C. we must cut services so that 
Gordon can give tax breaks. 
You can expect things will get much worse 
particularly for those of us in rural B,C, That is where 
the cuts are felt and where any tax cut will be 
negated by service level cuts. The irony is that tile 
loud voices which complained about not enough' 
money for health, education, public sector wages are 
silent now, their job done, 
The Liberals have set the financial stage that 
makes it easy to implement any measure they wish. 
They have concocted an excuse for any draconian 
action they wish to take in the future. 
The next time you hear Gordon or one of his 
minions tell you that they have no option but to do 
this to you, remember the story about the fellow who 
was in court charged with murdering his parents. He 
pleaded for mercy from the judge on the grounds that 
he was an orphan. In time you will be the judge. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, Terrace, B.C. 
I , 
#l I  
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters, Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VgG 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at standard@kermode.net, No attachments, 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification, Our deadline is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a long 
weekend, 
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~:~"  . r opl¢ l was ~ ' - r ' l r '~ l  I I  ~_mI  1"~ looked after ;;,r[~.~ ~tsElementorvSchealBondProgrom. toc l us~cmns ~
~'d~i~i~'::~.% wdl be performing on the above dales and hmes II notionally / n ~  IV I ;R I I I  I '~  F IO"  financially ";:t; ."., ,~ . . . .  
fected by .,,,,~..e.,,,,- ===v=== .=..,.,,,~,~ th rough :.~i,~l~:~ . , ^^ II 
events th t many types ':;~:i~*~{~#:~i~ STANDARD ..r.,~ ,: ?..~. ~ ~ 
vastated tJ of  life insur- .:~;~ ~:;~ | .~  ~ ~ .~ '~ .... .,-':'". "3 
IrldonSeF :~]ber 1 . ance, workers compensation, etc. The :~:~:~:::~:,~.~ i:~;~::~:t~J~el~l~l.l~i=~l,~'~b~ 
However, I have a problem under, media boasts that the relief effort has so .......... ~::~:~:.'.~::::::::~*~::*::,:'.::~,~,~a.,~~'-nm',t~Jil~JIIIB 
much money pouring in they don't know 
where/how it should be dispersed. 
people I  
em i l ly  
af  
the ents at 
de astated he 
wo   ptember1. 
standing the firefighters' boot drive. I am 
not in opposition of the kindness that the 
fire department is showing fallen cam- Our local dollars are precious to us as 
rades and their families, But I do resent we all feel the effects Of a slumped econ' 
that local people, many financially de- amy. Those precious dollars should firstly 
pressed, are somehow being made to feel remain in our codamunity or province and 
emotionally obligated to donate money secondly at least in Canada. 
because of a horrific radio ad partially Couldn't his money be better spent on 
funded by Terrace city council: Canadian and local difficulties or donated 
Our community is in financial disparity to muscular dystrophy, where boot drive 
due to a devastated forest industry ere, money usually goes? 
ated by a tariff imposed by the United Maybe it could be spent on training 
States. For every forestry job lost, it at- courses for search and rescue personnel 
fects 10 other jobs in the province, Our and for equipment to better serve our 
dollars, locally earned by the forestry re- community in case of a disaster closer to 
lated industry, will be going into the boot home? . . . .  
and given to the United States for what? Gordon Birch, 
I assume the families of the firefighters Terrace, B.C. 
Don't increase tuition fees 
Dear Sir: 
As a student attending Northwest 
Community College in Terrace, I am ex- 
tremely concerned about the decision of 
the provincial government to review the 
tuition fee freeze, (and the 5 per cent re- 
duction that yeas announced last year). 
In particular I am disturbed about the 
manner in which this review is being con- 
ducted. The ministry is asking people to 
consider the "hidden costs" of the tuition 
fee freeze, and does not seem willing to 
consider that the freeze has had a posi- 
tive impact on access to post-secondary 
education. 
Without the freeze, I would likely not 
have been able to return to college. In 
1998, my decision to upgrade my math 
and science courses was directly related 
to the fact that tuition for adult basic edu- 
cation was eliminated that year. Now, I 
am completing first and second university 
If tuition fees are increased, and it is 
very likely that they will once the review 
process is complete, it is going to make it 
even more difficult to complete an al- 
ready expensive ducational process. My 
real fears are of how people who have 
lost their jobs, (or are on disability or are 
funded in other inadequate ways) will 
have the chance to obtain the education 
they will need to become mployed. 
If tuition fees are increased, (and in 
the case of adult basic education re-intro- 
duced), NWCC will lose enrolment, 
thereby negating any insignificant in- 
crease of funds that may be brought in by 
an increase in tuition. Lost enrolment will 
mean an increased potential for layoffs, 
and reduced program offerings. 
NWCC is vital to the northwest, and I 
urge all citizens and especially current 
and potential students of NWCC to write 
to advanced education minister Shirley 
transfer courses, and planning to transfer Bond and support the maintenance of a 
to Simon Fraser University. I chose to re- tuition fee freeze and demand a reduction 
main at NWCC because the tuition fee in fees. Post secondary education is the 
freeze that has been in place for six right of every individual and access to it 
years, has made NWCC the least expen- should be protected. 
sive post-secondary institution in B.C. Karen McAthy, Terrace, B.C. 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
• . lU l i l l l ; I  U l lU  Y¥1 i l I I ; I I I I I I~  
By Dr. Zucchiafli 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5 :00 pm 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have - 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We Welcome All New Patients 
YOUARE I~VITEDTO PARTICIPATE 
- ' - - -  
I - '~ I~ I I'= II I=l -I;" • [D] , '~ I '  
The recent "Springwall Chiropractic Truckload 
~o~ottre:; S;:t:;Isfl~:r~ i::nd~i~o::f]o~ ~iesS~?yde:f;~i:ge:he 
Front Ixl~e 
Should have read: International 532 
Chiropractic Queen Set- $499 
II ,omo, W.,odol.,  .tll 
I  .DELET & COMPANY 8orr,'e',8, So"c,o. "IN 
J Tax taw • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial t)l 
I 1330 ' 1075 West Georgia Slreeh Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 ill 
~ 0 8 7 8  F a x : P h o n e .  604-6 9-0878 Fax" 604-689-604.689-11386386 II 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. ll 
Monuments Concerned personal II
Bronze Plaques sen, ice in the Northwest I] 
Terrace Crematorium s ince 1946 1| 
4626 Davis Street 
/ /  ~ Terrace, B.C. VBG 1X7 
' ] [ /A  ~ f ~  Ph0ne 635"2444 * Fax 635"635"2160 I
24 hour pager . 
- .  
a proud  sponsor  o f  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your help to solve a break and 
enter to a residence on Cottonwood Crescent in Terrace, B.C. 
Sometime between October 28th and 30th, 2001, a residence on 
Cottonwood Crescent was broken into and several items were stolen. 
The rear ~ndow to the residence was pried open with a tool and the 
house searched for valuables. The bedrooms and common areas 
were entered. 
The following items are missing from the home: 
A Motorola DR301 Satellite receiver -.serial #0000339793733 
An IBM 'Netvlsta" mini-tower computer (purple). serial #FB1GKOZ 
A computer keyboard 
,An 17 computer monitor (black) 
A Mitsublshi VCR 
AGE cordless phone 
An APG "Surge Arrest" surge protector i : i  
* Some World War II service medals (2) 
, A Canadian passport : : 
. Alast will and testament 
Terrace Crimestoppers wants your information, ot your namel Call if 
yoUknow the identity of those responsible for this or any other crime. 
Any information isvaluable and may lead to the arrest and conviction 
of the Offenders. . . . .  
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
art Individual In this or  other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Cr ime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Back paqe Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity nor testify In 
Should have read: ao.r t .  Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Springwall Firm Chiropractic international 532 ill; . .  .= m . . . . . . .  
Twin each piece - Sale $179 - Sold ln Sets Only I t . l l  A" !  IZ=T iOC 
Should have read: I ~ I •  V ~  I • r l ~  
Springwall Chiropractic International 608 I I 
Twin each piece- Sale $259-  Sold In Sets Only I ~ 9  . . . .  
Full each piece- Sale $299-  Sold In Sets Only I TERRY S T ]PS  I ~i= I 
/dgwha~h~r:practic Fitness l ":Ut~is~cl6' ~ ~;~::~"1 ;:~= '~ idOinNg"T~dITEASY!  
i~i~1n~eachpiece-Sale$299each-'Sold=lnSetsOnly, ' " g yo " y rhouse ~ 
Full each piece - Sale $399 each - Sold In Sets Only I is not recommended. You never i:. ::~: ~ .
• -~ H .  ~ I know who is watching you, and 
onouta nave r~a:  . .. I criminals also look for hidden keys, Key boxes 
Springwall VIP Imperial Pillow Top I are available that attach to your house and 
Twin each piece - Sale $399 each - Sold In Sets Only contain spare keys. They are available with 
Full each piece - Sale $429 each - Sold In Sets Only combination or push button access. These boxes 
Bonus Extras work especially well for children as it eliminates 
them having to carry a house key. Combinations 
Should have read: are easily changed on these boxes. 
Free Delivery / Free Frame / Free Set-up / Free 
Removal with minimum purchase of $499 TERRY'S LOCK . C0mmer¢iaLResidential. h Automotive L0cksnfilhg 
We apologize for any misunderstandings • s~f~. Sales~ s~i~ 
this may have caused. . Zme~g~=:Op~,i,~ 
. Bonded & insured 
t SECURITY . ~.~.,~ll~'A,igh.~...~ 
4624A GREIG AVENUE,  TERRACE,  B .C .  V8G IM9 
PHONE (250) 635-5549 * Toll Free 1-888-560-5549 
LEGISLAT IVE  ASSEMBLY OF  BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  
Public Consultations 
l Jn  August 27, 2001, the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia asked 
the Select Standing Committee on Education to consider ways to 
improve access, choice, flexibility and quality in the kindergarten-to- 
grade-12 public education system, as well as initiatives to strengthen the 
universities, colleges, institutes, and on-line learning agencies that make up 
BC's post-secondary education system. 
As part of its inquiry, the Select Standing Committee on Education is asking 
for recommendations from all British Columbians - including educators, 
students, parents, administrators and industry - on improving elementary, 
secondary, and post-secondary education in BC. 
The Committee must report to the Legislative Assembly on the findings of its 
inquiry by February 28, 2002. 
In October and November, the Select Standing Committee on Education is 
holding public hearings in Surrey, Dawson Creek, Cranbrook, Victoria, Prince 
George and Kelowna. Meetings by videoconference may also be scheduled 
along with additional public hearings. The Committee also welcomes written 
submissions until Friday, January 4, 2002. 
To send a written submission, to schedule a presentation at one of the public 
hearings, or to inquire about videoconferencing opportunities, contact the 
Office of the Clerk of Committees. 
Further information, including a complete list of meeting locations, a guide 
for witnesses and a guide to preparing a written submission, is available on 
the Committee's web site at www.legis.gov.bc.ca/cmt orby contacting the 
Office of the Clerk of Committees. 
office of the Clerk of Committees 
Room 224 Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, Bdtish Co umbla V8V 1X4 
www.legis.gov.bcca/cmt 
Tel (250} 356-2933 (coiled) 
or 1,877-428-B337 (toll free in BC) 
Fax: (250) 356-8172 
e-math ClerkComm@leg.bc.ca 
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Porn availability disturbing 
because of its ill effects 
Dear Sir: 
As a husband, and fa- 
ther of young children, I 'm 
growing more and more 
disturbed with what ap- 
pears to be a trend toward n~ 
the increasing availability 
of pornography in our community. 
Hardcore material that was considered obscene and 
was not even available outside of seedy shops on Gran- 
ville Street in Vancouver 20 years ago is now readily 
available in most convenience and video stores, and 
even in vending machines in some of the drinking estab- 
lishments of our little city. 
Do the distributors of this material, the local business 
owners and our politicians feel that this information con- 
tributes toward the betterment of our community in some 
twisted way? 
As most men will admit, if they are honest, this ma- 
terial weakens them as husbands and fathers, leads to 
the destruction of healthy relationships and, ultimately, 
to the destruction of their families. 
A plethora of studies clearly point out that pornogra- 
phy significantly contributes toward sexual violence in 
society. This should scare the hell out of us all because 
recent studies also suggest hat about 40 per cent of 
young males (particularly 12 to 17 year olds) in the USA 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
have some level of addiction 
to pornography (Cline, Uni- 
versity of Utah). l 'm sure the 
situation is as bad or worse 
here in Canada. 
n Responsible shop owners 
would not flog this filth, or 
bellow about their 'freedom to do so' if they truly cared 
about this community. 
]'d like to believe that local shop owners do, in fact, 
care about our little town. What encourages them to sell 
this stuff, then? Here's one hint - over the past few 
years, the porn industry in the USA alone has grown into 
a $14 billion annual enterprise. 
This figure is bigger than the combined annual reve- 
nues from professional football, basketball and baseball. 
A second reason that the market for porn continues to 
grow is because most of us, myself included, are often 
too spineless to speak up about it. The other day, I drum- 
med up enough courage to ask a shop clerk to move 
some 'men's issues' type magazines with lewd covers 
that greeted my toddlers at eye level as they approached 
the check-out ill. 
The next day the magazines were moved, which en- 
courages me to think that, with a bit of effort, we can 
bring change where necessary. 
Kevin Derow, Terrace, B.C, 
EVERG REE N 
SEMINAR: 
Investing In the New Millennium-3 
-September  11 'h -what  now?  
-us ing  por t fo l io  techn iques  fo r  sa fe ty  a 
-hedge funds - the  r ight  cho ice  fo r  you?  
Hosted  by  Mark  i. Mar io t to -  Investment  Adv isor  
Thusrday, Nov 15th, 2001 
7:00pm 
Coast Terrace Inn 
Wh'ere will you build wealth in the coming year? Join 
us to discuss portfolio and tax strategies and how to 
potentially profit from declining markets. For tickets 
call (1.877.514.0694) or visit your local TD Bank. 
*Trademark of TD Bank. TD Evergreen is a division of TD Securities Inc, a subsidiary 




How could the carnage 
happen of the colossal oss 
of innocent lives in the 
New York attack? The evil 
that is stalking our world Is 
without conscience. 
To seek and delve into 
the sinister source of such 
diabolical acts, the U.S. 
should perhaps embark on 
some serious introspection. 
Start with phasing out 
some of the notorious or- 
ganizations in the U.S. 
which operate for the sole 
purpose of training terror- 
ists, assassins, subversion 
and the export of weapons 
and dollars. 
These activities have 
disrupted the lives of hun- 
dreds and thousands of 
peoples throughout Central 
America alone. None of 
these peoples as much as 
d~iu~ed a scratch on Amer ; ,~  ~ . . . .  ~ ;  
i~a~.teaito~y. 
Is there a universal jus- 
flee? If so why is its man- 
ifestation slow to be re- 
vealed? I do not believe 
the destruction ir New 
York was simply the acts 
of a few ignorant radicals. 
l 'm more inclined to 
think that all the souls 
around the world that have 
been tortured by U.S. for- 
ces from Hiroshima to 
Baghdad and Belgrade 
have spoken. As difficult 
as it is to endure, perhaps 
there is a universal justice 
after all. 
Thousands of trained 
U.S. killers are at large 
around the world in aircraft 
carriers, submarines, etc., 
ready to destroy any city 
any people. What hap- 
pened in New York has 
proven they cannot protect 
America. Of course these 
U.S. destructors of peoples 
are not considered as ter- 
rorists. 
Are we outside of the 
U.S. expected to blind our- 
selves and ignore the 
much documented subver- 
sive activities of the CIA, 
and literally accept the 
misconception that they 
have been angels of peace. 
We cannot in all sincerity 
digest such distortion of 
the truth. 
The world is already 
keenly aware of the love 
of violence within the U.S. 
In the film industry, for in- 
stance, there is insatiable 
craving of the populace for 
violence. 
The violence loosened 
on New York and other 
places could have been 
avoided if the west led by 
the U.S. would refrain from 
the blatant display of arro- 
gance and two-faced hypo- 
crisy toward other peoples. 
Perhaps it is under- 
standable that the U.S. has 
now had a generous deli- 
verance of their own bru- 
tal, murdering, and wanton 
destruction of other human 
beings. 
It ls a wake up call for 
people to take a much btg- 
ger interest in what their 
government and military 
forces are doing thousands 
of miles from home, : ,  o.z,.,u,eia, i_..:i 
Terrace, B;C. 
~^tcutu,=u ....~u ar^"T 
• 270 HPVortec 4800 V8 Engine • 4-Speed Automatic Transmission with Overdrive and Tow/Haul 
Mode • 4. Wheel Disc & 4.-Wheel Anti-Lock [3raking System • 40/20/40 Split Front Seat with Custom 
Cloth Trim, Air Conditioning with Interior Air Filtration System • AM/FH £ereo with CD Player 
• Deep Tint Glass on Quarter and Rear Windows • Chrome WIteels, Grille and Bumpers • Tilt Steering 
WheeJ • Automatic Headlights •Full Instrumentation including Tachotnot'er, Engine Hourmeter and 
Driver Message Centre 
i l~Ml::: : :  Sierra Extended Ca b ~ M C  
• 270 HP Vortec 480V8 E.gine • 4-Speed Automatic Transmission 
with Overdrive altd Tow/Haul Mode • 4-Wheel Disc E 4-Wheel 
Anti.Lock Braking System • 40120140 Split Front Seat with Custom 
Cloth Trim • Air Conditioning with interior Air Filtration System 
• AM/FH Stereo with CD Player • Chrome Wheels, Grille and 
Bumpers • Tinted Glass • Automatic Headlights •Full Instumentation 
including Tachometer, Engine Hournleter, and Driver Message Centre 
48 Month SHARTLEASE Purchase Price 
s398" $30,198' 
Per Monlh 153,010 Down Payment Inckldes Freight of $1,OO0 and PDI. 
$475 Security deposit required. Lleence, Insurance and Taxes Extra. 
48 Month SH^ RTLEASE 
$478" 
Per Honthl$2,32.2 Down Payme.t 
$550 Security deposit required. 
Purchase Price 
'33,995' 
[,dudes Freight of $1,OO0 and PDI. 
Llcence, ]usurance and Taxes Extra. 
IL~ M t:::: 5a f.ui 
• Vortec 4300 SF1190 HP Engine • 4-Speed Automatic 
Transmission • 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
• Air Conditioning • Power Windows and Locks 
• AI"I/FH Stereo CD • Deluxe Chrome Grille 
• Deep Tinted Glass • 8-Passenger Sealing 
. Luggage Carrier, PassLockll Theft-Deterrent 
System • Tilt and Speed Control. Next 
Generation Front and Passenger Air Bags 
48 Honth SH^ aTLEAsE Cash Purchase Price 
 398" ,25,988 
Per Honth 153,285 Down Payment InclUdes rrelg~ht of $970 and PDI. 
Llcence, Insurance and Taxes Extra. 
I~M r "  Savana 
oVortec 4300 190 HP Engine • 4-Speed Automatic Transmission. 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
e e, • Air Conditioning AM/FM Stereo Conver once Centre • 8112115 Passenger Seating Available 
. . .  : . . . .  , 
FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION, DROP BY YOUR LOCAL PONTIAC • BUICK 0 OMO DEALER, VISIT US AT www.gmoeneds.com Off CALL 1-600-GM-DRIVE, 
] ~ ] "Based on a 48 month lease for Sierra Extended Cab 4X4 R7A; Sierra Extended Cab 2WD, end Safari RTA. Total obligation is $19,488, $17,392, $22,38g. Annual kilometer limit 
~ I i I 20,000 km, $0.12 per excess kilometer. Option to purchase at lease end is $19,391.40, $17,026.25, $10,066 (plus applicable taxes). Other lease options available ~:'Frefgh 
Included. Ucanse, Insurance, end taxes not included. Dealers are Iree to set Individual prices. Offers apply to new or demonstrator 2002 models and applies to qualified retail 
~P't.~QC]~O,,I~ cu~m~r~ntheB~D~a~Ma~k~tIn.gAs~cIationarea~niy.D~aIertr~dem~yb~n~cessary.~y~rPeaIerf~rc~ndlti~n~andde~ai~s. 
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FOOD & DRUG 
3 DAY A IR  IVI/LES 
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75 BONUS (S) '~,:,i,-;;~+~;~ ' AIR MU.ES°rewardmiles! ~o~ 
WITH COUPON AND A MIN IMUM $100.00  PURCHASE" 
Not valid at Safeway Liquor Stores., Limil of one bonus offer per visil., Coupon must be presented at time of purchase., AIR MILES- coupons are 
only valid on base AIR MILES-' earned., Base AIR MILES ~. offer. 1 reward mile for every $20 spenl. Excludes tobacco, fuel purchases., AIR 
; MILES ~ coupons cannot be combined wilh any olher discount offer or AIR MILES ~ coupon offer, including Customer Appreciation Day & Seniors 
Day., Excludes tobacco, poslage stamps, transit passes, event ticket sales, gift certificate sales, and fuel 
, AIR MILES'- rewa d mles for presc 'ption purposes may vary by province and is governed by provincial 
governments, provincial regulatory authorities and third party insurance plans. Coupon effective at all your 
i participating Saleway Stores, Thursday thin Saturday, November 15- November 17, 2001. 







,~. Boneless Eye of 
~~ Round Roast 
~ ~ , ~  ,, ~ ,  ~~!, i ]~ . :  va~u racK, LIMIT ONE FREE, 
~,~~- :~" i~ At Re~ola, Pri~e, ~e~ one ol 
I~  ~ !qual or lesser value, 
I :P i ' lo] l l i [~l |o] l l l  
Mini Wheats 
White Frosting, Brown Sugar, or 
Honey Frosting. 725 g. 'AI Regular 
l~rice, gel one of equal or lesser value. 
~M~: ,.:]
Fresh Frying 
• ~,  Chicken Leg:s 
i '" ; " i , , , , , '~ .  Back Attached. Valu Pack. LIMIT 
. . -  ~ ~ TWO FREE. *AI Regular Price, 
. ~ ~ i l , . . .  ~ i ,  gel one of equal or lesser value. 
17i;::i.'!:::777rL;:;~!~,~ ',]4 I Raisin Cherry Blueberry S!rawbem/ 
sold in slores ~lh bakeries. 
Bake Shop 
: Winnipeg 
.,,...~:.~.~  Rve Bread 
:",i,,,, !"~ , i.~.~<'~il : ,,<~/i' :i;i:: i4SO g
'~ : ~ 'i Minute Maid 
Orange Juice 
~Sn°c r~e~a;~:i;t;ess'FrL° z e n 
Red Delicious 
Apples 
Producl of Canada, Fancy Grade. 
5 Ib. Bag. 
i SAVI: at least $2,00 
~ Linht Tuna 
~ ~  Or Flaked Lig~i in Waier. nO ~. 
~ ~ ' ~ i  ;! FIRST FOUR. Combined varieties. 
~ ;  SAVE at least 80¢ 
.,JLI!. II IIII 
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Joll 
i . .  ::' .. ;~.. : .- ' VAUD-TH-URSDAYTIHRU SATURDAY-NOVEMBER 15-NOVEMBER 17,  20(  
BONUS ' • ,[$] ~"~'  AIR MILES rew~ m,le~.~-~,~ 
WITH COUPON AND A MIN IMUM $250.00  PURCHASE" 
Not valid at Safeway Liquor Stores., Limit of one bonus offer per visit., Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. ,, AIR MILES '~ coupons are 
only valid on base AIR MILES earned., Base AIR MILES ~ offer- 1 reward mile for every S20 spent. Excludes tobacco, fuel purchases,, AIR 
MILES ~ coupons cannot be combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES ~ coupon offer, including Customer Apprecialion Day & Seniors 
Day., Excludes tobacco, postage stamps, transit passes, event ticket sales, gift certificate sales, and fuel our ,a, s Oe'e ,io o' I III!I!I!!I!II!!I!I!!IIK 
AIR MILES-" reward miles for prescription purposes may vary by province and is governed by provincial 
governments, provincial regulatory authorilies and third party insurance plans. Coupon etfective al all your 
participating Safeway Stores, Thursday lhru Saturday, November 15- November 17, 2001. O 1 
, - '  T~-adere.~s ol AAR MILES tnle~t..o~al Tr~dm 9 B V, U~d u~ler ice .e l  by Loyld W ~9ement  Geo~p, Cmada Inc. and Canada $4lewa¥ L~1lted 
'J 3 
• i~i.~: i ¸  
Y 
Primo Old ......... Old Dutch ,~ ~ ~.~,.. Kellogg's I Tide Laundry 
~~ Pasta ~,, Potato Chips ,~rj, Apple Jacks Detergent 
, ~ l J '~  " : 'k .~,  !! ! ~ . )~.  O, hool Loops 425 g. Or Ra,s,n Bran T15 ~ ~  900 g. Or Pasta Sauce. I ........... ,~,,~:'~. 
~'-':: -~Assor ted varieties. 680 mL. . ,~:,:,;,~'~-~:~ '  Pops 375 g or Frost,ed Rakes 525 g. 26 Load Tabs FII~ST 0NE. Combined vane~e~. 
~,~1 SAVE at least 99¢ on two ~ O~d ~i,*'i "~" SAVE atleast 78¢ on three ~ i~.SAVE at least $Z38 on two SAVE at least ~1,32 
• ~ ' . . . .  . , , , . , ,  ~;~'~ 
[ u ' " '  i ' i ' i i~/ ' i ; '='  ~,"~.~S~'"'~'~ , ' ..... , . . . . . .  _ _ -  . 
~ . , ~ '  _ ~ ' . .~ ' , , '  ~,, - .~-"  ,,A . . . . .  .- '~ . '  - I 
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New mammography machine 
a must here, says doc 
THE PROVINCIAL gov- 
ernment should act quickly 
to replace a shut-down 
mammography unit at 
Mills Memorial Hospital, 
says the president of the 
Terrace and District Medi- 
cal Society which repre- 
sents local physicians. 
Dr. Greg Linton esti- 
mates that close to 2,000 
women a year have mam- 
equipment but that request 
has now been frozen be- 
cause of the province's re- 
view of core services. 
Women needing mam- 
mograms can travel to Ki- 
timat, the closest place 
where there is mammogra- 
phy machine, but Linton 
worries the hospital there 
may not be able to cope 
wilh the demand from Ter- 
mography is a province- 
wide initiative yet the 
government is being slow 
to act in this circumstance 
and is instead leaving a 
section of the province 
without coverage. 
"It seems pretty ridicu- 
lous. The government is 
now offering a different 
level of service to different 
parts of the province," he 
chase a mobile unit which 
would be based at Mills 
but taken to outlying areas 
when needed. 
Such a service would 
do away with women hav- 
ing to travel from points., 
north to Terrace. 
Terrace and Area 
Health Council chair Bob 
Kelly said the mobile unit 
would be based in a truck 
mogram tests used to de- 
tect early signs of breast 
cancer. 
"They've known for a 
year this mammography 
machine needed to be re- 
p!aced and nothing hap- 
pened. That's terrible," 
said Linton last week. 
He estimates that 1,100 
women a year have 
screening mammograms a 
year here and close to that 
number have diagnostic 
mammograms because 
something abnormal has 
been detected. 
The 12-year-old ma- 
chine was checked a year 
ago and Mills was put on 
notice it needed to be re- 
placed. A test the end of 
October resulted in it 
being ordered shut down 
because it was no longer 
reliable. 
The Terrace and Dis- 
trict Health Council has 
placed a replacement unit 
at the top of its list for new 
I 
race and area. 
"Their machine is 11 Lint0n's also surprised 
years old and I wonder 
how long it will last," he 
added. 
Kitimat hospital offi- 
cials say their machine, 
while old, is in good work- 
ing order. 
Linton notes that roam- 
the government is being 
seen to be dragging its feet 
on a preventative measure. 
"Women's health is 
such a predominant issue," 
he said. 
Linton is generally in 
favour of the plan to pup 
said. for ease of movement. 
"Our primary issue is to 
get our machine replaced. 
It can be parked at Mills 
and that's fine," he said. 
"It would be a great 
thing for everybody in the 
region." 
The provincial govern- 
ment would cover the cost 
Dr. Greg Linton 
when the truck is on the 
road, Kelly added. 
Centre pushes for replacement 
A REPRESENTATIVE of a local women's organization 
says it is appalled the provincial government is slow to 
replace a mammography machine ordered shut down at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
"We are horrified the women of Terrace, the Nass 
and Stewart do not have easy access to preventative 
medicine," said Maureen Bostock of the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre. 
A replacement for the 12-year-old mammography ma- 
chine, ordered closed down because it is unreliable, has 
been at the top of the Terrace and Area Health Council 
for more than year. But that - and other health spending 
requests - have been frozen by the province pending its 
core services review. 
Bostock said the government does have a right to re- 
view budgets and spending, "but it is totally inappropri- 
ate for the B.C. government to sacrifice's women's lives 
on the altar of balanced budgets." 
She noted that mammograms are the key to early de- 
tection of breast cancer because smaller tumours cannot 
be found through self examination or by physicians. 
"Twenty women in Terrace each year are diagnosed 
with breast cancer," said Bostock. "Tumours can double 
in diameter every 300 days," she added of the impor, 
tance of early detection. 
"One in every 11 women in North America will deve' 
lop breast cancer and the rate is rising." 
Bostock said the women's centre will contact Skeena 
Liberal MLA Roger Harris and urge him for a quick pur- 
chase of a new mammography machine. 
t 
Terrace - Vancouver 
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One way. Includes all taxes and 
airport fees. Limited seating. 
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From front 
Wrong i-fo was in play 
community in the north. 
west that the)' would have 
to become an equity part- 
her in such an arrange. 
merit." he said, 
He said the idea of rats. 
ing money first came from 
:he communities, not Vic. 
toria, 
"The communities of 
the northwest and brought 
their creativity and their 
spirit to this," 
He also dismissed as 
"absolutely incorrect" the 
suggestion municipal lea. 
ders acted and began ef- 
forts to raise money based 
on information he supplied, 
"Under no circum. 
stances are the), reacting 
to any suggestion, direc. 
tion, innuendo or an)' other 
thing I said the), should 
consider or not consider," 
Thorpe said, 
"If people choose to be 
part of that equity group, 
that is their decision," he 
said. 
Thorpe said he under. 
stands communi b, leaders 
met both groups and told 
them they'd be attempting 
to participate. 
More Skeena Cellulose: 
He also said questions 
about the matter are irrele- 
vant because the courts 
have granted an extension 
based on finalising a deal 
with Mercer, 
Mercer was chosen 
based on careful review 
and a weighted system of 
criteria, he said, 
Thorpe said the pro- 
vince needed to show the 
judge substantial progress 
to win a further extension 
and dodge bankruptcy, 
"I realize no matter 
what we try to do there 
will be critics," he said. 
"There are critics on Mon- 
day morning who if the), 
were playing that game on 
Sunday would have never 
thrown that interception," 
Talstra said the com- 
munity buy-in plan started 
in Prince Rupert, which is 
holding an unpaid SCI 
Property tax bill of $11.7 
mill ion. 
Asked if the idea isn't 
akin to northwest towns 
entering into a business 
subsidy - something Vic- 
toria has said it won't do - 




ph~'sical activity, heakhv eating 
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guage is 'investing'," 
But he conceded nego- 
tiations toward the poten- 
tial deal will be complex 
and approval by voters in 
any referendum would de- 
pend on Mercer revealing 
details of its bid. That's 
something it so far hasn't 
done, 
"We've got a long ways 
to go," Talstra said. "If we 
don't like the smell of it, 
we're out," 
The community deal 
may also depend on Mer- 
cer agreeing to count pay- 
ment of property taxes 
owed to Prince Rupert to- 
ward that town's S12 mil- 
lion contribution, 
Port Edward would put 
up Sl million, Terrace 
would raise 55 million, 
Northern Savings Credit 
Union would raise S1 mil- 
lion and New Hazelton 
would contribute S250,000, 
Old Hazelton and Smithers 
have declined 
The whole deal could 
also unravel unless union- 
ized pulp mill workers 
agree to a deal on conces- 
sions with Mercer, And 
Mercer also wants a varie- 
ty of undisclosed conces. 
sions from the government, 
believed to invoh, e items 
from environmental liabili- 
ty to forestry reform that 
would reduce logging 
costs. 
Talstra hopes most of 
Terrace's S5 million stake 
would not come from local 
ta)tpayers. 
IWA sawmill workers 
here have already agreed 
to contribute up to 2,5 per 
cent of wages ['or three 
years. That could pay up to 
40 per cent of the annual 
cost of servicing a S5 mil- 
lion debt, Veldman said, 
Contractors could also 
contribute part of their re- 
venues, and Talstra hopes 
other businesses that de- 
pend on Skeena Cellulose 
could see it as a worth. 
while investment. 
"'If there were to be a 
shortfall we would have to 
decide if there were to be 
any taxpayer money dir- 
ectly into this," he said. 
Even if all the debt ser- 
vicing costs were to be 
covered by other players, 
the city would still have to 
go to referendum if it bor- 
rows the money, 
Veldman said the north- 
west communities also 
want an "exit strategy" in 
place that would allow 
them to withdraw their 
contributions m a few 
years. 
The earliest a referen- 
dum might take place is 
Jan. 15, Talstra said. He 
said preparations for it 
might have to begin before 
the Dec, 14 deadline to fi- 
nalize the Mercer deal, 
" I 'm sure most people 
in Terrace-are fairly nega- 
tive about it right now." 
Talstra said, adding it will 
be the city's job to get 
complete information in 
front of them. 
Thursday, November 22 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Gitsegukla Community Hall 
21 Seymour Avenue 
~ Gitsel~ukla, B.C. 
The Gitxsan Hereditary Chiefs and the 
governments  o f  Brit ish Co lumbia  and Canada 
are continuing negotiat ions toward an 
Agreement- in -Pr inc ip le  under  the Brit ish 
Co lumbia  Treat,," process.  The ch ie f  
negotiators invite the publ ic to attend this main  
table discussion. 
For  more information,  p lease contact: 
CanadR 
COLU~B~ 



























Shock Treatments Avaialble 
We carry the complete line of Gabrial Shocks and Struts to fit almost 
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Here are a few of the benefits you will enjoy a one of our preferred customers: 
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Conquistador 
in Grade 4 test 
THE ASSESSMENT tests given Grades 4, 7 and 10 stu- 
dents by the provincial government each year each re- 
volves a variety of skills. 
Below is a practice test aimed at reading comprehen- 
sion for Grade 4 students. Once finished, students were 
asked to answer a series of questions using information 
contained in the article. 
The Great Potato Crisscross 
by Wendy Graham 
Like the tomato, the potato first grew in South Ameri- 
ca and was much smaller than the potatoes we eat 
today. The Spanish conquistador, Pizarro, took the pota- 
to across the Atlantic to Spain in 1539, but it was a long 
time before people there accepted it as good food. 
Most people at that time believed potatoes were poi- 
sonous, because like the tomato, the potato plant is a re- 
lative of the poisonous, deadly nightshade plant. Green 
potatoes and the leaves of the potato plant are poiso- 
nous, but white potatoes are good for you. 
Early in the 1600s people in Europe, especially in 
what is now Belgium, began to eat potatoes. In 1621 two 
chests of potatoes were shipped to Jamestown, Virgima, 
so the first potatoes in North America came back across 
the ocean from Europe! 
It wasn't until 1719 that potatoes were actually grown 
in North America. A Scottish-Irish ~mmigrant brought 
them over and planted potato patches in New Hamp- 
shire. 
George Crum, a Native American chef at a restaurant 
in Saratoga, New York, invented the potato chip in 1870. 
Some customers had complained that their fried potatoes 
were too thick, so Mr. Crum sliced a new batch as thin 
as he could, (He may have used his razor; no one really 
knows.) 
They were so popular that the next evening he served 
them to all the guests in little baskets. These first potato 
chips were called Saratoga Chips. Soon after store ow- 
ners made their own potato chips and sold them from 
counter-top containers full of loose chips. Eventually 
companies began to sell them in packages. 
This crunchy idea for potatoes went back east across 
the Atlantic, and in Britain it got a new name: "crisps." 
The British use "potato chips" for what we know as 
French fries. 
When Canadian and American soldiers were sta- 
tioned in France during the First World War, they were 
served these fried potatoes and thought they were deli- 
cious. They sailed home with the recipe and called them 
French fries. 
n Recycling 
GRAHAM Geeraert (left) and Gordie Olson, two 
Skeena Ecosystems Management Society mem- 
bers, stand next to 24 precast concrete walls that 
will be used to construct a new boat launch at Fish- 
erman's Park. The original facility was destroyed in 
a flood two years ago. Until recently, these walls 
were part of Terrace's Overwaitea, site of an expan- 
sion. They were moved to their new home Nov. 6. 
The society hopes to extend the Grand Trunk Path- 
way all the way to Fisherman's Park, where the vo- 
lunteer group has already made improvements. 
"We want to make it so that real ambitious hikers 
can sit down here and rest," Olson says. 
t Schedule Effective H ~~V ~ l~  ( '~ :: 
November 8, 2001 ...x. x t tl.~,.]~. ~ ,~ ~ : 
www.hawkair.net " ! 
ii Terrace - Vancouver 
Check-in Board Depart Arrive 
7:00 a.m, 7:40 a.m. 8:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. Daily . , ii 2:00 p.m, 2:40 p,m, 3:00 p,m. 5:00 p,m. Sunday through Friday ', 
Vancouver - Terrace !: 
Check-in Board Depart Arrive ii 10:00a.m, 10:40a.m. ll:00a.m. 1:00p.m. Daily i t, 
5:00 p.m. 5:40 p.m. 6:00 p,m. 8:00 p.m. Sunday through Friday ^L  
• ' ~ '~1 Reservat,ons & Informahon Counter /~ 
635-84:58 ",~ 
Re   ling I "It's a tough job, but somebody's gotta do it"] 
skills Now when I found out that we were going to have a truckload sale on Chiropractic Mattress 
those tested not reading at 
their grade level. The pro- 
yjncial average is 25 per 
~nt. 
The district averages for 
writing and numeracy 
skills are also lower than 
the provincial averages for 
each grade tested. 
But for the most part, 
Coast Mountains students 
did fare better in reading 
comprehension than their 
counterparts in Prince Ru- 
pert, the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and in the Stikine 
school districts in reading 
comprehension. 
The ministry says over- 
all, provincial results are 
comparable with last 
year's assessment. 
The assessments are 
designed to become a 
benchmark for comparison. 
But education experts 
warn that two years of re- 
suits don't represent a 
trend. 
The assessment, which 
Systems by Sprin~vall, I got right to work. I knew that to fully explain the features and benefits I
of all the Chiropractic beds, some serious quality control testing just had to be done. Now I could 
bore you with all the details about my hours and hours of research, but,I will get right to the facts I 
of my finding. ~F~rst ul~, the Intern~ttlonal 532, a firm bed vnth excellent support ]s on sale for I 
only $499- queen set. I had to double check the price, it's always been a great bed, but we have I 
never sold it at that price before. Next in line, the International 608. If you're looking for a " 
goldilocks bed, you know, not too firm- not too soft, this is the better bed for you. It's on sale for I 
$699- queen set- again our lowest price ever!- Now the next bed is something totalk about, the 
Chiropractic Intimate Uniside has a mattress that you'll never have to flip. Think about it, 
you'll never have to rotate that mattress again, and we have it on sale for $749- queen set! I 
Now I wish I could tell you more but management cut my research time shorter than I would have 
liked. For some reason they didn't buy into my new self appointed title of "Official Expert I 
Mattress Tester". ] don't know why, I thought I had done a really good job. One last note, all the 
Chiropractic beds come with free delivery, free frame, free set.up, and free removal of old I 
bed. Again, don't forget about our 30 day sleep guarantee, so you know you'll end up with the 
right bed for you. So remember, I've done all the hard work for you and would be more than happy I 
to share all of my in-depth research I / -  ¢ 1  
finding with you. See you soon. - Kevin / /~  I~---,,,.._. ', 
debuted last year, has 
been criticized for not tak- 
ing socioeconomic factors 
into account. 
The ministry cautions 
against using the results to 
compare different schools 
or school districts. 
Meanwhi le ,  Coast  
Mountains School District 
is developing its own dis- 
trict-wide assessment o 
determine how well stu- 
dents are performing - and 
if they're improving. 
School.by-school as- 
sessment results are avail- 
able. 
Individual student re- 
sults are confidential but 
will be shared with parents 
at their request once 
they're made available to 
the district. 
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RingsFamily ~ .  .~;~;~!i;~:! 
The perfect "thank you" for all her 
years of love and devotion. 
Exquisitely created Family Rings,  
set with the b rthstonff, 9[,.e.#.cfl.~,;.i, 
childor grandchild ' :  ' ..... 
Order now for Christmas 
~nd receive 25% offl 
~ ~  :~ ~ . \ . -  , . ,  
• .'~i: :..~ .,,:,~ our  Revers ibh : :  
i:: Ring 
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Stunning Platinum 
Diamond Ring 
0.75 CT TW 
Reg. 
SALE p 
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• Diamonds for  Him 
10 kt Yellow Gold 
0.22 CT TW 
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Diamond Stud 
Earrings 
Our lay-away plan is :~  '~  
designedbudget.to fit any ~ [ / '  ~'~ ' 
The sale you've been 
waiting lor. Those 
beautifully designed 
diamond stud earrings 
with a total weight ot 0.50 Beg. 
carats on sale at a priceto $1349.95 
fit you? budget. 
14 karat gold, ,7999! 
0.50 carat TW 
Pearl Strand, .:~ ~ 
Reg. $389.95 
 ALE eJ D,.°"' 
Receive a4mm Pair ;::'":":~:' 
of $42.00 cultured ilii~ :~ ,~,~ 
earl Studs Absolutely i~!~ ,-~ •~ 
CLOCKS - CLOCKS 
And More Clocks! 
You Have To See Them To 
Appreciate Them! 
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10 karat Gold 
While Stock Lasts 
O 




14 karat yellow or 
white gold 
A ladies' dream 
come true 
Reg. $5989.95 
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l0 Karat Gold 
Reg, $159.95 ( . :~ .~: : :~  
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• Wit tnauer  
= Bu lova  
• Cit izen 
• Se iko 
• Caravel le  
• Pu lsar  
• Esqu i re  
• Swiss  
Mi l i tary  
•Card ina l  
Esquire Watche, 
Gents & Ladies 
Great Christmas Gift 
~ :t ~ ~n 
Quality Swiss i!~:i~ ~ 
Military i !~ i~1 
Backpack with L~~:~;~:~":' '~; I; ;,~ 
the purchase ~ ~  ......... 
of any Swiss Military Ladies 
or Gents Watch 
° CARTERS Come see us on the Web at 
www.cartersjewellers.com . . . .  
E-mall: 
sales@ cartersjewellers.com 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
320.4741 Lakdse Ave, 
Terrace, B.C,, V8G IR5 
Ph. (250) 635.9000 , Fax (250) 635.2727 
j ewe l le rs  
Smithers ShGppin~ Centre ' Pine:Centre, Prince Ge, orge 
B0x2059';'~:: ...... '. ~: i Unili32,3055 Massif Dr,ve 
• Carter Card • Interact 
• Visa ° Mastercard, Amex 
° 10% Down Layaway Plan 
• Credit Terms Available 
• 7-day Moneyback Guarantee 
,,30-day Full Exchange Program 
West Park Mall, Quesnel 
155 Malcolm St, Suite 3 : ' !  
Smilhers, B.C., V0J 2N0. : Prince George, B.C., V2N 259 Qmnel, B.C V2J 3K2 
Ph, (250) 847.9766, Fax (250) 847.~: P hi(250j 614-9191, Fax (250) 614.9197 Ph, (250) 991.0129, Fax (250)991-0159 
Diamond 
Eternity Ring 
We're proud of this ringT 
A perfect time of year to 
give her something she'll 
cherish foreverl 
! 0.33 carat total weight of Reg. 
set in 14 karat yeiio~ gold " ~- -  . . . . .  ' 
SALE 
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SON'3c~ 
VIDEO RECORDER 
MODEL SLV N51 
• Front Audio/Video Jacks • Hi Fi Stereo 
• Auto Clack Set • Multie-Brand Remote 
• Auto Headcleaner 
~ V =l . .  "q l  . I I .® 
::,. : . o~...  
' ,  .!.. :~', , ,.. . 
• . ~ :  
E, M!OON, 
4 DAYS ONLY 
NOVEMBER 15 
FR IDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 








MODEL KV27S42 MODEL MHC RG20 
• S-Video Input • Quick Set Up Fundion • 3-CD Carousel Changer 
• 5 Walls x2 Audi • 50 Disc Custom Parental Control • 120 Walls Total Output Power 
. Matrix Surround • Multie Brand 1~/Remote Control _ i~ . . _ ,  i~_ . , .  , ,# : l L  , . . . . . . . . . . .  
Sound • Block Noise Reductior 
• Sleep'timer • DTS Output 
• Programmed 
Universal Remot ( ~ ~ !  
• CD-R Playback 
• Equalizer 
. n___ , _  r __=__ l  
SON~ Panasonic~ Panasonic 
DISCMAN CAMCORDER MINI STEREO IMP3 PLAYER 
MODEL DE MODEL CCI2 ""' '" MODEL SCAK 2 2 ~  I MODEL SLMP-50 
• ESPMax • 3.5" LCD Scree • 140WolIsToIal P o w e r ~  Io MP3 Playback • Compact SizeWith 
• Stereo Head[ • Built ln Light • CD-R/RWPIoybock .4qF,~r ii~..~iJilJ~l. Pop-Up Eject System LCD On Top Cover 
, Anti Skip • 560 X Digital Z • 5 CD Changer " l r lm~i~l~ l l L  J• AC Adapter & Car Adapter • Flexible 4 Way 
• Shin Design • Wireless Playbt • 2 Way Speaker System ~ ~ I "  ] .~:  ~ :~:i .~, Power Supply 
• A/CAdanter t Remote Contro . .:~ :~ ....... .:.~,~.,,,~;,~.~,~,,;: . . . . . . . .  J t~!!~.!~:~:~:~:-! : i~,  
• Fader . ,:.~. ~:  :~!~ .... ~ ~ : '~ ~ ::;~ : . . . . . .  
Not as illustrat, ~ ~ . q ~ l i  ~ ~ ,, , 




• Hi-fi Stereo Wilh 
MTS Decoder 
• Auto Pidure " ~ ~  ~ l ~  
• Full Function 




• CD-R/RW Playback 
• Remote Control 
• CD Synchro-Start / t ) ] ' l ~  
Recording 
*AM/FMTuner - ' v~ - 
• FulIAuto ::, ~ ~.!~~.:~,~ ,~. 
Stop Cassette ;!1: I ~ " ~ ~  ~ j  : 
Deck i~.. ! ~ ~ i i  
JVG I,JVC 
DVD VIDEO PLAYER TV/VCR COMBO 
MODEL XV-S4OBK MODEL W-20F242 
• Compatible With DVP • 9fl" nnrk "f fntmJ P i rh , r , ,  T.ha 
Video, CD, CD-R/RW 
And Video 
• Slim Design 





0 • Comes With Free Installation ,, Ask About Our Lease Program 
Intel Celeron CPU 
Memory SOP, AM 128 MB, PC.I 3 
Hard Drive Moxfor, 30 GH, 
5400 RPM 
UDMA 100 IDE 
CD,ROM Sony 52X IDE 
So~re Microso[lWindo~ 
XPHome 
, ' : ~ " 






CAR CD PLAYER 
• Detachable Face Plate I i ' ~ a ~ l  
• LEO Display ~ 1  
• 45 Watts X4 ~ l  
...... I • Superluner III /l CD/CD-R/CD-RW Compatible 
CENTER 
SKEENA MALL  C ITY  CENTRE EL ITE  AVE.  MALL  
T E R R A C E  KIT IMAT T E R R A C E  
635- -4948 6 3 2 - 5 0 0 0  635- -5333 
I 
News In Brief 
Witnesses wanted 
POLICE ARE looking for anybody who might have 
seen a single vehicle accident which took place at 
approximately 8:45 p.m. on Hwyl6 east of town 
near Chimdemash Creek. 
An eastbound grey Mercury Topaz drove into the 
ditch off of the highway, 
Police say alcohol was a factor. Those with in- 
formation can call the RCMP at 638-7400 or Cri- 
mestoppers at635-8477. 
MP speaks out 
IT'S TIME for the fed- 
eral Liberal govern- 
ment to fight for the 
people of Canada and 
its lumber industry, 
Canadian Al l iance 
Skeena MP Andy Bur- 
ton said in the House 
of Commons Nov, 6. 
"Instead of allowing 
their MPs to call the 
B.C. lumber interests 
'nervous Nellies', they 
should be working with 
all parties to help the 
people hurt by this 
U.S.-imposed duty," 
Andy Burton said Burton of the lat- 
est tariff added onto 
the cost of Canadian 
softwood going to the United States. 
He said the federal government's unwillingness 
to help B.C, is in contrast o it guaranteeing loans 
to Bombardier in Quebec so it can do battle with 
foreign aircraft companies and save jobs there. 
They cut the fence 
RCMP ARE looking for the person or persons 
responsible for stealing two ATV Quads, four tires 
and brand new rims and an outboard motor over- 
night on Nov. 5 from Acadia Plumbing and Heating 
on the 5000 block of Keith Ave. 
They say entry was gained by cutting a fence 
with wirecutters after which the items were drag- 
ged into a field next to Acadia's storage yard and 
loaded onto a large van or truck, 
Those with information can call the RCMP de- 
tachment at 638-7400, ext. 7405, or Crimestoppers 
at 635-8477. 
It'll be a parking lot 
AN EMPTY lot on the corner of Eby St. and Park 
Ave. will become a paved parking lot after a pub- 
lic hearing was held to rezone the property. 
The property at 3302 Eby St. was zoned as high 
density multi-family~esid.c4~i~aJ~:~but~:~ilb be,_.~: 
changed to a mixed c0mmercial-residential down- 
town designation. The owner plans to build an 
overflow parking lot there to ease congestion in the 
adjacent access centre and liquor store parking lot 
across the street. 
Nursing "Students 
sought by college 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College 
officials remain optimistic they'll have a 
licensed practical nursing program in 
place by next January. 
But it may be later in January rather 
than at the beginning of the month, says 
college official Barb Sheridan. 
The college accelerated plans for a li- 
censed practical nursing program in Au- 
gust when the provincial government said 
it wanted to give approval for a program 
and wanted it in place by January. 
Sheridan said the college submitted its 
complete plan to the B.C, College of Li- 
censed Practical Nurses, which regulates 
the profession, last week. At 76 pages in 
length with 12 tables and 23 appendices, 
it is a comprehensive document outlining 
the program's intent and is complete with 
letters of support, she said. 
"The proposal then goes to a sub com- 
mittee and it has it for two weeks - until 
around Nov. 22 or 23," Sheridan added. 
"After that we'd expect the site visit - 
which is crucial." 
That site visit by two people from the 
licensed practical nursing college ex- 
amines the college itself and the various 
health care facilities at which students 
would do work terms. 
"I know we're pushing the envelope, 
but we'd then hope to have an answer by 
the second or third week of December," 
Sheridan said. "That would still mean a 
start in January, but more likely in the 
third week of January." 
Instructors till have to be hired, but 
the college feels there are sufficient qua- 
lified nurses in the area who would be in- 
terested in teaching, Sheridan continued. 
The college estimates it'll need the 
equivalent of two and half full time peo- 
ple to teach up to 24 students. 
It has done a deal with Camosun Col- 
lege in Victoria to use its curriculum. The 
curriculum has to be adjusted to reflect 
health issues that are different in the 
north compared to the south. 
The college this week began to distri- 
bute application packages to potential 
students who have high school levelbio- 
logy, English and math courses and who 
have prior volunteer and/or work exper- 
ience in a health-related field. 
Sheridan said the packages will be 
available for two weeks so as to ensure a 
broad regional response. 
In the meantime, while the college has 
been told it can expect $94,000 for start 
up and initial operating expenses, that 
money won't be coming soon. 
Advanced education ministry official 
Susan Clancy said" it will only be sent 
when the nursing program is approved. 
Second program proposed 
A SECOND northwest institution wants to 
start a licensed practical nursing program. 
The Gitxsan-Wet'suwet'en Education 
Society in the Hazeltons has plans to 
start its program next September by tak- 
ing up to 24 students. 
This is in addition to similar plans by 
Northwest Community College for a pro- 
gram to be based in Terrace. 
Jessica Mikolayczyk, who is putting 
together the education society's program, 
says the idea is to ease the nursing short- 
age in the north and to provide employ- 
ment for people from the Hazeltons. 
"When you look at the transfer of 
health services to First Nations, there is a 
real need to build capacity. By having it 
here we can make it accessible to people 
who are in the north already." 
"With the struggling resource industry, 
people are looking at career changes, But 
they l ive here, they.have families here 
~and~h~y, ~may~aot~b~4,ta a.,~po~tllon to 
move," Mikolayczyk s~iid. """ ' 
The society wants to purchase the li- 
censed practical nursing curriculum from 
Northwest Community College. The col- 
lege is still working through the approval 
process with the provincial advanced 
education ministry and the B.C. College 
of Licensed Practical Nurses which gov- 
erns the profession. 
If that doesn't work out, the society 
will approach Malaspina University Col- 
lege in Nanaimo which has had a pro- 
gram for years. "Our preference is to first 
negotiate a relationship with Northwest 
Community College," said Mikolayczyk. 
She doesn't view the society's plans as 
competition with Northwest Community 
College. "The reality is in the Upper 
Skeena area it isn't viable for some 
people to go to Terrace," Mikolayczyk 
continued. 
She said the society is seeking finan- 
cing for its program through federal agen- 
cies with responsibility for aboriginal de- 
velopment and education. 
That means it doesn't have to depend 
upon increasingly scarce provincial 
health care money or have the approval 
~r~t,]~ pr.ov~hl~ go,vernine~b 
~.~ !~lthougl~ the. edueatioff~'.~ociety wants 
to gei money from federal 'aboriginal pro- 
grams, entry isn't necessarily restricted to 
aboriginal people or to people who are 
northwest residents. "All of our programs 
are open to anybody," said Mikolayczyk. 
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" ~ " "ONE STOP SHOP" 
 VFIVOOITI 
morph, beam. be• extreme. 
Morph Cream Wax 
Water-based wax "morphs" into 
for X-Ira play & pliabilily 
Breaks the mold with an elastic h 
and a soft-touch texture that neve 
your style 
Never Flakes 
Multi-task wax lets you "morph" 
into many looks. Chunk, piece, 
kick-out. Take it to the edge 
Ironing Day? Comb-lhru before 
you use a flat or curling iron 
Beam Shine Gloss 
Shines & defines. Luminous polls 
ire FREE 5 Disc 
ayer or 500 
rliques Dolby I: 













APPLY FOR YOUR INTEREST 
AND YOU WILL BE ENTERED TO WIN A PlayStation2 with 2 Games 
- NO DOWN PAYMENT CREDIT CARD 
Last Name 
Social  Insurance No  
Drivers Licence No  
t 
I R e n t  . . 
First Name 
Phone (Home)  
(Work)  
Employer.  • 
How Lona 
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Compet i to r  te rms Mercer  ., , 
of fer  as  be ing  ' inferior '   ovem er O0   o em er O0 
MERCER International's tentative deal to buy Skeena 
Cellulose is a low-ball, "inferior" offer that will keep the 
operations struggling for survival, charges a rival bidder. 
Daniel Veniez, a former Repap executive and presi- 
dent of the newly formed NWBC Pulp and Timber Co, 
Ltd., says Mercer isn't promising to put enough money 
into capital upgrading projects for the company. 
The $90 million over five years Mercer has pledged 
will be spent amounts to an average of $18 million per 
year. Veniez said that's not enough to keep up with 
minimal maintenance and build logging roads, let alone 
complete major work on the pulp mill that's still re- 
quired. 
"This is a recipe for an undercapitalization f the 
company," he said Tuesday after seeing details of Mer- 
cer's proposal, "$18 million is what it takes to minimally 
maintain the business as a going concern and build the 
roads." 
NWBC had proposed to raise $157 million, with $52 
million going to immediate capital upgrades at the pulp 
mill, and $68 million for working capital, basic mainte- 
nance and road construction. The purchase price was to 
be $10 million and NWBC would have a further $27 
million for startup costs and for contingencies. 
"Our offer is substantially better for the business and 
for the northwest," Veniez said, 
Court documents show the government picked Mercer 
as its final bidder for Skeena Cellulose because the deal 
with the Swiss firm doesn't depend on outside financing, 
But Veniez said NWBC could also have avoided finan- 
cing if it offered as little as Mercer did in terms of pur- 
chase price and further investments. 
Mercer proposes to pay the break-up value of the re- 
maining working capital for Skeena when the deal 
closes in February. The working capital - cash, lumber, 
pulp and other easy-to-liquidate assets - is now under 
$20 million and is declining, Veniez says it's likely to 
be around $6 million when the deal closes. 
A further $35 million in capital contributions is to 
consist of a $20 million contribution from northwest 
communities and investments from Mercer of $5 million 
at the end of each of the next three years, 
"The capital base is built on nothing," Veniez said. 
"It's built on the communities' $20 million. I'm just 
blown away by the notion this proposal would be taken 
seriously." 
Mercer has also made the communities" $20 million 
contribution a condition of the sale, the latest report of 
the monitor says, meaning the deal could come unglued 
if northwest taxpayers don't sign on. 
Mayor Jack Talstra, who has spent the past several 
days in Vancouver trying to broker agreements, has 
pledged to try to raise $5 million from the Terrace area. 
Veniez said NWBC's offer doesn't hinge on commun- 
ity buy-in, which could require a local referendum. "We 
never wanted nor asked for nor sought $20 million from 
the northwest," he said. "All we are seeking is 90 to 120 
days to get this deal financed." 
Veniez said he is urging the government to continue 
talks with NWBC and not give Mercer exclusive bidding 
rights, warning that if communities are unable to agree 
to raise $20 million and the Mercer deal falls apart the 
Skeena may have blown its last chance. 
"If the $20 million is not there and Mercer is granted 
an exclusive, the whole region is going to find itself in a 
pretty tough spot," Veniez said. "I hope getting our offer 
on the table forces people to compare. I 'm clearly hop- 
ing the government will reconsider its decision on this." 
The NWBC offer for Skeena was "a very reasonable 
and credible one," states the affidavit of Donald Shum- 
ka, an investment banker acting for the province on the 
SCI sale. But he said it was decided it would be in the 
best interests of Skeena and its stakeholders to pursue 
Mercer because it does not have to look for financing. 
Veniez contests that, saying he waived the subject o 
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Saturday ,  November  17 ~ 
10  a .m.  - 4 p .m.  
Arean  Banquet  Room 
Participating Businesses 
Spring Creek Herbs 
Epicure Selections 
Olinda Chris Assoc, 
United Way (ICBC) 
Alternative Renovations 
Balance Fashios 




Young Living Essential 0ils 
Book Masters/Toys4U 
Anderson Woodworks 
Mary Kay Cosmetics 
and more... 
Few tables still available. 
Call 635-9587 for more information. 












Naturopath ic  Doctor  
Naturopathic Doctors help Indivlduals create optimal 
health, vibrant enerELv and joy of living, usinE natural 
therapies and gentle techniques Including: 
• Allergy Testing a Vitamin/Herbal Medicine 
• Preventat ive Medic ine • Homeopathic Medicine 
• Acupuncture • I.V. Treatments 
= Nutritional, Lifestyle and Att itudinal Consultations 
Dr .  Kathy  G r a h a m  
Naturopath lc  Phys ic ian  
1 2 8 3  Ma in  S t . .  Smithers  
Te l :  (250)  847-0144 
/ 
Phone us at 615-5151 | 
J 
Out of town 1 -800-665-9953 
l~ l l~ . t r~t  Offer expires September 30, 2001 
at the 
PARK AVENUE MEDICAL CLINICs TERRACE 
VIllA CLINIC 
4506 Lakelse 635-2194 
Frances Birdsell, Natural Health Practitioner 
Hollstlc Healing - Environmental Sensitivity Specialist 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Herbal Tea, Aromatherapy Oil, Clay Poultice, Applied 
HeaUCold, Diet/Environmental Changes, Natural Therapies 
MASSAGE, FOOT or EAR REFLEXOLOGY, 
EAR CANDLING, SPIRITUAL HEALING 
4 
Thornhdl 
Junior Terrace Minor 
Secondary Hockey 
School Parent Association 
Council 
11 Mount 12 
Ehzabeth 
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School PaTent Hockey 

















Gymnastics Royal Canadian 
r Legion Branch 
Club #13 
19 20 21 Terrace 
Blueback 
Terrace Minor i Order of Swim Club 
Hockey Shames 






I Peaks Kitsumkalum 
Muks-kum-Ot 
Gymnastics Sisterhood and 





























Kinetic Club of 
Terrace 
'2 3 
Terrace 747 Coned,an 
Air Cadet Parents for French 
Society ~,ecr~o~ Fne nOst'~ 
Terrace Socre~ 
N~sga'a Terrace SXaUng 
Society Club 
9 B,, 10 
Brothers and Terrace Art 
Brg S=sters of assoc~a',,on 
Terrace Ke,mode FnenOSh@ 
Terrace Soc~err 
Nisga'a Tel/ace M~not 
SocietY Sohbell AssocJauon 
16 117 
Terrace Crime Totem saeale 
Stoppere Club 
Society Terrace HOSDCe 
Terrace See,ely 
Nlsga'a Terrace Youm 
Societ~ soeeel Assoc, at,o. 
'23 24 
Mills Memorial re,ace Search 
Hosp~tat and Rescue 
~mmode FnendShl 
Ter%c~,~a'a ~oo,e~ 







Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p,m 
Evening Games . :. . Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6',15 p.m 
Wed., Thurs., Fri.& Sat. - Late NightGames Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m 
(Late Night Bingos Are Now All You Can: Play Main Cards On/y- Wed.&Thurs. $8 ea,, Fri.& Sat. $10 ea.) 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon. 
T.V, MONITORS AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace ' 635-2411 
T 
. i. • Oil change up to • Lubricate chassis/ 
, 5 litres of Motorcraft , hinges/locks 
5W30 engine eli" i .~  i'Tireslchecked and inflated , 
• Motor,craft o i l  fi lter : i  : : ' : *B :  at~ery.:[eit: and repor t  : 
. • Top up:  = Power steering flu 
" , : : .,Brake fluid:.'! ,!i I 
T 
: ' '.": :~!.= windsl~le/d w~!he t .... : 
. : i ' :~.i ~i:!i? Enqlne:'COolah ~'.i:i,~ 
° Applicable Io most cars and light trucks Vehicles equipped wilt1 diesel engines are extra Taxes and prown(ial lewes not included, where 
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0 M M U N I T Y 
What a history! 
Looking back on 26 years at the R.E.M. 
Lee, celebrating a birthday this month 
CONTRIBUTED 
AT 3:55 p.m. on Nov. 10, 1975, a car, 
flanked by two RCMP vehicles, pulled 
up to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Out stepped the Honourable, Walter 
Owen, the Lieutenant Governor of 
British Columbia, and his wife, to offi- 
cially open the newest - and best 
theatre in B.C. 
It was a day of precise planning. Iti- 
nerary notes from the time include 
things such as 
"4:08 MP lena 
? .  ,7 L . Jqm~ Campagnola in- i:~: : : :: ..... : 
ii~ i ~.:::;:;.;~: : ,," troduces His Hen- ~ ~  
our the Lieute-~; ~-,~:~i~,~ 
nan tGovernor" D~F~ ~ 
and "4:21, MCD. :: liJ~:,:~:i 
Brewer leads ap- :;ibi:~::il 
plause.  An- :~, 
nounces piano re- : ~: 
,, i~ cital. . 
The opening ~ ~  " 
marked the culmination of years of 
planning and work for the residents of 
northern B.C. 
When the Terrace Community 
Centre was destroyed by fire in 1971, 
city council met to plan what sports 
and recreations functions were needed 
in the community. 
The ice arena was completed in 
1973. Plans were being made to ad- 
dress the needs of cultural groups 
when the school hoard submitted a re- 
1)rama Fest:[v l i
ferendum question to Terrace tax- 
payers. 
Local cultural groups, arts organi- 
zations and the community as a whole 
made a leap of faith - giving whole- 
hearted support o the school board's 
building program - believing that the 
community and local schools could, 
together, share an incredible perfor- 
mance space. 
The Terrace Herald (May 7, 1975) 
said the R.E.M. 
~ . : . ~  Lee Theatre was 
...... ~' ........ ~ . . . . . .  "designated for 
: ' i  {~l student use as 
i k ~ ~  community centre 
a 
p 
~'~jl~Tji~,! for fine arts, bands, 
~rl|l,,,~.. ,, ,=,,, - and music." 
In its second year, 
the R.E.M. Lee 
hosted Theatre 
"~ B.C.'s Performance 
'76. 
Theatre people from all over the 
province travelled to Terrace for five 
days of performances, competitions 
and workshops. Theatre B.C. then de- 
clared the R.E.M. Lee as one of the 
"finest [theatres] in the province." 
And what a history it has had. Hav- 
ing such an accomplished performance 
space in the community has brought 
incredible acts to town. 
Around Town 
THE R.E.M. Lee Theatre was hailed as one of B.C.'s finest when it opened, according to Theatre B.C. 
let, the Edmonton Symphony Orche- 
stra, Chilliwack, Anne Mortifee, Lor- 
eena McKennit, the Arrogant Worms, 
Vinok Worldance, the English Suit- 
case Theatre's version of Hamlet, Joe 
Scaly, the Jorgen Ballet's Nutcracker, 
Carlos del Junco, the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, Rita MacNeil 
and many, many more. 
The theatre has hosted perfor- The R.E,M. Lee has also given 
mances by the Royal Winnipeg Bai- local talent a place to perform and en'  
i i  
Firefighters' trip to the Big Apple on hold 
tertain. The theatre plays host to many 
sessions of the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival, school productions 
and concerts, and the presentations of 
many of our talented arts groups such 
as Skeena River Players, the Terrace 
Symphony, Community Band, and 
Terrace Little Theatre. 
So this month, mark the theatre's 
26th birthday giving yourself a treat - 
bring you r family or you r friends to the 
Completed training 
- 'A  CALEDONIASecondary School graduate has. 
finished her basic naval training. 
Grace Wittkowski, 18, is now stationed in Wind- 
theatre for one of its many fine perfor- 
mances. 
You'll find some of the seats a little 
threadbare, the decor less than mod- 
ern, but you will also find a sense of 
local history, a fervent dedication to 
the arts in the many volunteers who 
help run and maintain the theatre, and 
engaging and uplifting performances. 
Happy Birthday to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
By JEFF NAGEL missing in the rub- The firefighters there was expected to draw at least 
THREE Terrace firefighters are ble won't be found have gone to so many 50,000 firefighters from around the 
putting on hold plahs tb,travel to and will end up in funerals and memor- world, will be reseheduled. 
New York to honour firefighters essentially a mass ials since Sept. 11 The local firefighters airline 
killed in the Sept. 11 attacks grave, they are mentally ex- tickets are good until the end of 
sor, Ontario where she 
is waiting for ad- 
vanced training. 
Wittkowski com- 
plete her basic train- 
ing at Camp Borden, 
close to Toronto, this 
past summer. 
Father Lloyd Witt- 
kowski said his daugh- 
ter wants to become a 
scuba diver with an 
eventual placement at 
naval bases in either 
Halifax on the east 
cost or Esquimalt in 
B.C. 
He described the 
basic training as rigor- Grace Wittkowski 
ous and demanding. 
Free legal assistance 
DO YOU NEED some help with a legal problem? 
Why not talk to an expert? 
You can receive legal help by talking to a quali- 
fied volunteer by calling the Kermode Friendship 
Society to book an appointment with a lawyer. 
Starting Nov. 15, the society hosts weekly ap- 
pointments hrough the Western Canada Society to 
Access Justice. 
Criminal, family and civil law assistance will be 
available through appointment. I 's for people who 
cannot afford a lawyer and those who are ineligible 
for legal aid. 
The lawyers do not appear in court, but will be 
able to help with court preparation. Call 635-7670. 
OT Nurses week 
THE 600-strong members of the British Columbia 
Operating Room Nurses Group invite you to get to 
know the nurse behind the mask. 
It's OR Nurses Week in Canada Nov. 11 to 17. 
With that in mind, the group encourages the public 
to find out more about what's involved with opera- 
ting room nursing. 
Sharp shooters 
HANDY a camera? Got an eye for a nice shot? 
Then the Terrace Art Gallery wants to hear from 
you. It's looking for submissions for its 2002 photo- 
graphy exhibit, scheduled for this coming January. 
Call Aron at 638-8884 for details. 
Meanwhile, the gallery is featuring the painting 
and pottery works of local artists Dyan Myth and 
Dan Condon in Brush and Wheel, until Nov. 25. 
Tears in Rain, a show by Kara and Trina Myhr is 
also on view. And on Nov 22 at 7:30 p.m., Ter- 
race's Copycat Productions presents its new video, 
Spirit of the Raven, a healing journey with images 
of the northwest. 
Rain, Man 
IT's BEEN soaking wet in the northwest for the 
past couple of months, but the Forest Service says 
B.C. needs more rai.n. Dave Haines of the forest 
protection branch says southeastern B,C,, in partic- 
ular, is currently enduring drought conditions, 
there. 
A planned massive memorial 
for the New York firefighters on 
Nov. 18 has been postponed, says 
Terrace firefighter Dave Jephson. 
Jephson, Lawrence Stella and 
Fred Euverman were to fly there 
at union expense and participate 
in the giant event his weekend. 
Jephson said the event was 
called off as a result of conflict 
between the City of New York 
and firefighters there over how bo- 
dies are being recovered. 
The city ordered an end to the 
painstaking work of sifting through 
wreckage to recover bodies and 
began a more rapid transfer of de- 
bris by truck to the city landfill. 
That has angered firefighters 
who fear many colleagues till 
The president of 
the International 
Association of Fire 
Fighters told fire- 
fighters the move 
will "leave nearly 
240 of your brothers 
at the mercy of sea- 




tried to continue 
searching the debris 
against city orders, 
leading to scuffles with New York 
police and some arrests of fire- 
fighters there. 
Jephson said the timing of the 
event would have been difficult 
for many in New York anyway. 
hausted, he said. 
Firefighters visiting 
from other areas have 
in many cases not 
helped with the 
search or other relief 
work, he added, but 
instead have filled in 
for traumatized New 
York firefighters at 
funerals. 
"The idea is to try to 
relieve the stress that 
Dave dephson they're under," he 
said. "They need 
mental support." 
Jephson said it's important o 
local firefighters to go and show 
their support for fallen comrades. 
He said they hope and expect 
the huge memorial service, which 
January, he noted. 
If the event doesn't happen by 
then, he added, they may go down 
anyway to pay their respects and 
assist in any possible way. 
"We don't have enough money 
to send us twice," Jephson said. 
I I I Im 
Terrace firefighters will be out 
in force this weekend raising 
money in their annual boot drive. 
Instead of muscular dystrophy, 
this year's Nov. 16-17 campaign 
will support families of flrefighters 
lost when the World Trade Centre 
collapsed after the Sept. 11 terror- 
ist attacks in New York. 
Money raised goes to a critical 
incident stress fund set up by the 
Continued Page B4 
Showing us the rules of the game 
By JENNIFER LANG 
WHAT HAPPENS when you pit four co-work- 
ers against one another in a serious game of 
Monopoly? 
A battle over a coveted piece of property, 
says Diana Braathen, director of A Hotel on 
Marvin Gardens, a fast-paced, sophisticated 
comedy that opens the Terrace Little Theatre's 
2001-2002 season. 
Marvin Gardens, of course, is the name of 
one of the desirable "yellow" streets on the 
board of one of the world's best-known board 
games. 
The play demonstrates how Monopoly, (a 
game that's both a tribute to 
and an indictment of Capi- 
talism, depending on whe- 
ther or not you manage to 
get your hands on Board- 
walk or not) relates to life, 
especially in the workplace. 
The story takes place on an 
island off the coast of Con- 
necticut owned by a maga- 
zine proprietor named K.C. 
(Julie Jacobs), a woman 
Diana who's determined to win in 
Braathen  all aspects of her life. 
She gathers with her Be 
(Brent Nixon), Me Magazine's editor, Henry, 
(Chris Stone, of Kitimat's On-Cue players) 
and food critic Erna (Sharon Baker) for a day 
and evening of challenge. 
It's been a decade-long ritual; every year on 
April 1 (April Fool's Day), the group convenes 
for its annual game of Monopoly. 
Add a young stranger (newcomer Keely 
Wallace as Rose) who's literally blown in by 
a storm, and you've got the recipe for a come- 
dy that makes a number of pointed observa- 
tions about modern working relationships. 
BRENT NIXON and Chris Stone in a scene from A Hotel on Marvin Gardens. The TLT 
production opens tomorrow night at the McColl Playhouse. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
"l like the way the game itself relates to 
these people," says Braathen, who admits to 
"always losing" at Monopoly herself, 
Nagel Jackson's A Hotel on Marvin Gardens 
is Braathen's fourth turn in the director's chair. 
Every play presents its own unique chal- 
lenges, she says. 
"In this one, the game itself is certainly a 
staging challenge - especially for the crew," 
The cast, meanwhile, has been logging 
hours around the board table as part of their re- 
hearsal process. 
"We actually got together for an evening 
just to refresh ourselves," Braathen adds, 
A Hotel on Marvin Gardens runs Nov. 15-17, 
22-24, and from Nov. 28 to Dec. 1. at the Me- 
Coil Playhouse. Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets 
are available at Unigiobe Courtesy Travel. 
As an added bonus, audience members can 
enter a contest, On the final night, Dec. 1, 
there will be a draw for two tickets to see the 
TLT's dinner theatre production. 
Entry forms can be found inside the play 
programme. 
. I . . . . . . . .  
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BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Vendanta is back Nov. 7-10. Ladies 
night Thursday. 
BEASLEY'S MIX'. Listen to Tasha play the smooth 
soulful sounds of today's pop and country hits. Watch 
the game. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Country rockers Risky Business 
Nov. 13-17, 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night club. No cover. Karaoke Sundays and Mondays. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Friday Night Kar- 
aoke returns Nov. 16, 8 p.m, Jam sessions featur- 
ink a live band every Saturday night. 5 p,m. start. 
Members and bona fide guests. New members web 
come. 
THEATRE 
Skeena River Players is holding auditions for 
Drew Hayden Taylor's Someday, a comic drama for 
First Nations actors. Four roles available: three 
women (20-ish, 35-ish, and 55-ish) and one man in his 
20s. Understudies and backstage positions also avail- 
able. No experience necessary,Audition dates are Nov. 
13 and 14 at 7 p,m. At the First Nations Education 
Centre at Clarence Michiel Elementary School (back 
entrance). For details contact Marianne at 635-2942. 
Performances in April at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre and a 
northwest tour in May. 
III II 
Terrace Utile Theatre's eason opener, A Hotel on 
Marvin Gardens, a fast-paced comedy about a cut- 
throat game of Monopoly on April Fool's Day, Some 
mature language, Nov. 15-17, 22-24 and Nov. 28-Dec. 
1. At the McColl Playhouse at 8 p,m, Tickets at Uni- 
globe Travel. 
MUSIC 
Thursday nights to Dec. 6 McDonald's hosts local 
school bands from 6 to g p.m. A portion of proceeds 
go to the Dare to Dream Foundation's elementary 
school band program. 
Skeena Junior Secondary Fall Concert Nov. 15. 
Featuring a wide variety of music performed by the 
new Grade 8 concert band, the Grade 9/10 concert 
band, and the junior and senior jazz bands. Come out 
and hear these hard working, young musicians, 7:30 
p,m. at the R,EM. Lee Theab'e. 
Two Flutes and a Violin. This Smithers group plays 
at the Terrace Art Gallery 7:30 p.m. Friday, Nov, 16. 
Hart Rouge, a family folk tdo, plays the R,E.M. Lee 
Theatre Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. Tickets at Erwin's Jewel- 
lers. Presented by the Terrace Concert Society. 
The All First Nations 2001 Mass Choir performs 
choral music at the R.E.M, Lee Theatre Nov. 21 at 7 
p,m, Village choirs from across the northwest are tab 
ink part, To join in the choir - or for tickets - call 
Bossy at 635-4904. 
Check out our =lte or call 638-7283 for advertising Information 
CINEMA 
Pacific Cinematheque travelling picture show, 
fall 2001 tour. On alternate Mondays at the Ti$cum 
Twin Theatres in Terrace. Show time - 7:15 p.m. 
Nov, 26, Nora, starring Ewan McGregor as Irish wri- 
ter James Joyce in a drama about his turbulent marri- 
age, Sponsored by the Terrace and District Multicul- 
rural Association, 
The Terrace Art Gallery presents Spirit of the 
Raven, a new video release by Copycat Productions, 
A journey of healing and harmony. At 7:30 p.m. Nov, 
22. 
VISUAL ARTS 
Drop in Drawing and Artist's Circles on alternating 
Wednesdays, 7 p,m. at the Terrace Art Ca,cry. For 
inspiration, networking and feedback. Call Aron at 
638-6884. Open mike coffeehouse Nov. 23 at 7 
p.m. 
Brush and Wheel, painting and pottery by Dyan 
Myhr and Dan Condon, and Tears in Rain, a show by 
Kara and Trina Myhr. To Nov. 26 at the art gallery. 
Art Gallery hours: Wed. to Sat. from noon to 4 p,m., 
Friday from noon to 6 p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 4 
p.m. 
Make the SCENE: Call 638.7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event to the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
Thursday. Events will run two weeks in advance. 
SOUP & SANDWICH SPECIAL $ 599  
Monday thru Friday (11-3 p.m.) 
Ask server for selection 
WEEKLY SPECIALS 
Sunday - Prime Rib 
. ~ ,  ~ ~.  
Tuesday- 35¢ a Wing (from 3 p .m. )~.~l l~  
Thursday- 45¢ Peel & Eat Prawn 
with Garlic Butter (from 3 p.m.} 
Look what's cominE to 
the R,E.M, Lee Theatre 
Exciting eve.his comlmZ to YOUR Theatrelll 
Please loin us . . . .  : . . . . . .  
November " : 
Thur, 15". Skeena Band Fall ConceiF : 
Frl. 1P  - Hart Rouge, an exciting modern folk trio 
Sat, 1P  - Thornhill Band Dessert Concert 
Wed. 21'. First Nations Community Choir 
Quality entertainment in YOUR community. 
For more Information, please call Karla 635.2101 
Terrace Concert ] Terrace Little 
• Society Tickets I Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Erwin's House of Available at 
Fine Jewellery Unlglobe Courtesy 
in the Skeena Mall Travel 
•~: : The •:•]:e;ra•ce~:~St:an.datd i ~ ifers ~the ~ c~.mm~My: ~c~ iendar ~ as ;a pubiic ~seivi~e~: i 6•its read. •; 
;i emand:commdnity orgaMzations:This :Colu~ni:!s Mtended:; for non-pmfit!:organjza!.,:: 
~: tiohs :a,d e vents without~ an ;adrnissioh' charge: " SPace: permittin'g .itemsl.vvilliimn.tWO ;. 
:. weeks:before !eaEh e~ent: Dead!inS!is 5: p:m: Thur~da~s: :SubmiSSi6hsi l~Ould be:typed..i:.: 
i o~::pfinted neat!);.ii E:mafl sUbmissions~shouldn t Con't~in :attachments~ Eor bomplete : 
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WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 14 
doin us at tha main post office in celebra- 
tion of the issue of the Royal Canadian Le- 
gion stamp, The 47-cent stamp is a special 
issue. 
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 21 
Canadian Women in Timber's 11thAnnual .... 
Christmas Bazaar from 5 to 9:30 p,m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West Banquet Room, 
NOVEMBER 15 ANp 22 
Free layers' assistance in criminal, family and 
civil taw at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. We provide an initial half-hour 
appointment and follow-ups if necessary, Call 
6354670 to make an appointment. You qualify 
if you can't afford a (a~er and you cannot ob- 
tain legal aid. 
Terrace Churches Food Bank November dis- 
tribution at 4647 Lazelle, rear entrance, be. 
tween 1.3 p,m, Bring ID for you and your depen- 
dents, Monday, Nov, 19, h-~; Nov. 20 I-R; Nov, 
21 S-Z and Nov 22 anyone missed. Donations can 
be made at your local church or these participa. 
ling stores: The Bargain Shop, Safeway, and 
Overwaitea, 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 24 
Grand opening celebrations for the Salva- 
tion Army'a new facilities and Christmas cam- 
paign kick.off. Ribbon cutting at 1 p,m, Join us 
and support your community at 4712 Keith Ave,, 
next to Sight and Sound in the Keith Ave, Mall. 
Free coffee and doughnuts, 
E02,P,  
Firefighter Boot Drive for the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association of Canada, Local bu- 
sinesses are asked to place a boot on their sales 
counter to raise proceeds for the foundation, 
This year's campaign is sponsored locally by the 
Thornhill Volunteer Firefighter Association. Call 
638.1466 to get involved. 
NOVEMBER =;) AND 24 
Mills Memorial Auxlllary's Craft and Bake 
Sale, In the education room of the hospital, From 
1-4 p,m, Friday and from 10 a,m, to 4 p.m, Sa- 
turday. There will be something for everybody! 
6542. 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28 
Youth Opportunities Open House from 1-4 
p,m. at 4639 Lazelle, beside Cookie Jar Bakery, 
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 1 
Christmas Craft Sale at Centennial Christian 
School from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m, Admission is a 
donation of non-perishable items for the food 
bank, Note: a charge per craR table will go to- 
wards the school year book, Call Maria at 635- 
7531 for more information, or the school at 
635-6173. 
Knox United Church holds Its annual Christ- 
mas Tea and Bazaar Dec, 1 from 2-4 p,m. 
Ev~oP~ welcome, 
The Kitsumkalum Community hosts its 
Second Annual Christmas Craft Fair Dec, 1 
from 10 to 4 p,m. and Dec, 2 from 11:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p,m, First Nations and contemporary arts 
and crafts, including clothing, wall hangings, je- 
wellery, and holiday baking, At the Kitsumkalum 
Community Hall, Call Geraldine at 635-6177 for 
more information and to arrange craft table, 
DECEMBER 3.6 
Applications for the Salvation Amy's 
Christmas Hampers from 1-4 p.m. daily at 
4617 Greig Ave, (the old Co-Op building), Ap- 
plicants must bring ID for each household mem- 
ber and provide proof of address (current util- 
ity bill or income receipt). 
SATURDAy, DECEMBER I~ 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary's Craft Fair, Ven- 
dors from across the northwest will display 
their wares at the Kitsuh~kalum Community Hall, 
Parents are organizing this as a fundraising 
event for the school band's trip to a national 
music festival and competition in Calgary this 
May, Call Diana at 638.7298 or Morgain at 635- 
4538 for information, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Enter a float In the Kermode Christmas 
Parade of Lights, The Terrace Tourism Council 
is asking businesses and organizations to parti- 
cipate in the Dec, 1 event, To find out how to 
enter, contact Terrace Tourism at 635-0832, 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 24 
Klti K'Shan Christmas Bazaar from 8 a,m. to 
noon. Any crofters or organizations wanting to 
book a table, please contact Lorelle at 635- 
6118 or 615-7295, 
Willows Tenants' Association Craft and 
Bake Sale at the Willows lounge from 24 p,m, 
Everyone welcome," 
Terraceview Lodge invites you, your friends and 
family, to join us for an Old Fashioned Country 
Christmas Tea from 2-3:30 p,m, Nov. 24. 
Fall Bazaar at Centennial Christian School 
from 11 a,m, to 3:30 p,m. For info call Darlene at 
635-7479. 
AFFNO fundralser, Saturday, Nov, 24, from 11 
a,m, to 4:30, at Overwaltea (Kltlmat), bring 
your used French.language books (novels, etc,) 
November la Adoption Awareness Month, 
Kids In B,C, are waiting for families, For more 
information, call the Adoptive Families Associa- 
tion of B.C, at (604) 588-7300, log onto 
www,bcadoption,com, or call Corm at 635-2999. 
Call the Waiting Child Info Line at 1-877. 
Adopt07 or the Ministry of Children and Family 
Development office at 638-2330. 
The Kermode Friendship Centre's tutoring 
times for students from K-12 take place Tues. 
days and Wednesdays from 10:30 a,m. to 5 p.m. 
and Saturdays from 11 a.m, to 6 p,m, Contact 
Corinna at 635.4906 for information, 
November Is Diabetes Month, Volunteers in 
Terrace will be canvassing door-to.door to raise 
money for research and programs, Please help 
find a cure by giving generously. 
Adult mentors are needed for a new pilot 
for donation to the Kitlmat Municipal Library project at a local school this year, Volunteers will 
and your used French.language CDs, cassettes spend one hour a week with a local student dur- 
and games for community use at AFFNO, 632- Ing the school day, Call Lois: 635.4232, 
RIVER BOOKS' dtsff 
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Proud sponsor of 
November Proclamations 
• Diabetes Month 
• Nov 15-21 
National Addiction Awareness Week 
• Nov 18-24 International a l l~ lk~ , 
Week Of Children's Rights ~ II 
• Nov 20 National Child Day ~ ,  
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Bate & Time of Birth: 
October 15, 2001 
Wel#t: 6 lbs, 10 oz. Sex: Fenmle 
Parents: Tracff Car O' 
& Peter Bdndley 
Baby's l ime: 
Es~ngeline Sadie 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
October 28, 2001 at 5:13 p.m. 
Welgh~ 7 Ibs. 15 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Le~is Azak & Lisa Martin 
~by's Name: 
Colin Ale,under 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 7, 2001 at 10:20 p.m. 
Wet#t: 8 lbs, 3 oz. Sex: ~e 




Date & l ime o! Birth: 
October 28, 2001 at 8:33 p,m, 
Weight: 6 lbs. 15 oz. Sex: ,~tale 
P~ents: Robert •'illlams 




Date & 'rune o[ Birth: 
October 26, 2eeL at L2:05 ~.m, 
Weight: 11 Ibs. I oz. Se.x: ,~lale 
Parents: Rachel She~haa 
& Richard Rus,~li 
4 
Baby's Name: 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October ZS, ;'~l at 10:o5 p.m, 
Weight: 6 lbs. 9 oz. Sex: ~l.'de 
Parents: A~'On & B',u"ba.r,~ .~iemi 




TERRACE, B.C. , 
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Prairie foikies content to 
explore their French roots 
HART ROUGE just might 
be Saskatchewan's answer 
to the Rankin Family - 
with a French twist. 
But where Cape Bre- 
ton's Rankins paid tribute 
to their Celtic-maritime 
roots, Hart Rouge concen- 
trates on exploring its un- 
ique, prairie-based, French 
Canadian heritage. 
Comprised of three si- 
blings who play modern 
foik, Hart Rouge sits atop 
the divide between French 
and English in Canada -
and the North American 
continent. 
The three members hail 
from a large, musical fa- 
mily in the prosaicaly- 
named Willow Bunch, one 
of a few French-speaking 
communities in the pro- 
vince. 
The seven Campagne 
family kids all have musi- 
cal talent. 
The performed together 
in the 1970s at folk festi- 
vals, with Paul, Michelle, 
Suzanne and Annette later 
forming Hart Rouge. 




tion of Fire Fighters. 
It follows on the heels 
of a massive fund-raising 
drive by Vancouver fire- 
fighters that collected 
$600,000 for the Nev~ York 
relief. 
Thornhill firefighters 
have opted to stick with 
the tradition of raising 
money for muscular dys- 
trophy this year. 
PRAIRIE born French folkies Hart Rouge appear Fri- 
day evening at the R.E,M. Lee Theatre. 
to leave the band in the 
mid-'90s, it signalled the 
band's shift to a more 
roots-based sound. 
The bilingual band re- 
leased a self-titled CD in 
1988, followed by lncondi. 
tionnel in 1991, earning 
Hart Rouge a SOCAN 
award. 
Hart Rouge's first Engl- 
ish project was 1992's 
Blue Blue Windows, a title 
inspired by their a cappela 
version of Nell Young's 
classic song of lament, 
"Helpless". 
Since then, the band 
has established a national 
and North American fol- 
lowing with a string of al- 
bums, including Beaupre's 
Home. 
The 1997 release helped 
the band earn a spot on the 
U.S. acoustic festival 
scene. 
Nouvelle-France, re- 
leased in 1998, was a fur- 
ther exploration of the 
French experience in 
North America. 
Hart Rouge appears at 8 
p.m. Friday, Nov. 16 at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, pre- 
sented by the Terrace 
Concert Society. 
Tickets are available at 
Erwin's Jewellers in the 
Skeena Mall. 
still plan to raise money for New York 
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IJappy Meal includes 
a hamburger, small fries, 
small milk and 
featured toy. 
Check out our 
30 Second Drive-Thru 
Guarantee. 
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we're sending 
with your next 
II 
energ 7 bill 
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Look for money-saving Power Smart coupons included with your 
October/November BC Hydro statement.Then redeem them to receive 
great savings and help lower your ener~ costs, Get cash back on 
selected compact fluorescent light bulbs, Power Smart shower heads, timer 
switches, night lights and ENERGY STAR ® labelled appliances. If you can't wait 
for your statement visit bchydro,com/powersmart for online coupons, or to 
complete a Home Energy Profile and find other ways to save electricity. 
604-431-9463 or 1-877-431-9463 
BI]h]:ldro 
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Bringing Inn0valion home,- 
A~/IhlnD else is • compromise 
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Grace Simons celebrates her 80th 
YVONNE MOEN 
A COFFEE party was held 
at the Happy Gang Centre 
Sept. 18. The occasion was 
an 80th birthday celebra- 
tion for Grace Emily Si- 
mons. 
• I will try to tell you a 
little about Grace, 
She was born Grace 
Ridgewell Sept. 18, 1921 
in a little village of Sible- 
Hedingham in Britain, She 
had two brothers, Arthur 
and Jim, and one sister, 
June. 
When Grace was 15, 
she left school and went 
out into the workforce. She 
found a job, doing maid 
services for different 
people, and some of them 
were very rich. 
A while later, she 
moved to another place 
called Hertfordshire. 
When Grace turned 18, 
she joined the Women's 
Auxiliary Airforce during 
the Second World War. 
She was put to work as a 
waitress, and she did wait- 
ressing in the sergeants 
and officers mess. Grace 
said that this was a lot of 
fun, as she was fortunate 
and got to wait on all the 
handsome aifforce men. 
It was at this time that 
she met her husband, Dave 
Malcolm Simons, a ser- 
geant in the airforce and 
was a pilot for a time. 
After two years of court- 
ing, Grace and Dave (who 
had by this time been dis- 
charged) were married on 
June 6, 1948 in Swansea, 
south Wales. 
After Grace left the 
women's auxiliary, she 
went to work in a toy fac- 
tory. After looking around, 
and jobs were very hard to 
find, Dave decided to take 
teacher training, which he 
took at the university in 
Wells. 
While they were living 
at Swansea, their first 
child was born, son Trevor, 
on Sept. 9, 1950. 
The family later moved 
to another small place 
called Rumford, where son 
David was born Sept. 26, 
1951. They saw an adverti- 
sement in a magazine say- 
ing teachers were needed 
in Canada. 
So, in 1951, the family 
moved to Canada. First 
they lived near Alert Bay, 
where Dave received his 
first teaching position in 
Canada. 
After two years, they 
transferred to Telkwa, 
where Dave taught for 
seven years. 
Their third son, Mal- 
colm, was born May 9, 
1956 at the Smithers hos- 
pital. 
A while later they 
moved to Pendleton Bay 
in the Upper Babine area. 
A few years after that they 
moved to Topley, where 
Dave had received another 
teaching position. 
The family moved two 
years later, in 1966, to 
TERRACE 
WAAF veteran  Grace  Sirnons at her  80th b i r thday  
party at the Happy  Gang Centre,  
Terrace. 
First Dave taught school 
at Cassie Hall, then he 
moved to Thornhill Ele~ 
mentary School. He was 
there until he retired in 
1984. Then sadly, Dave 
passed away in 1989. 
Grace has now been a 
widow for 12 years. She 
joined the Happy Gang 
Centre. Several times a 
week, she likes to go for 
luncb and socialize with 
the friends he has made. 
Her son Malcolm lives 
in Thornhill. He's married 
and has three children. 
David lives in Prince 
George. He's married with 
two children. 
Son Trevor lives near 
Squamish, and he's mar- 
ried with two children. 
Grace now has seven 
grandchildren. She used to 
do a lot of crafts, but now 
she is spending her time 
resting and taking life 
easy. 
She is in fairly good 
health and gets out for a 
fair amount of fresh air and 
exercise by coming down- 
town several times a week 
on the bus. Then she walks 
to the Happy Gang Centre 
and she does her shopping. 
Many more years of 
good health to Grace. And 
see you at the Happy Gang 
Centre• 
Igml  
A little correction from 
my writeup on Ev Clift and 
Vesta Douglas: first, it was 
Gerald Duffus, not Gerald 
Duffers. And Vesta Dou- 
glas first taught at Cormor- 
ant school in Prince Ru- 
pert, not the convent• Sorry 
to Mr. Duffus and Vesta. 
99 S49.Sm,,EO 
COME SEE US IN 
STORE FOR DETAILS 
REED 
STAR ~, :¢HO/  
s~tch~<e.~ 1888 554,$T~ 
M 
WITH ONE SIMPLE CHOICE. 
Break free from cable with Simple Satellite.* 
3 YEAR- NO DOWN PAYMENT 
NO INTEREST ON ALL -  
• Mattresses ® Sofa Sets 
• D in ing Sets ,, Bedroom Suites 
ONE WEEK ONLY! 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 12 - 5 P.M. 
S~ar Chorea TM ~d r~o~l ~s~s ore ~odemarl,= o; S~ Cho~a Communi~om 'no and Star C~oico Tel~ slo~ Ndv~k Incorporo~l. 'Some res~-'ffon, apply. See relailer/or full da~. AI ~ time o~ purdms~, cu¢o~. 
ors must pay $2 9 for o Naego 305 s)~tern. A Wogmmm~ng tradit o| $50 w II foe opphed to lhe~r occoun upon octwo~ o~ N~c~, P~num, P~ilne, B I ~gual PaSnum at Diamond progromm ng pmkoge 
TERRACE FURNITURE MART & RADIO SHACK 
i~.~_d 4517 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace • 638-0555 • Toll Free 1-800-638-0530 
.D id  you  see a Ph.OtO in  the paper  that  ~i i~ ~ ~  !: : ~ u n d = y  
you want  a cop), of?. The Terrace !~- ' . '~! [ : i~ i~;~_[ : : . . .  [~-':,=.."i~e4 ~ 
St: ndard along w,th ~ :+:.~:.,:| JR~I~..~,,:&,.,......:. :: ::, 
Northern Photo Ltd, ~ ~  :-;~~>~." +v'il 
now provides this service ~ ~ ~ ' ~ , , , t ' ? ~ : ~ , ~ { . ~  ! 
Come rata our  o f f tce  located  ,..~a~:-:~ CIt to a a ,,:,3.= ~..,,~, ~............ Y ,~9 ,' ,',' ~:  .~ .' 
at 3210 Clinton Street and indicate i 2::!!"i~?i ,-.':.".~"-" ..~:>',%!.~¢, ~,:~ ~.~=,.".:'::: 
the photo f your choice and size. (':-i~: .... .~. f~  ~ 4 " ~  
I ~  " 'o"  ~.  ~'ooeo,e. I AU+.~:?::~ ~@"~..~.a ~ ,oo,,,h,o o,=,,,o 
Note: 90% o| p}~l'o~ token are dlgilal photos ~ i; bre~, ~'~i~} ~ 7 ~ _  ~.~ ::2 I ! ~ ' t  
oEhghquolypeg.  Backandwh,le r,nls ,,~!.':~, :~,'~,~:~, ~',~),'.-~..~ . . .  . . . . . . .  ,;~:~v: 
also available [Tom black and while negatives.) ~ ' J ~ l l " ~ e ~  ~ "  :L~l r :~ I 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4"4736 Lakelse Avenue 
STANDARE,  
.Ph:638"7283 Fax: 638-8432 
You., Be THE JUDGE 
, Vou! _ " "1 want to suck your blood!" Dracula said. Y e~+~ __  be . . the  
j uage  
BY CLAi l l i :  Lt(I+"-~STI~i l'i 
"More feeling! I vent more feeling," Alexander, 
the temperamental Russian director, called out 
from the back of the university auditorium. "1 
don't beleeve a yard ov cell" 
Chris answered back. 'Tm playing Dracula, 
not Othello." 
Alexander waved his fist. "At Moscow 
Conservatory, actorr hadd respect for dyerector• 
Ve do flnall scene now. Maybe death viii inspire 
you•" 
Chds groaned as he climbed into the coffin. 
Another actor lunged at him with a knife• 
"Heyl That thing looks dangerousl" Chris 
yelled. 
Alexander was furious• "Dat is vhy you havv 
protecteev estl" 
The faculty advisor poked his head in the 
theatre. "Let me know if you need any help." 
"More eenterrawptionsl I can't york like dees." 
Alexander pouted. 
During the break, Chris complained to his 
friend who was playing Renfrew, Dracula's 
sidekick, 
=He's interfering with my interpretationl And 
these props are ridiculous." 
Renfrew bit into a chocolate bar. "Chill, Chds. 
off to add more glory to the art•" 
The audience watched in rapt attention as 
Dracula's nemesis attacked. "Your blood suck- 
ing days are over, Count Dracula." He thrust 
the knife into Chris. 
The audience gasped in delight as the fake 
blood spurted. Or at least, what seemed to be 
fake blood. 
Chris fell onto his fellow actor, whispering 
into his ear. "The protective vest didn't workl 
That's MY bloodl" 
Forgetting his injury for a moment, Chris fin- 
ished the scene. "Goodbye cruel world." Then 
he collapsed into the coffin. 
Within minutes, Chris was rushed to the 
hospital . . . . . .  
He suffered serious injuries. "I'm suing the 
schooll This is all their faultl" 
In court, Chris was heavily bandaged. "Your 
Honour, the faculty advisor should have pro- 
Alexander's a genius." tooted me from this dangerous fight scene. 
Chris grabbed a piece of the bar. 'Tin the one 
with talent, I don't need fancy props or fancy University regulations prohibit weapons on 
campus. The university is liable for the 
direction." 
Opening night soon arrived. Chris was full of teacher's negligence. Make them pay." 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~a "ic -e r The university balked. "Your Honour, The 
aorena, ne as wa tea rot n s, ,c m c o. a n ,, .~±~.:..u,.;u~ty, " '--' ,du 4~u~:a~'volunteered' his time for the 
scene He ran up to Benfrew ve never fet so 'on'. . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' sfidW. ~hat Wasn[ i~art'.of his regular, duties so I AM Dracula, tonightF 
"You're an inspiration." Renfrew munched on .w,e're.n.°!liab!e'" 
some peanuts. "By the way, your left fang is Is the university liable? You! Be The Judge. 
loose." Then look below for the court's decision. 
Chris pushed past him. "There's my cue. I'm 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL  LAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law Civi l  L i t igat ion Abor ig ina l  Law 
Free  In i t ia l  In terv iew fo r  I .C .B.C.  and  
Persona l  In ju ry  C la ims  
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE • DECISION: "Pay Dracula for his injuries," Judge Bill ordered the university. 
"Although the faculty advisor was acting in a nonacademic capacity when he offered to Itelp out with ~e 
show, he was still responsible for enforcing university rules. The oniversily is liable for his negligence." 
To~ly's colunm h b,'L~d on ,a C;L~ from l'e×;L~. If you Imve a similar prolllen}, ple,'L~ contact Wdght & ,~lardir0s in l~rrace, B.C. We ;u~ 
proud t0 bdng yea some of the cttrrcnl [eg;d i~u~ from across the country for discu~io, :rod debate. To )rovide cam ~lling entertain- 
ment, ~ Imve fictionalized tim mmles, the dmmcters and the scenarios In the c~,  Any rt~mblance to real }eople ts purdy coincl- 
denM. In the interesl of elarlty :rod bmvily, the legal issues In the c;tse have h.'en gmntly reduced and slmplffled. Claire Bemslein Is a 




at  mail . . ,  coming  soon 
- . .  - . 
A booklet on Government of Canada 
services. Look for information on: 
• Career, job and business planning 
• Protecting the environment 
• Safe surfing on the Internet 
• Helping kids do their homework 
• Retirement planning 
• Making choices for healthy living 
For you, your family and your community. 
It's coming to your mailbox soon! 
+,:: For more information on 
government services: 










T here are always dozens of diminutive 
duties buzzing around a person's 
head, insistent, gnat-like - no, worse 
- noseeum-like. When they're not fly- 
ing up your nose or getting in your 
eyes, they buzz in your ears. You know the 
buzz, it goes something like this: "those bills 
need to be paid, that cheque needs cashing, that 
kitchen bulb needs screwing in, the tires need 
changing, that gutter needs cleaning, those fall- 
en leaves need raking." And so it goes as the 
list grows until it piles up in your mind, ages, 
rots, and commands your attention like a can 
t'ull of ripe garbage standing in your kitchen. 
Then it's list time, time for an inventory of 
amst-dos. You grab pea and scrap paper - an 
~pened envelope, a receipt perhaps, and jot 
:lown the duties, carefully plotting the sequence 
ff execution to save precious time, yet knowing 
"rom bitter experience that however you proceed 
:he tasks will devour an entire day - a day that 
~ill not be relived. 
So it was for me, on Monday last. The list 
~as onerous and left undone far too long. Les- 
see, I thought, the logical place to go first is the 
)auk, then the mall, then the post office, and so it 
vent until the list consumed all the space on 
he back and front of an envelope. 
It was raining. Except for a smattering of days 
his summer, it's been raining or preparing to 
ain since May. It had rained all weekend. The 
veather channel predicted isolated showers, 
cattered showers followed by plain, old show- 
:rs for the next week. I drove through puddles to 
he credit union, thinking that 'if this keeps up, 
)eople grabbed by the cold, wet hand of Seaso- 
tal Affective Disorder are going to be flinging 
hemselves from the recently refurbished old 
,ridge and the new old bridge as well. 
When I got to the credit union it was 9 a.m. I 
hook the door then read the hours posted on it. 
'he door would not be open until ten. A set- 
ack, not a major one but a setback nonethe- 
.=ss, enough to make me decide to go fishing. 
I made up my mind to drive inland - to keep 
riving until I 'd outrun the rain. A mile or so 
)ast the spot where Ron Young had pastured his 
aules I did just that. Clouds cracked apart and 
hafts of warm yellow light shone down illumi- 
ating a white snow covered mountain flank 
ere, a river flat there. Then, at Cedarvale, the 
louds thinned revealing vast tracts of blue. By 
le time I reached the Panorama Run the land 
cas bathed in sunlight. 
The week before the valley was a brilliant, 
himmering yellow, now it was skeletal and 
,hire, but just as beautiful and, since more of 
le river was revealed now, more interesting. I 
astily assembled my rod, pulled on my waders, 
onned my jacket, grabbed my staff and strode 
own the trail, crunching leaf litter underfoot. 
As I emerged from the woods about a hun- 
red yards upstream on the same side, a moose 
id too. In the time it took me to gain the head 
the run and tie on a fly, he waded into the 
vet, walked until forced to swim, then pulled 
[mseif up onto the bank. As I made my first 
:w drifts with a black version of Ron Gran- 
kam's Sedge built, appropriately, with a moose 
tane wing, the bull trotted across the farm field 
:ross from me and disappeared into the brush. 
A char rose to the fly, a fish of perhaps four 
)unds, as it turned out. I brought him to hand, 
en released him. A few casts later another 
)lly varden pounced on the sedge. The river 
as cold, the air warm and dry with only a hint 
! wind. After all the sopping days preceding 
is moment, I couldn't suppress a sigh. 
Some errant gulls that had followed the sal- 
on inland a short time ago, flew by on their 
ay to the sea, looping back from time to time 
look for fish scraps. Next came an eagle 
hose shadow startled a large flock of Canada 
=ese that leapt from the field honking, so 
armed they couldn't muster properly, and 
=vet did attain a vee. 
All thoughts of rain and chores gone from my 
[nd, I looked north where the Kispiox Range 
~s covered in white snow, then across the river 
1ere the range peaking at Roche de Boule was 
;sted with it, then down river across the boul. 
r prairies, then at the black fly skating over 
• , surface. It disappeared, snatched from the 
m by a fish that was now leaping some fifty 
)t from where my fly line entered the river. 
The fish leapt again, then once more. It 
lied hard on the line. The sedge held, and 
;re, af the end of my leader was silvery steel- 
ad with the spotted back of a trout, a fish ridi- 
lously fresh for this place at this time - a 
)nderful surprise. 
I drove back to Terrace, descended into the 
nand gloom, my battery, charged. Prepared, 
w, to do some chores . . . . . . . . . .  
.~ , 
FORMER Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club manager Bruce Carruthers waves goodbye as he gets set for a new phase in his life. 
After 11 years as manager Carruthers stepped down to spend more time with his family. SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Carruthers bids golf course farewell 
That's something he says makes :the mem- 
bership i~'t ile el'uS ufiique.' ... : : '~ ...... ; 
Beca~i's'e of the huge personal investment 
members put in, he says says they have a spe- 
cial sense of pride and ownership in the 
course. 
"Our members really helped make it 
happen," he said. 
And it took 10 years for the back nine to go 
from a plan to a reality. 
This was the first year the full 18 hole 
course was open for play, much to the delight 
of golfers not only in Terrace, but throughout 
the northwest. 
"There was a time when we were only nine 
holes and we had somevisitors," Carruthers 
recalled. "But now there's a lot more inter- 
club activity." 
The choice to step down as manager came 
largely because of a desire to spend more time 
with his family. 
As dub manager, days start at 6 a.m. and if 
there are evening functions the clubhouse 
sometimes stays open as late as 2 a.m. 
The position also means almost no week- 
ends off throughout the golfing season. 
"I'm very fortunate to have a wife who is a 
golfer and understands the demands of man- 
aging a golf course," Carruthers said. 
i 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN- 
A l~INSThY"at-i~e"~k~ena Vail~y-G01f and 
Country club is leaving. 
Club manager Bruce Carruthers ended his 
11 year career with the golf club Nov. 1, 
'Tee  worked weekends for the past 40 
years," Carruthers aid. "Now I want to golf on 
the weekends." 
Watching the golf course grow up before his 
very eyes, his time as manager meant more 
than just having a job for him, it was some- 
thing of a passion. 
"The overall highlight of my career is hav- 
ing been able to see the back nine started and 
completed," Carruthers aid. 
Planning for the back nine began with the 
purchase of 65 acres of land in 1990. It was 
just the year before Carruthers became club 
manager. 
It was a long labour of love for Carruthers 
who was integral in coordinating volunteers, 
fundraising and overseeing the development 
along with the club's board of directors. 
But he's quick to shrug off responsibility for 
the project - it's the volunteers and members 
that really deserve the credit, he said. 
Carruthers estimates the club received $1.7 
million dollars worth of volunteer time, labour 
and equipment donated to the project. 
, I i 
I I  In the pool 
MICHAELA BJORK, 8, was one of the Terrace Bluebacks first-year swimmers at an in-house novice 
swim competition Nov. 4 at the Terrace Aquatic Center, It was a chance for the first and second year 
swimmers to get their feet wet in a competition setting. 
I 
i i  II 
Now he plans to hit the links at her side. " 
"Debbi'e's a much better golfer than me,' 'sb 2 9 
I have to catch up," he said laughing. " : , '  
But just because he's stepping down as 
manager doesn't mean his work at the golf 
course is over. 
"'Debbie's a much better 
golfer than me, so I have fo 
catch up." 
He plans to volunteer his time when needed 
and stay on as club historian. 
He's spent countless hours maintaining the 
club's extensive collection of scrap books and 
photo albums over the years and is eager to 
continue doing so. 
"To me, that history is priceless and I'l l 
certainly keep that up," he said. 
At 66 years old, Carruthers isn't ready to 
quit working all together. He plans on staying 
in the workforce in some capacity - he just 
hasn't figured out what exactly his next step 
will be. 
"I've been working for 51 years now. How 




Sign up now 
THE DEADLINE to regis- 
ter for the llth annual All 
Native Qualifying Tourna- 
ment is this week. 
The Nov. 22-25 tourna. 
ment pits teams from B.C. 
and Alaska against each 
other for a chance to play in 
February's All Native Bas- 
ketball Tournament. 
This year's qualifying 
tournament hosts four divi- 
sions once again: Senior, 
Intermediate, Masters and 
Women. The top two teams 
from each division at the' 
qualifier advances to the 
main tournament. 
The tournament draws 
thousands of fans eager to 
take in some of the best bas- 
ketball action the northwest 
has to offer. 
Last year Terrace had 
two teams representing the 
city - The Terrace Spirit Ri- 
ders women's team and an 
intermediate men's team, 
The Predators. 
For more information 
call Conrad Lewis at 250 
627-8997. 
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on a Saturday, Sunday or  Monday, the deadl ine Is 
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TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard, When phoning in ads please 
hay6 your VISA or Mastetcard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Standard & Advertiser) $~ 4.4~*(/~..es as'o 
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. . . . . . .  i 
I Eile you wer0in your m01hel'$ . :>. 
wem~ you could beer n0l o~ly ~ i  
your molher's yoke nd hem-i~llP::i 
~0ul but music sswell.~0 !~ >~ 
womb can be a noisy ~lace. :'~" :'> 
Ten'oc t Fro4Jft Educ=Non Assoc. 
Box 1152, Ten'Dee, VSG 4RI 
I /~  NIRVANA METAPHYS[O 
& HEALING CENTRE 
iiitil.iiiii!ii. fli  i !  !ili ...... 
Transl0rmaOona~etaphysical Counseling 
Healings- Spid~l, 0h~r~nic, 
C~tal, Therapeutic 
L~URELL BALLARD Mscd. Phd, 
Ikl,i i1411ir,]il~ I K'~4.".tllhT,1T~ l l l i  *~,IlltI; 
: - : : : : INV:TATON TO TENDER 
" ~.: : - ,  3165: : : .:7.7 :: 
:MISCELLANEOu:s:: 
: ::IFOR:SALEI.: : ,' !AINN00NC:EMENT : 
8 CRAFTERS host the First 
Red Door Christmas Craft Fair. 
Nov 23, 2001. 6-gpm. Nov 24 
10-4pro. 4019 Temple St. off of 
Halliwell. 250-635-9334 
2 i0  BUSINESS :: 
PERSONALS.:. 
.•ndy & Keilh ~. Norman 
. clrl~ 
, Cindy & Doug 
Monsen 










who passed away 
Nov. 15/00 
Me heart sti l l  aches 
The tears st i l l  f low 
The pa in  is the same 
As it was yesterday 
I love younow 
As l loved you then 
I wait  for the day 
When God unites us 
again 
You wil l  a lways be in 
our hearts 
Love: 
Bob IDiane) & family 
Beth (Ralph) & family 
Pare & Megan 
Danny (Harriette) & 
family 
iorie (Ran) & family 
Joyce iMam) & Jack 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
. Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
RED TOOL box with tools lost 
between Lakelse Lake Drive 
and the overpass. Reward if re- 
turned in tact. 250-635-4601 
: 240::PERSONAES : 
INTRODUCTIONS ARE you 
single? Visit the newest meet- 
ing place: www.Dream- 
klates.com 
' r .,, l ..,/,,~,,= 3, 2oo2 ~, 
. - .~ j~:  - -  ~ ~ 
35 YEAR old white male. 5'11", '1967 FORD F700 12ff steel 
blue eyes, short brown hair. i deck, c/w arch winch, headache 
Open minded, romantic. Trav- I rack. Good running condition. 
elling, music, pubs, in i Inspected in 2000. $4000. 1- 
wheelchair. Self employed. File i i 250-698-7627 
#126, Terrace Standard, 3210 z i 
Clinton St., Terrace, B.C., VBG i m 
5R2 s I 
CANADA'~ BEST 24 HOUR 1' I I 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
from $2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870.7647 $3.99/min 
Website: www.discreattalk.com 
GET BACK on trackll Bad cred. 
It? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home - you qualify. 1- 
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.com Broker/lender fees 
may applyl 
MYSTICAL CONNECTIONS 
expert and curing psychicsl 
$2,99/mln, 6am - 2am Pacific 
time. 1-900-677-5672 or 1-877- 
478.4410 for Visa/MC/18+ 
www.mvstical-connections.com 
,' CO] -' TG SOON " 





LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
firewood for sale. Phone 63B- 
7290. 
JEN-AIR self convection oven, 
all accessories, grill, canning 
equipment and rotisserie. Ex- 
cellent condition asking $1000 
obo. Call 250-635-6126 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell inventory, laminate 
$.75s~ft: oak pre-finished 
$2.0Osqft: birch or maple un-fin- 
ished $2.0Osqft: Cherry un- 
finished $2.99sqft: 6" or 8" 
rustic fir $.80sqff: 5"wide maple 
$2.99sqft. oak/maple floating 
2.99sqff. tons morel 1-800-631- 
3342 
KERMODEI BEAR christmas TOWS FLOORS SALE ON 
cards are now for sale at the Laminate and Hardwood 
Terrace ad gallery, Share our Flooring. Top quality, discount 
"Spirit 6ear" with friends and prices. Staff as low as .99/sq, ft. 
relatives across the world. Hap- to view samples call today 250. 
py holidays Lambl 636-7074. 
NEED TO ADD A ~ III 
LrI'TLE ATlVIOSPtmRE III 
TO YOUR HOME? ~ Ill 
• . COME TO "t { 
~t" 101-4450(IREIGAVE.iTERRACE 638.0285 I 
I 
I "  ' I  I 1 I i l iI l i l[i , 
~j~ ~ ~  SEATON TIMBER INC, 
] 1 ~ ~  Hwy. 16 West, Smithers, BC, Canada 
I t  SiteTeh (250) 847-9888 Fax: (2501847-5901 
u :i o_.V,!: [ , lu =l ,~, ,: i=l :m it', --= i,.;I • [,ze] ,' 
l .~l ,Nt ii [ ..t, t ' , , l ' - I i l  i i 1. p. i , i  i~ [.l,,i lq i i l . I  1 i i  i i , l l lA1  ill ~ t l i  il, _ _ t , ,  
• ROLLING STOCK: 72 Cat ~)30 Forklift * '84  John Deare 640 Line Skldder 
• '77 Peterbllt 3525 TIA COE • '81 GMC Flat Deck Service Truck • '85 
Plymouth Voyager Van, TRAILERS: 'g4 Doopkar Super.B Lumber (2) 
trailers, '73 Brentwood Log Pole & S/A Jeep, '87 Unl Bill Chip, '85 & '79 
Columbia Chip • '76 Brentwood Log, '65 Columbia Low Bed • '65 Omaha 
Belly Dump o '77 Scone Jeep • B-Train Lumber (frames only) • Doll~ 
Converter wl 5th wheel • (6) Log Bunks • SAWMILL & PLANER MILl. 
EQUIP;• Morbark 48' Headsaw, 48" Preclalon PCS55 Chipper w/Shake= 
Blower 60' Vtb. Cony., Morbark 56" Chipper, 40" Morbark Vib. 165 Chip 
Hopper • 30' Morbark Conv., Del Schneider Hyd. Unit, 60" Blower & 
Cyclone, (2) Elect. Transformers 4' x 20' Waste Cony. • 1' x 40' Waste 
Cony., 14' x 28'- 4 Chain Log Deck , 8'5" x 31' T 3 Run Green Chain • 4' 
x 20' Slab Inteed Cony., 30" x 40' Sawdust Conv. 1" x 120' Chip Cony. • 7' 
x lg' - 2 Chain Log Dc~k • 4' x 20' Waste Conv., 1' x 40' Waste Conv., 4 
Hyd. cylinders, beadngs, gdnder for saws & knives, old heedsaws, wire, 
panels, disconnects, switches • Woods 6" X 20' 4 Head P aner, 58" 
Blower & Pipe, Hanchott 60" & 54" Knife Gdnders, (2) Saw Gflnders • 
Teck cable switches, panels, disconnects • GENERAL EQUIP. 80'x10' 
100 Ton Port. Truck :Scale Gearmatlc 119 Logging Winch, (1)'(3D & (1) 
Ingersoll Rand, 5HP Comp. • t0 HPA r Comp., Magnaforce 5HP Comp • 
Trim SawTables • (2! Saw Gdnders • 8'Western Snowplow • (3 ! 500 '&l 
(1) 3000 Gall. Tanks Eeco Grapple for Cat D5 • (3) Welders • 18 Bucket 
for Case 1080, Gravel Bucket for Cat g50 • (8) Short Wave Radios, (7) 
Rolls of Road Building Paper • Misc. Tires • Lumber • OffÉce EoulDment •
Misc. Parts: Hyd. Cylinders • Bearings • Gdnder for saws & kn'lves • Old 
Headsaws, VEHICLE PARTS: '84 Tlmbco 2520 Feller Buncher (partially 
stripped) •John Deem 6g0 B Delimber (partially stdpbed) • International 
Garbage Truck • 'el Ford Flat Deck Truck ° Kenworth Dump Truck, '80 
Mack Garbage Truck Cat De Dozer, Rsmey Log Picker, Alrco Welder 
• Gallon Packer, Truck & Loader Pads ,AND MUCH MORE,.. 
I . '  " ' LUMBER LlCtUII~AlriON ON NOWI  I 
i 78,000 Boa~, Fr:,,Me w Lumbor__ * Pd~d be loauto#= Cost I 
[ li.-l[lill i 
il/~lOllllllilll l l l t{M. , l l l  ii 
VERNON AUDIO Heaven for 
the finest in home theatre, mu- 
sic systems and accessories. 
Lot onto www.audioheaven.ca. 
Toll free 1-866-589-3868 
WANTED LEFT- handed 375 
H&H magnum. Please call days 
250-635-1288 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available. Dave Crossan. 250- 
567.2607 6 km Mapes Road. 
Vanderhoof.B.C. 
CUSTOM CUTTING & butcher- 
ing. Hamblin Farms Meat Shop 
now open. Sausage making, 
cudng & smoking, Naturally 
raised meats for sale. Houston: 
250-845-2133 or 1-800.665- 
6992 
CUSTOM MADE bddle/halter, 
3/4 leather. Stainless steel 
hardware. $125. Two childrens 
saddles, one smooth leather 
$150, one rough out $75, 250- 
698-7627 evenings 
MEAT GOATS for sale, Will 
deliver large orders. Also selling 
one Jack donkey with buggy 
& harness. Call 250-842-5872 
REGISTERED HORNED here- 
ford bulls, long yearling, bush 
raised in Vanderhoof. Phone 
250-567-9337 
SOUTHSIDE HEREFORDS 
selling Nov 3/01 Vanderhoof 
Auction 10 reg Hereford heifers 
bred hereford. 60 good hereford 
heifers bred Red Angus. 10 
young bred cows. 1-250-694- 
3500 
i~)O[S&ClO i f l lng  
"~J218 IIv,~ ih.'li.'lk',itl 
i h//I,://il 'd,li(t,ll ~,tl,h';I,c.i t 
Ifi~,; ,%11,11 it, k,lt Ill-(i 
ii i 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
RE: The Estate of LOUISA 
EUZABETH SUTHERLAND 
Deceased, Formerly of 
Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of Louisa 
Elizabeth Sutherland are hereby 
notified under Section 38 of the 
Trustee Act that particulars of their 
claims should be sent to the 
undersigned Executor at 3341 
.River Rd., Terrace, B.C. V8G 3P2 
on or before November 23, 2001 
after which date the executor will 
distribute the estate among the 
parties entitled to it, having regard 
to the claims that have been 
received. Pastor Arnold Miller 635- 
7575, Executor. 
Description Reference Closing Date 
BC Hydro is accepting tenders for 
snow removal t the fd}owing substations: 
Aiyansh E704-01-20 16 N0v/01 
Minette E704-Ot.21 16 Nov/01 
Skeena, Terrace & Kalum E704-01-22 16 N0v/01 
Details available from tha office of BC Hydro, 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B,C. V8G 4R5. 
Tel (250) 638-5642, 
Sealed Tenders clsady marked with reference number will be received at the above 
address until t1:00 a.m, on the above closlng date, 
THI  POWI IR  IS  YOURS 
. . . .  BGhydro [] 
| i 
~OLUMB~ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A63108 F,:,m ~/~ 
Pursuant to Section 2(} of the ForestAct, e "timber Safe Liconce is being offered for 
sale, 
Closing Date; November 20, 2001 District: Nodh Coast Forest District 
Geographic Lecaflon: Payne Channel 
Volume: 1S,207m= more or less 
Upset Sturnpoge Role: $18.50/cublc metro 
The upset stumpage rste wee detemn{ned by the Msrket Pdcing System, and is appli- 
cable only to coniferous green sewlog grades. 
Term: 2 Vaars 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered os a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, cafegory 1 & 2. 
Applications will be accopfod by the District Manager, Nodh Coast Forest District, 125 
Market Place, Pdnce Ruped, BC, VBJ 1 B9 st 3:30 p,m. on November 20, 2001, 
There is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material, application forms, and other information about the Small Business Program 
can be obtsined from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber Sale Licenca 
A63108. 
ii 
The following surplus industrial equipment is open 
to offers: 
(1) 6-Post Bradbury Hoist, Model 752 
(1) Webster Air Compressor, Model 802 
(1) Hotsy Steam Cleaner, Model 56325 
(1) Kite 2-Ton Crone, Model SH0202 
(1) Duff-Norton 1/2-Ton Crane, Model ECl016d 
(1) Vehicle Exhaust System 
(1) AST 4500 litre Waste O11 Tank 
(1) Willson Lathe, Model 1577 
All equipment is offered for sale "as is, where is". 
The highest or any offer will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
On-site viewing to be held from 3:00pm to 3:30pm 
on Friday, November 16, 2001. 
For equipment details and viewing location, contact 
Phil MacBdde in Smithers, BC at (250) 847-7905. 
Offer to Purchase documents are available from 
the following: 
Carolyn Finch 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation 
Corporate Purchasing Department 
3350 Douglas St., Victoria, B.C. V8Z 3L1 
Phone: (250) 952-8639 I b= 
Fox: (250) 952-8295 I 
E-Mall: Cflnch@bcbc.bc.ca $ 
All offers must be received In the above 
office by mail or fax no later then 





HELP  540 
,t 
WANTED , 
COFFEE BAR with high volume 
lottery sales. Excellent potential 
sales. Continually growing. 
$33K. Phone 250-635-3046 
leave messaqe. 
FOR SALE: Ten To Ten Store 
Ltd. Independent Dollar Store 
located in Smithers in the beau- 
tiful Bulkley Valley. In business 
for 6 years in the heart of down- 
town, $71,500, Includes stock & 
equipment. Fax or write Box 
2961 Smithers, V0J 2N0. Fax 
250-847-2227 
NORTH CENTRAL Bailiffs Ltd 
Bailiff sale. For sale contents of 
a machine fabricating shop 
Smithers, Including shear- 
or/press lathes, drill, punches, 
welders, forklift, shop tools. Call 
North Central Bailiffs, Terrace, 
Gary 250.635-0115 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
f 
NET $2800 a month secured. 
Pit - no selling, Clientele provid- 
ed. $9995 investment, For free 
Into. 1-800-321-6126 (24 hre) 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have rain, 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
S00-663-0099 
RUBY RED is 
FOR SALE! 
A unique clothing store with 
an established clientele 
located in busy downtown 
mall. Current owner is too 
busy to operate, 
Contact Helen at 
635-2428 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
Shefield & Sons ® - Tobacconist 
Skeena  Mall, Ter race  
Established business with Lottery 
centre, sales I million + 
25 Year National Chain, 112+ stores, 
on-site training and continual support 
call weekdays 8 a.ln. - 4 p.m. (p,s.t.) 
1-800-663-4213 
. . . .  * "1 
i 
hS t 
The Treaty Negotiations Office 
operates an adjustment project 
for workers or small business 
owners who are negatively 
impacted as a direct result of the 
Nisga'a Final Agreement. 
Applicants must not be eligible 
for other provincial, federal, or 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
Programs. 
For more information, contact: 
Larry Merrill, InterConnect 
205 - 4650 Lazell¢ Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Toll Free Phone: 1"877-(~35->: 
7995 
E-Mail Address: Iconnect@ 
telus.net 
.:t~ ........ , .... 
~ NORTHWEST 
I C O M I M U N  Ilry COLLEGE 
Timber Framing 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus Is pleased 
to offer an intensive hands-on, full.time, seven-week 
workshop on Timber Frame Bent construction. Persons 
with little or no background In carpentery are welcomel 
Learners will be taught the safe use of production power 
end hand tools. A t imer frame building will be constructed 
and raised using traditional square-rule layout and mor- 
tise and tenon jolnery that is used In the Industry today. 
Learners must be physically tit and supply own Safety 
Gear. 
Some of the topics that will be presented include: 
• a description of the Timber Frame Trade 
• safe work practices 
• use of hand tools, portable power tools, 
and shop equipment 
• use of rigging and hoisting equipment 
• timber and wood technology. 
Course will be limited to a maximum of 16 participants. 
To ensure a seat, please raglstar by December 15% 2001. 
210 hours .................. Mon-Fr i  .............. 8:30.3:30pm 
Feb 4-Mar 22 ................................................... $1250 
NORTi.IWF.S'I" Ph. 635.651t Fx. 638-5433 
i C O M M  U"113t ¢OLLII#-E Igowen@nwcc.bc,ca 
Serving It Right $58 
Nov 17 ....................... Sat ............................... 9 -noon 
Foodsofe - Level I 899 
Nov 17-18 .............. Sot/Sun ........................... 9-4 pm 
AIternote Fuels (Propane) $350 
Nov 19-21 ............ Mor t -Wed .......... 8-5/8-5/8-12 pm 
Alternate Fuels (Natural Gas) $350 
Nov21-23  .............. Wed-Frl .............. I -5 /8 -5 /8 -5pm 
OFA Level I c /w Adult Care $99 
Nov 23 ........................ Ffl ...................... 8:30-6:30 pm 
SupefHost 883 
Nov 24 ....................... Sot ..................... 8:30-5:30 pm 
Staff Herel (a computer staffer course) $69 
Nov 27-29 ............. Tues/Thur ........................ 7-10 pm 
Alrbrakes $199 
Nov 27-Dec 1 ........ Tue-Sat ......... 6:30-10;30/8-4 pm 
Foodsafe: Level 11 $99 
Nav 27-Dec 6 ....... Tues/Thur .......................... 6-9 pm 
OFA Level I $89 
Nov29 ...................... Thur ................... 8:30-5:30 pm 
Transportation Endorsement $89 
Nov 30 ........................ Ft'/ ...................... 8:30-5:30 pm 
Worksafe OH&S Cornmlffee Training (newdate) $99 
NOV 30 ........................ Fr/ ...................... 8:30-5:30 pm 
Red Cross- Childsafe $79 
Dec I ......................... Sat ..................... 820-4:30 pm 
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530 EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry/ Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Y' R Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- p! cISELA flj l .31( q ministrator. For program or ........j =oo,  ,o.n ,n,o ca, 
• " College- Abbotsford Campus- 
~. Your Moving Professionals Sir]co 1997 , toll free 1-888-229-1555 
#l~ck &New 32 & 28# #aifels at Your SeNce! 
'p • Acrosstownorthecountry 540 HELP 
~,~ • Wi l lass istor loadforyou WANTED 
• Reasonable Rates 
=- 1 -866"615-0002 




For all your Firearms Work 
Minor or Maior 
P.O. Box 29, Pritchard, B.C. YOE 2PO 
Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577-3249 
Turf 




RobFreeman (250) 635"2652 
Masonry  & Const ruct ion  
~,e,~ces, c~s ,  s~tcK, sro~ STUCCO, eAf~VO 
DRYWALI~ RENOVATIONS, CARPENTR~ CERAMICS 
PH/FAX Harly 638-1095 
3254 Kofoed Dr., 
Terrace, B,C, VfG 3P7 
BLECTROLUX*  
Inteflrity in Product and Customer Service 
Authorized Dealer 
LINDA V. LAMBERT 
E-Mail Ivlambert@telus.net 
(250) 635-4767 1-877-600-9589 
NORTHWEST MOBILE RV 
SERVICE  & REPAIR  
We come to gou..." 
Darrell Phllllp" 
Bonded, Licensed 
Government Gas Certified 
E-Mail: norrhweslmobilerv @ osg.net 
Tel: (250)635-2132 • Fax: (250) 638-2145 
Serving Terrace and t/re Norllrwest 
TO BUY OR SELL  
avon 
Call 638-7969 
or toll free 1-866-718-1895 
and ask for Alma 




DREW DELOREY MAINTENANCE 




Serving the Northwest since 1980 
Piano Tuning 
Complete Rebuilding 




Park ing  Lot ,  
Road  Sand ing  & 
Snow Remova l  
24 .FLOURS- 7 DAYS A WEEK 
PHONE 638-0153 Cell: 615-6921 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 14, 2001 - B7 
Northwest  Training Ltd. 
201-d622 Gre ig  Ave , ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
Skills For Success In Life 
..... • :':~:~: ..... ,'~Mama~ummt r,,u~ 
December 4 & 6, 2001, 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Instructor: Rita Wachohz 
Anger Mam~ement AdvamcM 
'[hcsday, December [ I. 2001, 6:30 p.m. • 9:30 p.m. 
Instructor: Lynn Hughes 
M~u~ HeM~y Reladom~l~ 
Saturday, December I, 20eL 9:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m. 
Instructor: Lynn Hughes 
,Sponsored by Project Peace 
Plea.~ c~! ¢o pre-re~rer (250) 638-810S 
~:: '~'~ To register for our Iree werkshopz 
....................... phone toll free: 1.871.838.8108 
i i i  
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Sat., Nov. 24 ............................................................... S85 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., Nov. 25 .............................................................. $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 CAREYBOGART, Instructor 
Nov. 12-23 Jan. 7-18 ........................................ $659 
WHMIS - Anytime via computer ................................. $50 
, - ,  - . , • . , , , . , . . . .  . .  • / 
Visit us at our 
Open House: 
Location: Highliner Inn, 
815 First Avenue West, 
The Metlakatla Room, 
Prince Rupert 
gates: Thursday, Nov. 15 
6:00 prn - 8:00 pm 
Work at home online. $500 - 




%~i i '  ............ TERRACE AND AREA HEALTH COUNCIL 
_=..: =_. . Mills Memorial Hospital 
-~..-~o,,.=,- LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES 
Permanent full-time and part-time positions available at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. Will perform a wide variety of 
patient care functions and personal care assistance to 
patients admitted to the Medical/Surgical Unit. Is a member 
of the Nursing Team on the unit. 
Graduation from a recognized program for Practical 
Nurses and hold a valid B.C. Practical Nurse License. Terms 
and conditions of employment are as per the Facilities 
Collective Agreement. 
Please submit a resume to: ° 
Human Resources 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Avenue 





I I  II I ,=~,. , ! , 
Kitselas Band Council 
TUTORS REQUIRED 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work on line( Free vacation. 
$500+ pt. $5000+ FT. 1-8S8- 
234-8977 or www. 123ta- 
kecharcle.com 
ATTENTION: WORK online f/t 
or p/t. www.anonlineblz.com 1-
800-304-2524 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC 250- 
638-4013 
ESTHETIClAN AND Nail Tech- 
nician needed for full or part 
time work. Must be licensed, 
experience an asset. Apply with 
resume to Images by Karlene. 
4718 B Lazelle Ave, Terrace, 
B.C. 
EXPERIENCED DRIVER re- 
quired for winter season for 
Iowbed and logging haul in Fort 
Nelson area. Contact Cutbank 
Holdings Ltd. At 250-774-6229 
or fax 250-774.6294 
EXPERIENCED RECEIV- 
ER/MERCHANDISER required 
for medium sized retail busl- 
hess, Competitive wage and 
benefits package based on lev. 
el of experience. Send resume 
with references in confidence to 
Terrace Standard: File #125. 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 5R2 
Tutors wanted to provide Academic Support to First Nations 
students, 
OUAUFICATIONS: 
1. Minimum grade 12, Preference will be given to those with 
post-secondary education, 
2, Demonstrated ability to work as a team leader. 
3, Must be sensitive to the differenct learning needs Of children, 
and capable of working with students individually or In group 
settings to help student(s) Improve a0ademlcally, 
4. Demonstrated ability to provide alternative problem solving 
techniques for various subjects, 
5. Must perform other comparable duties assigned which are 
within the area of knowledge an d skills required by the Job 
and the band. 
Please submit resume to the attention of: 
Kltselas Band Manager 
@ 4562 Queensway Drive 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 3X6 iJ 
or fax to: (250) 635-5335 
Closing date: When suitable candidate cegrulted, i 
.#L ,,, , ,= 
Trail is situated in the beautiful West Kootenay and has 
a regional population of 30,000 The area offers excellent 
facilities, outstanding recreational opportunities, a moderate 
climate and reasonably priced housing. A wonderful place to 
call home. 
If you're looking for an excellent opportunity orefine your career 
potential or your family is looking tar a lifestyle change, join us 
at our Open House. Y0u'll receive information about Tack 
Cominco and have the chance to meet with Company 
Representatives. Please brine along your resume. It you 
are unable to attend, you can find out more about the 
opportunities we have available by visiting our Web 
site al wmv.teckcominco.com, or apply on-line at 
hrrecruit@teckcominco.com 
We look forward to meeting you. 
The successful candidate's major objectives will be: 
• Assist lhe Houston area in diversification fits economy. 
• Assist in the implementation of the Community Economic 
Development S rategy 
• Develop and implement community economic development 
proposals 
To qualifi/, you should have 2 years minimum experlence in 
the field oFcommun!ly economic development, a working 
understanding of gay t agendes and programs as they relate 
to economic development and the ability to research and 
prospect potential business investors. Good interpersonal, 
communication, organizational and facilitation skills are 
important for this positlon. 
Thls position is located in Houston, B.C. Salary range is 
competitive depending on level of experience and education. 
Submit resumes and references, by November 15, 2001 to: 
Jerry Bo,i, C-enerd Manager 
CFDC of Nadina 
Box 236, Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0 
(Fax) 250-845-2528 
!erry, botti@cfdcnadina,ca 
Only hose considered for an interview ill receive areslx~te. 
I I I I ! 
B8- Th__..~e T rrace Standard, Wednesday, November 14, 2001 . . . . . . . . . . .  . • 
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"~=~":i... TERRACE AND AREA HEALTH COUNCIL 
" '~_= . . . .  Mills Memorial Hospital 
" I t  E1~1¢~ C I ;  .~ ,  &R.~A CASUAL LAB TECHNOLOGIST 
Will perform carious chemical, microscopic and 
bacteriological tests, sets up and adjusts laboratory 
equipment and reagents, obtains laboratory specimens 
from patients, and records results of tests. 
Satisfactory completion of formal medical technological 
training from an institution recognized by the Canadian 
Society for Medical Science. Qualified applicants must be" 
CSMLS registered or eligible for regislration. Terms and 
conditions of employment are as per the HSA contract. 
Please submit a resume to: 
Human Resources 
Mills Memorial Hospital 







~:~,,~- Open Competition For'l'he Position Of 
|'""ii' ii 2-SOCIAL WORKERS 
This position will be responsible to Nisga'a Child and Family 
Service, a program of Nisga'a Lisims Government Central 
Office. 
Is responsible for recruiting, developing and maintaining a 
range of resources and services in which to place Nisga'a 
Children in Care. Provide guardianship function for Nisga'a 
children. This position monitors ervices provided, supports the 
resource providers and liaisons with staff in providing child 
protection services. 
Requirements & Qualifications: 
• Must have Bachelor Social Work Degree (or equivalent). 
• Must have a minimum I year of child welfare field 
experience, plus 4 years in human service field. 
• Can work with society groups and servloe groups (M.C.F.D., 
RCMP, Church, Alcohol & Drug Counselors, Medical and 
Nursing Stations, School Officials, etc.) 
• Ability to establish a network of services for Nisga'a in 
Terrace and Pdnce Rupert. 
• Delegated authority Level 12/13 from Aboriginal Social 
Work matrix. 
• Must be willing to work Terrace/Prince Rupert Corridor. 
• Must have a valid drivers license. 
Preference will be given to candidates with a general 
knowledge of the Nisga'a culture and language and those 
candidates who have experience with aboriginal people. Must 
be available for extensive travel and training. Applicants are 
subject o a criminal check. 
Salary will commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
COMPETITION DEADLINE: December 3, 2001 
Mail Applications To: Edward Allen, CEO 
NISGA'A LISIMS GOVERNMENT 
PO Box 231 ......... ~ : _.-!- : 
, New Aiyansh, BC ' 
V0J 1A0 
Phone: (250) 633-3000 
Fax'. (250) 633-2751 
608 BASE ME NT::: 
SUn:E: 
636 •HOUSES FOR 
': :..RENT. : 
The North West Health Authorities are implementing a vision 
for health service defivery in the North West Region of British 
Columbia. As a member health authority, the North West 
Community Health Services Society provides regional and 
local programs and Integrates these programs with the other 
health authorities to deliver region.wide health services. 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
& LIAISON OFFICER 
• Terrace * 
Competition #NWOf:079. The North West Community Health 
Services Society is Inviting applications for the regular full- 
time position of Community Development and Liaison Officer 
based in our Terrace Office. Salary range: Under review. 
Reporting to the Continuing Care Manager, you will work with 
various non-profit, volunteer and retail organizations in the 
community to Improve access to community services and to 
develop volunteer or low cost services that will assist seniors 
and the disabled to remain an active functioning member of 
the community. 
Qualifications & Experience: • Degree from a recognized 
education institution in the field of Health or Social Sciences • 
two years' professional work experience in the area of 
community development • In-depth understanding of the 
physical, psycho social, environmental nd recreational 
needs of the elderly and the disabled, and • working 
knowledge of the mandate and responsibilities of the Health 
Authorities pecific to the Continuing Care Program. 
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
IMPLEMENTATION COORDINATOR 
• Terrace * 
Competition #NWOf:O78- The North West Community Health 
Services Society is Inviting applications for the regular full.time 
position of Project Development Implementation Coordinator 
based in our Terrace Office. Salary range: Under review, 
Reporting to the Continuing Care Manager, you wili be 
responsible for the development of funded projects and 
programs through collaboration with Health Authority staff 
and stakeholders. 
Qualifications & Experience: • Successful completion of a 
Degree in the field of Health or Social Sciences • minimum 
three years' experience In development and Implementation 
of community based health and/or social programs ° previous 
experience working with the elderly and the disabled, and 
understanding ofthe needs of this population. 
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616 COMMERCIAL. 
For both positions you may be required to use your own 
vehicle on Society business and transportation arrangements 
must meet operation requirements of the Society. The 
successful applicant is subject to satisfactory references 
including a cdminal record review. 
A job description may be obtained upon request, Your 
application must clearly identify how you meet the posted 
qualifications. 
Please direct all Inquiries quoting the applicable competition #
to: Human Resources, North West Community Health 
Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B,C, 
V8G 4T2, Tel; (250) 638-2220; Fax: (250) 638-2251; 
E-mall; human.resourcea@nwch.hnet,b¢,ca. The Society 
thanks all applicants for their Interest, however, orlly those 
who are selected for an interview ill be contacted. 
Applications and resumes must be received 
no later than 4:30 p.m., November23, 2001, 
FLIGHT DECK Restaurant ak- 
ing applications for part4ime 
cook. (approx 20 hrs/wk) Duties 
include short order cooking, 
handling cash, and cleaning. 
Minimum wage to start. Own 
vehicle a must. Drop off 
, resumes. Fax to 250-635-4403 
' FOOD DEMONSTRATORS 
needed for grocery stores nowll 
Call toll free 1-877.811-3366 
FRAMING CREW required for 
steady work In Edmonton for a 
high end custom home builder. 
Top rates, quick pay program. 
Bonus and relocation fees avail- 
able tc the right candidate. Call 
Adam. 780-929-2218 
NANNY REQUIRED for 2 child. 
ren. Monday to Thursday. Are 
you dependable, responsible, 
energetic, loving, playful and 
have own transportation? Must 
posess First AID/CPR Certifi- 
cate. References are a must. 
Reply to File #124, Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2 
OWN A computer? Work from 
homel Wherever you live. Earn 
$500 $1500 Part-time or 
$2000 - $5000 Full time. 1-888- 
385-7053 www.dreamlncomeat- 
home,cam 
PART TIME cook, experienced 
preferred but not necessary. 
Wages depend upon experi- 
ence. Ask for Dale. 250-635- 
6667 or fax 250-638.0442 
RN'S NEEDED. Expand your 
experience. New agency posi- 
tions available. Casual, 4-12 
week Iocms or permanent relo- 
cation in Northern B.C, Call So- 
lutions Staffing Professionals 
toll free at 1-866-355-8355 
THE VANDERHOOF Omineca 
Express is seeking an Editor for 
their once a week newspaper. 
Vanderhoof is a small logging 
and farming community located 
100kin west of Pdnce George. 
' As Editor of this one person 
newsroom, you would be re- 
sponsible for reporting and gen- 
erating all. copy and photos for 
publication as well as layout. 
The successful applicant must 
have a good knowledge of com- 
munity newspapers and report- 
Ing, along with a strong work 
ethic and a desire to be part of 
a team. Previous experience, a
degree or diploma from a rec- 
ognized journalism program, 
knowledge of Clads Works, 
MultiAd, Microsoft Word and 
digital camera are required. Ap- 
plicants must have their own 
car and camera. This Is a great 
opportunity for an upcoming re- 
porter to expand their skills 
while learning every aspect of 
the newspaper. Apply to: Omi- 
neca Express. Attn: Darcy 
Wiebe Publisher, box 1007, 
Vanderhoof, B.C., V0J 3A0. 
Fax: 250-567-2070 
TRAFFIC CONTROL person 
with vehicle. Phone or fax to 
250-842-4043 
WAITRESS, BARMAIDS, 
cooks required for ,well estab- 
lished restaurants in Alberta. 
Hardworking and upbeat an as- 
set. Excellent advancement op- 
portunities and wages, Please 
call Chef Michael. 780.778- 
8600 
YOU + computer= $$$. Work 
from home. $500 - $5000/mo. 
www.cashlessnomora.com r 1- 
888-373-4924 Free Vacation 
I TUTOR math, physics, and 
engineering for grades 11 and 
12, and post secondary. $15/hr. 
Call Sidney 250-635-2695. Free 
science fair consult for grades 
11 and 12 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thomton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS Ex- 
perienced Carpenter available 
for concrete framing and siding 
etc. General contracting and 
building maintenance. For more 
into call home- 250-638-8210 
Cell- 250-638-2805 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint fall and winter Interior esi- 
dential and commercial paint- 
Ing, 10% paint discount from 
suppUer. Seniors 15% labour 
discount. Professional quality 
work, Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. References avail- 
able. Call Kad 250-615-0199 
1 AND 2 bdr alats available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM suite. F/s, w/d. 
Pdvate yard. Walking distance 
f;o town. Ref req. $500/mo 250- 
635-5021 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail Immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
250-635-6428 or 260-638-0015 
or 260.615-0346 
2 BEDROOM apartment, new 
carpets, paint, storage room 
and (aundry facilities. Available 
Immddlately $450/mo, 250- 
615-9772 
2 BEDROOM duplex, Quiet and 
clean, For a couple or single 
person. F/s~ w/d. 25{)-635.6141 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Available November 1st. Close 
to downtown and scl~ools. Rat 
req. $600/mo includes utilities. 
250-635-6241 
2 BEDROOM ground level 
apartment. Available imme- 
diately. F/S, laundry facilities, 
no pets or parties. Ref re- 
quired. Damage deposit. 
$500/mo includes hot water. 
250-635-1126 
AVAILABLE DEC 1st. 2 bdrm 
apartment, close to town, w/d, 
nat gas fireplace, storage room, 
non-smoking, no pets. 
$650/mo. 250-635-2250 or 250- 
635-1622 
FOR RENT in Thornhill one 
bedroom furnished apartment, 
single occupancy only,. No 
pets. References required. 
$360 + $180 sec dep. Phone 
250-635-2065 
NEAR NEW, bdght, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Ref reqd.Available immediately. 
250-615-7665 or 250-635-5653. 
SMALL QUIET apartment in 
Thomhill ideal for single or cou- 
ple, no pets. Available imme- 
diately $400/mo plus deposit. 
Call 250-635-3166 
TWO BEDROOM economy 
apartments on Braun's Island. 
$375 & $400. Pets welcome. 
250-635-9102 
i ' -  " ~ "  ' 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPUCATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUffE 
s420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
s500.O0 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references required, 
Phone 635-3475 




1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. 
Laundry facilities on 
each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean & Quiet 





1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
.Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
' Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
• lit APARTMENTS 
!1!1 .Taking Applications 
:Ill" Now 
])1 for I & 2 
':II}' Bedroom suites 
l[[ ° Clean, quiet renovated suites 
J[[ • Ample parkir~g 
]}1 "Laundry facilities on each floor 
'lU ° Close to schools & downtown 
IJl ° On bus route 
Ill * Security entrance 
Ill ° On site management 
=it] ' NO pets 
[1[ ° References required 
[1[' To view call 
Ill 638 !748 ' _  . . . .
I 
'APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
N~Y RENOVATED 2 Bedn3om ~tsl 
$500 per month J 
• Free hot water/racreation | 
• Close to school and hospital | 
• Security entrance I 
Call collect (250) 877-6773 | 
i i Ul 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swii~ming 
pool & downtown. 
• No pets, 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available Nov 1st. Ref req. No 
pets, no smoking, $650/mo In- 
cludes utilities. 250-635-2910 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
cable, heat, hotwater included. 
In downtown area. No pets. Call 
250-635-6415 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
W/d include& In town, 
$550/mo, ref's req. 250-638- 
0438 
2 BEDROOM ground level su- 
ite, includes f/s, dishwasher, 
w/d &ng fireplace, fenced yard 
overlooking the Skeena River. 
$550. Cablevision included. 
Available immediatly. Call 250- 
638-8093 
AFFORDABLE, COZY 1 1/2 
bdrm suite. Cable included. 
References req. Available No- 
vember 15th. 250-638-8250 
BRIGHT 3BORM suite, f/s, w/d, 
no pets, no smoking. Close to 
town and schools, fenced yard. 
$600/mo. Dam dep. 250-638-. 
1584 
NOW ACCEPTING applications 
for recently renovated 2 bed- 
room basement suite In quiet 
neighborhood. Close to schools • 
& bus mutes. Includes 2 car 
paved driveway, window blinds, 
storage and utillltes. 2 year old 
f/s and w/d included. Prefer no 
pets and non-smoker who 
works during the day. Available 
December 1. Asking $600/mo 
and $300 DD. Call 250-635- 
7966 after 6pro to view suite 
and fill out application. .... 
TWO BEDROOM basement.su- 
ite in thomhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently palntod and 
with new appitanoes. $475/mo, 
Phone Rob 250-638-7290. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Available immediately 
$550/month. Includes utilities, 
cab]e, and fie;Call 838-6544 or 
638-1967 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. In Horseshoe area on bus 
route. Includes all appliances 
wld. Available Immediately. Non 
smokers. Call 250-638-0702. 
$525/mo utilities included. 
3 YEARS OLD 1288 SO. FT. 
beautiful home on 160 acres 3 
bedrooms, full basement, very 
pdvate. Call 635-7721. 
; . .  . . . .  
FOR LEASE approximately 
600sqff Gobind Mall. Available 
Nov 1/01 Please call 250-635- 
5981 or 250-635-3409 
I All Inclusive I 
I Reasonable Rates I 
I 445 to 2,300 sq. ft. I 
,I Ta (2501 63S-Zlel I 
!AU RUN BUJLVINOI 
• . I I -~ . '  
II I1; 
II .SPAce, I1! 
II AV J LE II 
I I  TEmU, CE&DIST~ II; 
11 CEEDIT UNION, A ' I I  
, }ll. CE r L' LOC*=. Ir. 
: BUILDING IN TERI CE'S Ir  
i i l l ]DOWN TO~ CORE. F~T I I  
' I I  PATE LF_ASE INCLUDES [ I  
: 11 ALl, UTILITIES . II 
' I I  EXCLUDING I~HONE, FOR I I  
: : l l '  MORE'INFO.RMATION, l |  
[ I  cALL635"7282" 
• : ~._.,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with basement. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. No pets, 
and references required. Rent 
to own or rent. call 638.7140 or 
632-5918. 
3 BEDROOM house for rent. 
area, near schools in town. Nice 
and clean. Available now. 250- 
635-4987 
RENT FREE for December. 3 
bdrm townhouse. Close to 
downtown and schools. 4520 
Scott Ave. F/s Included. W/d 
hookul~s. Call 250-635-4980 
1 bedroom suites with view and 
yard on Queensway. $425 - 
$450 & $475/mo. F/s, Garbage 
pickup included. 250-635-7844 
or 250-635-2837. 
2 BDRM double wide on large 
lot in Copperside Estates. 
F/S,w/d. No dogs. $600.00 per 
month call 250-638-8639. 
2 BEDROOM duplex at 4733 
Straume. Fie, w/d. $480/mo. 
250-638-8639 
2 BEDROOM duplex, 3307 
Kenny. Gas heat, fireplace, full 
finished basement. Ref req. 
$700/m0 250-798.2039 
2 BEDROOM duplex. Includes 
f/s, large yard, draperies. 
$585/mo. Available Nov 1. No 
pets. 250-635-2556 
2 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill. Clean, well maintained. 
Carport & basement, f/s, w/d, 
energy efficient n/g furnace. No 
pets, no parties. Suitable for 2 
people. $600/mo + security de- 
posit. 250-635-7467 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse in 4- 
plex. Clean, quiet. Fddge/ 
stove. No pets. references re- 
quired.250-635-3796. 
3 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn. 
hill. F/s, carpets throughout. 
Across from schools. $575/mo, 
250.638-1702 
3 BEDROOM house In Horse- 
'shoe. Fenced yard. Clean pets 
OK. N/g heat and fireplace. 
Available Dec. 1/01. $750/mo. 
.250-635-6352 
3 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill. Non-smoking. $590/m0 + 
• dd. Refs req. 250-638-1061 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE on 2 acr- 
es. Minutes from NWCC. F/s, 
w/d h06kups;::elec/w~xxt heat. 
$500/mo .avatlable.~-Now 15th. 
Ref req. 250-638-1g82 
3 BEDROOM house on the 
Bench. F/s, w/d, dishwasher, 
fireplace, partially finished 
basement. Available Dec 1. 
DD, ref req. $850/mo. 250-635- 
3845 leave a messa!:le. 
COZY TWO bedroom house. 
Available December 1, 2001. 
$400.00 per month plus utilities. 
Call 250-635-9676 for more In- 
formation. 
EXECUTIVE DUPLEX fur- 
nished/unfrunished. 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 1/2 baths. 2 n/g fire- 
places, 5 appliances and car- 
port. Available immediately. 
250-638-1885 
ONE bedroom cabin $415/mo. 
Available immediately or Nov 
1st. Electric heat. 250-635. 
2319. 
ONE BEDROOM house 
$395/mo, 2 bedroom trailer 
$350/mo and 2 bedroom duplex 
$450/mo in Thornhill plus dam- 
age deposit, no pets. 250-635- 
9530. 
SMALL 2 bdrm duplex in 
Thornhill, for 1-2 people, f/s. 
No pets. $375.mo 250-638- 
7727 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom duplex 
In quiet nelghbourhood near 
Uplands School. 2 bathrooms, 
w/d, dishwasher, high vaulted 
ceilings with rock fireplace. 
16X25 sundeck. $750/mo in- 
cludes hydro. 250-635-1214 
WELL MAINTAINED 2 + 1 
bdrm sxs duplex in the Horse-" 
shoe. F/s, w/d hookup, 
$675/mo. Non smokers with 
good rental refs can call 250- 
638-8639 
For rent small house at Lakelse 
Lake. Private setting, suitable 
for a bachelor. Available 
December 1st, 2001. F/s, w/d, 
included. Preferred non- 
smoker, ref req. $550/mo and 
secudtv deposit. 250-798-2456 
NEW ONE bedroom house lo- 
cated In Horseshoe area. N/g 
fireplace. Available immediate- 
ly. Ref req. $475/mo. 250-615- 
0432 
OLDER 3 + bedroom house in 
Thornhlll. $450/mo. Phone 250- 
635-4453 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
MASONIC HALL available for 
'family or office parties, etc. 
Seats 64 in rows (lectures)or 
60 at tables for meals. Call 
Hu.qh for details. 250-638-7798 
ROOM FOR rent in a 3 bdrm 
home. Working man preferred. 
$260.00 per month includes util- 
ities. Share rest of the home. 
3 BEDROOM plus house. Full Available December 1/01. Call 
basement. F/s, 2 fireplaces, for- 250-635-3126 
real dining room. $600/mo 250- TWO BEDROOM BUNGALOW 
635-4838 $350.00 per month or a 
3 BEDROOM townhouse for two bedroom trailer 
rent in Horseshoe area. Wood for rent $ 425.00 per 
; fioom, elec heat. $700/mo. month. Available trams- 
Available Dec 1st. Call 250- diately or for Decem- 
635-7732 bar 1/01. Call 638-8052 
3 BEDROOM townhouse, 
clean, newer carpets. Includes 
f/s, w/d hookups, storage morn, 
fenced yard. $600/mo 
December let.Available 250- 
638-1115 or 250-615.9772 
3 PLUS bedroom house for 
rent, 3 bathrooms, large fenced 
yard, quiet residential neighbor- 
hood. $1000/mo. Call eves 250- 
638-1860 
4 Bedroom lower unit of duplex 
in Terrace. N/G heat, W/D In- 
cluded. No parties, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
recl. Phone 250-798-9554. 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house, hardwood floors, fire. 
place, double carport, dead end 
street on bench. $850/mo. 250- 
638.1705 
A-1 Suitesl We treat our ten- 
ants as valued customersl 
Available July 1,3-bdrm suite in 
bright and modem four-plex. 
W/d. Beautiful fenced yard with 
fruit trees and garden. $650/mo. 
Call 250-635-4261 
CLEAN AND bright 3 bedroom 
one bath duplex for rent. F/s, 
w/d, dishwasher fenced back- 
yard. Horsehoe area. $750/mo 
+ dd. Call 250-635-3555 after 
6Din 
C N'TSU e.- od 
condo in Woodgreen condomln. 
lums, Terrace. Natural gas fire- 
place, oak kitchen cabinets, ce- 
ramic tile and carpeting, ap' 
pliances Included. laundry facil- 
Ities and covered patio. 
$625/mo. Call 250-632.6726 
COZY TWO bedroom house. 
Available December 1/01, rent 
Is $400 per month + utilities. 
Call 250-635-9676 for • more 
In form a . . .  lion:...._.._.. ~ 
'LARGE 2 bedroom main floor 
of house, W/d, f/s, dishwasher, 
Walking distance to downtown. 
$750/mo. 250-635-9202 
2 AND 3 bedroom mobile 
homes in Thornhill. Nice, clean 
condition. Priced from $550/mo. 
250-638-1885 
3 bedroom mobile home in Pine 
Park. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer, fenced yard. Natural gas 
heat included for $650/month. 
Available immediately. 250- 
635-2126. 
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1ST 
almost new 14X70, on farm, 15 
mln, east of Topley. 2 large 
bedrooms w/spacious kitchen & 
living room. Propane heat, f/s, 
deep well water, opportunity for 
garden spot. Ref req. n/dogs. 
$500/mo + utiltites. 250-696- 
3293 
THREE BEDROOM mobile 
home with addition in Jackplne 
flats. Fenced and gated. F/S, 
dishwasher, patio, and shed. 
Nice and clean. Outside dog 
okay. Non smokem please. Call 
635-3756. 
TWO BEDROOM double wide 
mobile in quiet adult park on 
Queensway. w/d, fla. No dogs. 
Ref req. $475/mo. 250-635- 
7411 
TWO BEDROOM trailer in 
town. $425.00 per month. F/S, 
no dogs. Call 250-638-7903. 
SKI SUN peaks resort BC Visit 
our website at: 
www.sunpeaksreservations.. 
cam or call Sun Peaks Online at 
1-888-578-8369. Hotels, con- 
dos & chalets. Ski in/out, hot 
tubs. Great Accommodation. 
Great rates. Great Service 
SKI SUN peaks BC (45 men 
from Kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accomodation. Fully 
equipped 1,2,3.& 4 bdrm con- 
dos & chalets, hot tube, saunas 
& Jacuzzis. Ski in/out or 10 min 
max (walking) to lilts. Kids 12 & 
under ski free with adult full 
price ticket, Stay 6 nights and 
get 1st night treel Some restric- 
tions apply. Lift packages avail- 
able. 1-800-5B5-8834. www.to- 
pofthemountain.ca, email: sun. 
peaks@direct.ca 
CHRYSLER 
WANTED: CABIN for lease at 
Ski Smithers. References avail- 
able. Call Lauren 250-627-1939 
Prince Rupert 
40 ACRES SUB DIVIDABLE 
timberland. Corner of Douglas 
and Martell. Call 867-634-2291. 
FARM/TIMBER PROPERTY for 
sale. Geernaert Road Property. 
1. 400 acres (397.75 acres) 2. 
Located on Hwy 27 & Geer- 
naert Road, some 17 km nort- 
west of Vanderhoof. 3. About 
139 acres total cleared to pas- 
ture, 4. Clear Creek flows 
through North 1/2 of the South- 
west 1/4. Phone 250-567-5405 
815TRUCKS FOR 
SALE  i 'i: ~:! 
USA FORECLOSURES. New 
phase. 20 acre parcels avail- 
able in scenic West Texas. 
$295.00per acre. $100/mo. Call 
1.800-875-6568 
12X60 MOBILE home with ad- 
dition In Sunny Hill. 5 applianc- 
es, will consider trade for newer 
pick up, Asking $12,000, Owner 
will carry financing with suitable 
down payment, 250-638.0730 
12X68 2BDRM, 4 appliances, 
with addition, and storage shed. 
Terrace Trailer Park, $18,900 
obo. 250-638-6267 
1995 TRIPLE E 14X70 in Sal- 
mon Arm, looking for a beautiful 
home, laid out for adding onto 
without structural changes? 
Price reduced by $10,000 to 
$44,000 obo. 250-835.4489 
2 BEDROOM 12X48 trailer in 
trailer park on Kofoed, in Thorn- 
hill, Fenced yard, w/d, f/s, dish- 
washer, small microwave. Ask- 
ing $10,000. obo. 250.638- 
0993 
FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, CUB. 
tom homes, residential packag. 
as, no commissionsl Only at 
SHELDON CUSTOM HOMES, 
3075 Sexsmlth, Kelowna, Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992 DL10146 
FOR SALE OR WILL CONSID- 
ER TRADE FOR NEWER 
HOUSE.(PREFERABLY TEN. 
RACE TOWN/BENCH AREA) 
Newer SRI manufactured 
home. 2 bdrm, 2 bath, built in 
dishwasher and microwave, f/s, 
w/d, n/g fireplace, built in china 
cabinet, master bedroom has 
large jacuzzi tub and separate 
shower, 6 person hot tub on 
large deck. Shed included, im- 
maculate condition. Asking 
$75,000 For more into 250-635- 
6477 
REDUCED 1995 Double wide 3 
bedroom, 5 appliance, 2 full 
baths, 3 skylights, $66,500. 
Available immediately. Call col- 
2000 GMC K1500 
NOW $27,995 
2000 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 
NOW $32,995 
1999 Yolks Golf 
Wolfsburg 
$19,995 
1999 Honda Civic SE 
$16,995 




1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverado 
WAS $27,995 NOW $25,995 
1997 Ford Aerostar AWD 
$14,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS $24,995 NOW $22,995 
1997 Yolks Jetta 
$15,995 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext Cab 
$16,995 





1993 Buick Century Custom 
$10,995 




WAS $a,995 NOW $6,995 
1992 Toyota Camry 
$1 0,995 
2-1990 Honda Accords 
$6,995 each 
1990 GMC Jimmy 
NOW $8,995 
1989 Ford Aerostar 
$4,995 
1984 Honda CRX 
$1,995 
1984 Toyota LE Van 
$1,995 
"Terra co.;y} H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 16 W ./~w (250)638-8171 
Die 9662 ~ 1 -800-665-1990 
www.bchonda.com 
1980 314 TON Dodge automatic 
crewcab. Natural/reg gas, dual 
wheels, a/c, replaced engine. 
11 1/2' camper with EZ loader. 
$6950.Can be sold separately 
250-635-2442 
1994 FORD F150 Extended 
cab. 4X4, 5speed. canopy, 
SKIN PURRFEKTI Look what's 
new - surprise your loved ones 
with some of the finest, blend- 
ed, tested, European formulat- 
ed botanical health and beauty 
products. Beautiful gift baskets 
and healing aromas at incred- 
ible prices, Great selection. 
Contact Barbara at 250-635- 
4482 or visit www.skinpur- 
rfekt.com 
We w~ t0d~w yo~ 
F~. 
I~e 3. ~gi Pc~ hi,ca, 43.1620-6 
~eg.~,~, s~ss6s~ 
~ ~ .  
C~ Re,ok 940 piees bld 2 race ~ 
S~ R~ 450 pieces h/d ~e ca. 
~c~ P~ ~t~e~ ~ ~ C~®. 
i i I 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS "CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES "REST. GREA5E TRAPS 
• ATrlC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS .FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, 
KEN'S' 
MARINE 









2000 Mountnin MAX 
700, 2", Track & Pipes 
s7,399.00 
1993 Yamaha Exciter 
Longlrack 2" 
$2,795.00 
I !•99S pol.ris 
,ect 1-604-675-9243evenin.cls. am/fro, disc player, excellent .PAINT,~OOT.S .VACUUM EXCAV=ON i. RMK 700 
. . . .  " I ' '4;995.00 
810 CARSFOR condition. $14,500 obo. 250- 
• : 638-1746 eveninqs. Indust r ia l  Vacuum Trucks 635-1  1 32  FOR SALE or will consider SALE 
trade for newer house in Ter- .... Bank.  sap" NO? 1 . . . .  klU race area. 1984 14X72 manu- 
factured mobile home in Ter- 2000 TOYOTA Corolla VE SEAPORT L IMOUSINE " - - -  race. 3 bedroom, new hot Touring 4dr sedan, air, cd play- Z .~"~'~ We ~ay 
water tank 2001, 3 appliances, er, 5 player, 5 sAd. Manual 1996 Yamaha 
2 large sheds. Roof redone Oct transmission. Opal  colour. ~ Yes! 
2001. Asking$55,000.obo. Call 24,000kms. Asking $10,500. PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE Kodiak 400cc 4x4 
250-635-31461eavemeesa~e. Call250-798-2544 AII Credit Applications Accepted. Doily scheduled bus service from Stewart to $4 995. 
ROSE LAKE 20 minutes west USEDCARSINBC.COM Daily • Easy, Fast and Confidential 00 
• NOor no creait.Hassles ,~t ,~ i  ' Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- - -  • of Burns Lake. 3 bedroom 1500 specials. Over 400 vehicles or Embarrassment 
sqft home on 80 acres, creek weekly. $0 down, finance or . YES to poor credit -'; ~` up and deliver 7 of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 95 :  B IaS=r iB  4 .4  
runs through. Some timber, lease, credit applications ac- courier service. 
$139,000. Southside, 3 km from cepted by phone. Cars, trucks, 888-921-CREDIT i. -...~ - - " - - ' - -  - - - -  
Ferry landing on Bergen Rd. 3 vans, SUV's 1-604-789-3009 'Must  have job: ~ 1  P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. i i i  w /w inch  ,oo , o,,,v0, ?' i"Cf _ 995 bedroom 1500 sqft home on Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 $ -~t  e ~vv  
110 acres. $125,000. 1-250- I 
696-3254 ~ . . . . . .  ~ Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
THREE BEDROOM house for 
sale on bench, asking 1993 NISSAN SE V6 pick-up, 
$138,000. Call 250-638-8444. 4x4, 5 speed. Summer and win- 
WON FIRST place garden ter tires with rims and Canopy 250 BRAVO snowmobile, short 
contest. Rare river front proper- $7,900. Ph 250-635-6169. track, Excellent shape. Stored 
ty on 1 acre in town. Has 4 inside. $1500. obo. 250-692- 
bdrms, 2 baths, many upgrades ~ 4241 B 
to this home large multi-layered 
deck with hot tub overlooking 
the water. Beautifully land- 
scaped yard with fountai0~: ill MATURE MOTHER of two with 
. . . . . . .  " ..... ~ ' 'gr~fid~httd¢6n ~illln-g 't~ b'ab~ sit you are one of the few who 
dream of living on the water in my home or yours. "Reason- 
with some of the best fishing in able rates" 250-635-3682 
the world at your back door ,  l~]~. .~CF.e  NOW OPEN LITrLE RU- 
914cHILDCAREI I  
• . . . . . :  . .  . : . • . . 
:~  i 890 : ::: 
/SNOWMOBILEs / :  
FORD 
GNATS DAYCARE. Located on 




give us a call at 250-635-3502 
to view or drive by 2807 Skeena 
Street $289,000.O.B.O. 
f 
~LCOME~ Halliwell. Close to Uplands 
School. Red Cross First Aid, 
long time resident of Terrace. 
Taking registration ow. Call 
Robin 250.635-4947 
~. Lookingfor ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
• Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeerm CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the ainis~ of Social 
D~.vel0pment a d Economi, c b~ud~,~ 
 ARD The Terrace Standard advertlglng@terracestandard,¢om 
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be here! 
Contact  us at 638-7283 
YourWelcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Sumontha 
635-5129 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~.ifls and information2~ 
LARGE FOUR to six bedroom- 
house on two acres in Jack 
Pine. Landscaped. New barn. 
Fenced for horses. $155,000. 
250-635-5910 
THE MORTGAGE Group. 1% 
or more off posted bank rates 
(OAC). Up to 5% cash back 
available. Call 1-866-564-6078 
brokedlender fees may apply/ 
1971 12' wide mobile home. 3 
bedroom, w/d, f/s in quiet park. 
$10,000.00 obo. 250-635-2126 
vehicles. 






ACQUIRE AN ALL-STAR. 
SKiP THE MASSIVE CONTRACT, 
(But get the humble interest rate.) 
IMPORTS 
~ii~::~);i:;i!:::~:/ 
~:: ' ...... 2002 FOF~r '~R SPORT 
OffiCiAL VEHICLE OF CIPRESS MOUNTAIN 
Here's an offer that's in a league of its own. Right now, you can drive away in a new Subaru, with 
financing starting as low as 1.8%. Choose from our lineup of 2002 Outbacks, Foresters, Legacys, 
and Imprezas at the Subaru Al|-Star Sale. Each one offers the responsiveness and control of our 
AIbWheel Driving System, Plus Subaru's proven reliability. So come in for a test drive at your 
Subaru retailer today, And put an aU-star on your team. 
Visit us at www.subaru,ca 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  IS  5 U BA R U COUNTRY 
 7 orn ff[ Motors 
TERRACE,  B.C. 1-800-559-7288 • 635"7286 
[ AII-Star.j,.I 
Financingv I 
• Starting At i 
O * yol 
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace 
DLR #7041 
* Flnandng startlnll at 1,8% Is available on 200:2 Forester model, only. 
November 14, 2001 - B9 
[TER " E 
~[  :HRYSLE! I 
' 1 ' q916 Hw), 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DtR.5958 
www,terraceautomall.com 
2001 Dodge Quad Cab 
4x4, va, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt 
$29,995 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
Y6, Auto, Air, Cruise, ~lt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$19,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl., 5 SAd, Hardtop & S0ftt0p, 
Only 15,000 kin. 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 Dodge Neon 
4 cyl., Auto, Air & More 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'98 Dodge Ram 
1500 Quad Cab 
4x4, Laramie SIT, V8, Auto, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows, Power 
Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl., Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
Was $21,995 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'96 Dodge Caravan ES 
V6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks, Tinted Glass 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'94 Chrysler Intrepid ES 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows, Power Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, Va, Auto, 4 Door, HC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'97 Ford F250 Xcab 
Diesel, 4x4, Auto, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows/Locks & More 
$24,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
V8, Auto, 4x4, NC 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'96 Ford Crown Victoria 
4 Dr., V8, Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Ford Escort wagon 
Automatic 
$5,995 
2000 GMC 2500 Xcab 
V8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt 
$31,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
A/C, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Window,'Locks and More 
$18,995 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4,Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'97 6MC Silverado SLE 
Ext. Cab., V8, Auto, 3 Door 
Was $25,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
'97 Chevrole!:, SK~'~:~'*;~do 
, o~-~j1" ,995  
'95 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, Pwr. Windows/Locks, ~lt, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
Now ONLY $10,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 CyI., Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
'98 Toyota Sienna 
0ual Sliding 0DOTS, Air, Cruise, 
~lt, Pwr. Windows/Locks &More 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Mazda Pick-up 
4x4,X-Cab, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Pwr, Windows/Locks 
N0W ONLY $17,995 
1996 Subaru Outback 
h'C, Tilt, Cruise, Pwr, 
Windows/Locks, AM/FM Cassette 
$19,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Was S16,995 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Subaru Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
Was $8,995 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
1989 Jeep Cherokee 
6-cyl,, auto, leather, leaded 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
TERRACE 
[ ~'HRYSLE! I 
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At the arena 
Midget hockey 
race tightening 
By TYLER NOBLE 
THE RACE for top spot in 
Midget House Hockey got 
tighter with results from 
games in Weeks 6 and 7. 
Monday, Oct. 29 saw 
Team Red look for its 3rd 
win in a row while taking 
on Team Blue, 
Team Blue opened the 
White. Opponent Team 
Red got an early lead 
scoring 3 goals in the first 
period, The score was only 
4-2 until part way through 
the third when Team Red 
scored 7 unanswered goals 
and went on to blow away 
White by a score of 11-2, 
Team Red's Shawn 
scoring at 4:09 of the first Barg picked up 5 points in 
on a goal from team cap- the viCtoryi 
tain Ryan Beaulieu. Play 
remained scoreless through 
2 periods, but picked up in 
the third. Team Blue went 
up 2-0 at on a goal from 
Toby Mitchell. 
Team Red finally got 
on the board at 14:56, with 
Ryan Hallam picking up 
his 3rd marker of the sea- 
son. Blue went up 3-1 at 
9:11 of the period on a 
goal from Nathan 
Mattern. However, Red 
came back with 7:56 re- 
maining, as Jon Sarsiat 
scored the 3-2 goal. Then 
just over a minute later, 
Scan Casper rifled a slap 
shot into the Blue's goal to 
end it in a 3-3 draw. 
Tuesday, October 30 
was a dark day for Team 
Thursday, Nov. 1 saw 
White try to get back on 
track against Team Blue, 
White got off to a bad 
start, going down 3-0 to 
Blue after 1. Team White 
got back on track in the 
second with goals from Jon 
Marcellin and Ken Eyjolf- 
son and in the third tied 
the game at 3 on a goal 
from Tysen Leblond. 
With 8:22 to go, right 
off a face-off, Blue's 
Bryan Bandstra took point- 
shot which hit a bump in 
the ice and bounced by the 
White goaltender, and just 
like that, Blue went in 
front 4-3. 
It was quite the third 
period, but Blue went on 
to defeat White 6-4. 
nee 
e : ': : . . . . .  Dr. P. A. 0k, m= 
General Dentist, Orth0d0ntics, ThU 
,,,%,,,,, 
office Hours 
M0n- Thurs 8:00 a,m.- 4:30 p.m. 
200-4619 Park Ave 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1V5 
(2501635.7611 
I ' ' .  ' Terrace Ringette Association 
I .~11~ RACE A very special thank you to the following 
|q~l~ business and individuals for their kind donations 
that made our club tournament a great success! 
Superior Linen Dr, Forgle 
Ruins Board Shop Maureen Worabey 
Terrace Truck & Diesel Valhalla Pure Outfitters 
McDonald's .............. Zdlers ................................ 
Quantum Helicopters Jeans North 
Parlylite Gifts (Debbie Austin) Ange)ica's Hair Design 
Carlson Wagonlit Misly River Books 
Timber Baron Shadez af Hair 
Orica Explosives Pelerl0i[t Trucks 
Coco-Cola Terrace Totem Ford 
Canadian Tire Tabs 
Williams Moving Canadian Freightways 
- Lind,say's Cartage Snap-On-Tools 
Gemma s Gifts Sateway 
Superior Propane North C%ast Anglers 
7-11 Praxalr 
Sonny's Collectlbles . Tim Horton's 
Northern Savings Credit Union UAP NAPA 
Bea's Flowers Terrace Concert Soclety 
Overwaltea SpeeDee Printers 
Northern Photo Dairy Queen 
Cypress Forest Consultants A & W 
Inland Kenworth Skeena Distributors 
Sight & Sound North Coast Tile (Rob Smart) 
Terrace Builders Cookie Jar Bakery 
Coast Tractor Trlmllne 
Shoppers Drug Mart Nechako North Coast 
Terrace Aquatic Centre McBike 
Cily of Terrace Everready 
Creative Zone All Seasons Source For Sports 
Thanks again for all IF, e support we received far our tournament. We 
would like to sincerely apologize if we missed anyone. Thanks for all 
Ihe hard work of our volunteers- we couldn't have done it wi~out yaul 
I I  I 
~'~ Com~l~ni~ N~w#~ager,N~tvork_ 
Classmea  avertzszng 
Reach 2.3 milHon BC & Yukon readers for 
. , .or 11 mi~ozz  reader~ nat ion-wlde for $14-11 
BUSINESS FOR SALE BUSINESS 
SELL YOUR BUSINESS! OPPORTUNITIES 
Use the most powerful (3R-~T-';--C-ANADIArq 
classified system in DOLLAR STORE 
Canada and reach franchise opportunities. 
millions of readers, With more than 100 
Intrigued? Contact this stores across Canada, we 
newspaper and ask about offer one of the most 
Network Classifieds, thrilling franchise 
Or call toll-free 
1.866-669-9222. opportunities around. To 
learn more, please visit 
BUSINESS our website at 
OPPORTUNmES www,dollarstores.com r 
CONTRACTS NOW call us toll free at 
AVAILA8LE Ior the 2002 1-_.877__-388.0123. 
season to • grow 
Echinacea. Guaranteed CAREER TRAINING 
prices. For more Info call BE an NTERIOR 
Get ReaINatural Home & DECORATOR with 
Body Products. 780-4g9. our unique home-study 
7f 11 or 1-780'997.4376. course, Cell for your Free 
brochure, 1-800.267- CANADA'S # 1 HOME. 
BASED TRAVEL 1829, Sheffield School 
SUSINESS, Own & of Intsdor Design. 1333 - 
operate a lull service 38 MeA~urAve., Ottawa 
travel business frem your ON K1L 6R2-- ........... 
home, FT/PT. Training & COMING EVENTS 
supporl, Investment 
$8,900 .$12,900. Free LUFA Annual General 
into, 1.800-799-9910 Meeting, November 18, 
www_,~ 2001 at 1 p.m., 
Communily Centre, Rocky 
A T T E N T I O N Mountain House, Alberta. 
INVENTORS - We have 1-877-944-5832. Join the 
art the solutions you needt fight against C.86. 
FREE information, CALL 
TOLL.FREE 1-866.877. Canadians for Real 
2836.24 hrs. Demecr.____ a ~.. . . . . . . .  
HUGE PROFITS EDUCATION 
providing Revitalizing Canadian Tourtsm College. 
WATER-JET Body Creating OpportunHies 
Messages, Clients remain I~ a Changing 
ful(y clothed. Man~ Health World, F~nd out.. 
Benefits, Be part www.toudsmcotiege.com. 
of growing massage 1-600-666-9301. 
industry, Equipment, ~, N'E'W CA-A~R? Train 
training provided, CALL 
1.877.404.5400. to be an Apartment/ 
Condominium Manager. 
DREAMING ot your own Many Jobsl Job placement 
business? Do you take aeslstance, All-Areas, 
pride ~n working with the 
agricultural community? Government Registered 
This might be the Program Information/ 
business opportunity you brochure (604) 881-5456, 
have been Iooklngtor. 1 -800 .665-8339,  
Investment of 30K+ www.rmti.ca. 
required with unlimited EMPLOYMENT 
earning potential, Our OPPORTUNITIES 
unique service has 
been he/ping Canadian ATTENTION; Morns and 
Farmers and independent Mr. Moms, work at home 
businesses save valuable on-line. No recession 
lime and money Ior the herel $16./hourpart.time; 
past 23 years, Carl $25,/hour lull-time; 
1-866.82f.3464 for more www.emaillnfonow.com. 
Inlormatton. 1-88B-431-4333. 
To ]place a 
Networka lzssU led  Ad, 
( call th i s  new=paper  or 
$309 ,eu4),,e-,==~ 
t cla,udtle~.q~bccommunltTneW=,CO m 7. 
EMPLOYMENT HELP WANTED SERVICES 
OPPORTUNITIE6 , BUILDING MANAGER~ CRIMINAL RECORD? 
SERVICE MANAGER couple or single, M or F Canadian pardon seals 
needed Immediately for apartment buildings in record. U.S. waiver 
for growing Import Fort McMurray, Alberta. permits legal American 
dealership, Edmonton.. Maintensnce skills entry. Why risk 
area. Excellent pay p/an desirable, retired, semi- employment, licensing, 
and benefit package, retired, or furl.time. Fax travel, anest, deportation, 
Box R 604, Leduc properly conflscatlon? 
Represectat[ve, 4504.81 rssume: (604) 590'3014. Canadian • U.S. 
Ave,, Lsduc, AB, TgE" pAINTING CONTRACT, Immigration specialists. 
3Zl. $6000 for two apartment 1-800-347-2540. 
A U T O B O D Y hallway, s drywall repair, TRAVEL 
TECHNICIAN re~luired for baseboards, other 
modern up.o-da e st~op renovation work. Finish TIMESHARE RESALES. 
close to the Rockies In carpentry, working Worldwide Selection. ERA 
STROMAN Since 1976. 
Alberta. Excellent wages (oreman and apartment CALL NOW1 Buyers call 
and full benefit package, management. Fort 1-800-613-7987. Sellers 
3rd year or Journeyman MoM~irray, Alberta. Fax: call 1-800-201-0864. 
preferred. Fax resume (604) 5.._220-3014, www.timesharelink.com. 
780-723-9_561. CONTRACTOR WITH TRUCX6 
FOR SALE MISC, MECHANICAL equipment O'-"'I~O'WN-'~bI,~C".; 
S'A~M LL 34995.00 All requiredto harvest23.000 Guaranteed credit 
new Super Lumbermate cubic melres of softwood, approvals, Trucks, 4x4's. 
2000, tagger capacit~es, Will consider stump-to- crew cabs, diesels, span 
more options, No'rwood dump, Ph: 204-689-2261, utilities, cars & vans. 
tndustfles, manufacture Wabowden, MB. Repo's, broken leases. 
of sawmills, edgers ......... 
and skidders. Free LOANS heavy duty equipment. 
Take over payments, Free 
information. 1-800-566- PAYDAY LOANS! BAD delivery. Call Lawrence 
6899, ext, 4~0.OT. i Credit? No Credit? No Slccla BO's largest 
GREATEST DEAL in Problem, Bdrrow up finance broker. 1.800- 
Canada, 800 MHz to $600 until payday. 993-3673, Vancouver 
computer,$31,/monthl Have a lob? Get 604.327-6377. 
No money down, No a loan Guaranteedl ~ A - ~ E ~  
payments until 2002, 1 hour Approval 1.866-3- 
Call 1.888.855-5527: PAYDAY 24 hrs/? days. our two-month year.end 
Apply online o.a.c, ww~,prldirecLcom, clearance, A working 
www, lbuckaday,com, person's t~uck/car IoL Are 
FOR SALE BY OWNER PAY TELEPHONE you self.employed (or 
SERV, not)? Is no proof o! 
BEST SUNSETS in 
the world, mild winters, EXPERTPSYCHICS..T~t income a problem? No 
48~0 sq fl home in Us Flrstl Your Future down payment? Declined 
Powell River, B,C, In Revealed by Your by your bank of your dealemhip? We can halpl 
quiet neighborhood PersonaIPsychio,6lncers Repossession or 
with a panora~o &GenuineRead]ngs, Call bankruplcles accepted. 
ocean view, $375,000, 24houm, 1.900-561-2100 We will lend you our 
w'~v.dls¢overpowelldver.com $2.95/min. 18+ money from 2,9 for Fords, 
Phone 604.486.6601 PROPERTY FOR SALE Dodges, GM's. One of 
HELP WANTED INVEST IN a great piece Canada's only true 
customer serv(ce odented 
DOG LOVERSt Enioy a of oceanvlew residential dealer groups. You don't 
heal~y&profilablecareer development property, have to d~e your b~ken- 
as a prolesslonai dog Beautiful sunsets, mild down car or truck 
trainer, Gov'l accredlled 
program. Next course winters. 7 developed, anymore, We will help you 
March 41h, Student loans. 18 partially developed make it happen~ Call now 
As seen on TV (Today lots. ~,l~d 3.5 sues ol for further Inlormafion. 
Show. NBC), 1.800-961- RM3. Powell Rivet, Joanne ot Paul 1.800- 
6616 Ben Kersen & The B.C. $S00,B00 O,B.O, 650-4829, 24 hrs 7 
W o n d e r d o g s .  wv~v.dlscoverpowe11~er.com d e y s / w k , 
www.wonderdo~s.bc,oa Phone 604,486.6601 www.credit.kin~,com. 
o 
e~ r j  
Bell ExpressVu offers more channels, more choice and 
better value than cable! 
st d ig i ta l  v ideo  
. 'anode - over  
~annels l  
s fo r  as  l itt le as 
~d "P ick  & 
,ns f low 
tans including 
de Displayl 
e i=m m m m ~  
, ' 
I e 
, Bell ExpressVu ' 
I | 
, Dish/Remote/Receiver : 
' and receive , I ! 
, 5 PAY PER VIEW . ! 
, MOVIES FREE ' $199' Dish, remote, receiver (New Model 3!00 System) , 
I I  1 I I  -$100 Programming credit to Ultimate Pack or '1'he Works t ~ offer expires Nov. SO/O~ ' 
~ml  in  m m m l ~ l l m  mml  m m im @ 
s99 Net Price ~ 
I~ IP I  CanadaFisheries and Oceans CanadaP~Ches et OcBans 
Public consultation on Tahtsa Narrows Project Scoping Report 
In April, 2001, the provincial Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management and Fisheries and Oceans Canada initiated a 
Coordinated Federal CEAAIProvincial WaterAct Review Process to review Alcan's proposed Tahtsa Narrows Project. 
As part of the Review Process, a draft Scoping Report (Nov. 2001) has recently been released to the public. To provide 
opportunities for the public to receive information and to comment on the draft Scoping Report, three public sessions will be 
held in late November/early December in the Nechako Reservoir region. 
The objective of this phase of public consultation is to ensure that all pertinent issues of concern to the government 
agencies, First Nations, and the public with regard to the Tahtsa Narrows Project have been identified and are being 
appropriately considered. The public will be provided additional opportunities to comment as the review proceeds. 
Public consultation will take place at the following times and locations: 
November 26, 2001 (7:00 p.m.} 
Wistaria Community Hall 
Wistaria, B.C. 
.December 3, 2001 (7:00 p.m.) 
Seniors' Friendship Hall 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
December 5, 2001 (7 O0 p m.} 
Burns Lake Chamber of Commerce 
Burns Lake, B.C. 
A number of copies of the draft Scoping Report have been distributed to individuals and organizations throughout the region. 
Others interested in reviewing it can obtain copies at: 
• hJcan's Skins Lake Spil lway- Daryl McDonagh 
250-694-3532 
• Burns Lake Public Library- 585 Government Street 
• Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 
2 '~ FI. - 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smithers 250-847-7260 
• Fort Fraser Chamber of Commerce- 250-690-7733 
AIcan Regional Office- Vanderhoof 
158 West Stewart Street - 250-567-5105 
• Houston Public Library- 3150 14mStreet 
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada- Prince George, 
3690 Massey Drive, Prince George 250-561-5366 
The draft Scoping Report is available online at www.elp.qov.bc.ca/wat/tahtsa or Alcan's B.C. website at www.sno.net/alcan 
Written comments are req uired from the public by January 11,2002, identifying any missing issues and any Terms of 
Reference for studies that are incom plate, incorrect or missing. Written responses must be mailed, taxed or e-mailed to the 
following address by January 11,2002: 
Tahtsa Narrows Project Review 
c/o Water Planning & Allocation Branch 
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 
PC Box 9340, Stn. Pmv. Gov. 
Victoria, BC VBW 9M1 
Fax: 250-387-1898 E-mail: wenda.mason@gems6.gov,bc.ca 
.If you have questions about the public consultations, please contact: 
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 
Wenda Mason 250-356-6384 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada Alcan - Vanderhoof 
Linda Sullivan 250-666-3575 PattiGerhardi 250-567-5105 
N e w s Y '  
wo .nt to  get  
i t  r ight .  
So if at times they faU 
short, let their editors 
know, 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers, 
B.C, PRESS COUNCIL 
201-12g0 Broad Street, 
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